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Methane seeps are globally distributed geologic features in which reduced fluid from below the seafloor is advected upward and meets the oxidized bottom waters of Earth’s oceans. This redox gradient fuels chemosynthetic communities anchored by the microbially-mediated anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM). Both today and in Earth’s past, methane seeps have supported diverse biological communities extending from microorganisms to macrofauna and adding to the diversity of life on Earth. Simultaneously, the carbon cycling associated with methane seeps may have played a significant role in modulating ancient Earth’s climate, particularly by acting as a control on methane emissions.

The AOM metabolism generates alkalinity and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and at a 2:1 ratio, promoting the abiogenic, or authigenic, precipitation of carbonate minerals. Over time, these precipitates can grow into pavements covering hundreds of square meters on the seafloor and dominating the volumetric habitat space available in seep ecosystems. Importantly, carbonates are incorporated into the geologic record and therefore preserve an inorganic (i.e., δ¹³C) and organic (i.e., lipid biomarker) history of methane seepage. However, the extent to which preserved biomarkers represent a snapshot of microorganisms present at the time of primary precipitation, a time-integrated history of microbial assemblages across the life cycle of a methane seep, or a view of the final microorganisms inhabiting a carbonate prior to incorporation in the sedimentary record is unresolved.

This thesis addresses the ecology of carbonate-associated seep microorganisms. Chapters One and Two contextualize the extant microbial diversity on seep carbonates versus within seep sediments, as determined through 16S rRNA gene biomarkers. Small, protolithic carbonate “nodules” recovered from within seep sediments are observed to be capable of capturing surrounding sediment-hosted microbial diversity, but in some cases also diverge from sediments. Meanwhile, lithified carbonate blocks recovered from the seafloor host microbial assemblages demonstrably distinct from seep sediments (and seep nodules). Microbial 16S rRNA gene diversity within carbonate samples is well-differentiated by the extent of contemporary seepage. In situ seafloor transplantation experiments further demonstrated the microbial assemblages associated with seep carbonates to be sensitive to seep quiescence and activation on short (13-month) timescales. This was particularly true for organisms whose 16S rRNA genes imply physiologies dependent on methane or sulfur oxidation. With an improved understanding of the modern ecology of carbonate-associated microorganisms, Chapter Three applies intact polar lipid (IPL) and core lipid analyses to begin describing whether, and to what extent, geologically relevant biomarkers mimic short-term dynamics observed in 16S rRNA gene profiles versus archive a record of historic microbial diversity. Biomarker longevity is determined to increase from 16S rRNA genes to IPLs to core lipids, with IPLs preserving microbial diversity history on timescales more similar to 16S rRNA genes than core lipids. Ultimately, individual IPL biomarkers are identified which may be robust proxies for determining whether the biomarker profile recorded in a seep carbonate represents vestiges of active seepage processes, or the profile of a microbial community persisting after seep quiescence.
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<tr>
<td>iTAG</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBGB</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBGD</td>
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<tr>
<td>mbsf</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>next generation sequencing (see also, “iTAG”)</td>
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<tr>
<td>NMDS</td>
<td>nonmetric multidimensional scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH-AR</td>
<td>hydroxyarchaeol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTU</td>
<td>operational taxonomic unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>phosphatidylcholine (in the context of organic geochemistry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
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<tr>
<td>SRB</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRFLP</td>
<td>terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
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</tbody>
</table>
“It is not intuitively obvious why a square yard of meadow, say, should not be exactly like the next square yard in species-composition, yet it must have been noted many times, and from the earliest times, that it rarely or never is so.”

— F.W. Preston, *Time and Space and the Variation of Species*, 1960
Introduction

For some time, two concepts have been appreciated concerning methane seeps: (i) At any single point location on the seafloor, seepage is an ephemeral process bound to eventual dormancy, and (ii) carbonate pavements precipitated at methane seeps have high potential to enter the geological record as an archive of historic seepage. For the first time, this thesis applies in situ, time-resolved experiments with parallel biomarkers to begin addressing the fundamental question connecting points (i) and (ii):

To what extent does the taphonomy of microorganisms in seep carbonates represent those species present during active seepage vs those last present before incorporation into the rock record?

While each chapter contains its own standalone introduction, the following section is intended to familiarize the reader with some of the general geological, geochemical, and geobiological aspects of methane seeps, as well as to motivate the overarching research questions addressed herein. At the end of this introduction, a brief summary of the principle questions addressed in each chapter is provided.
Methane seeps, first discovered in the Gulf of Mexico in 1984 (Paull et al. 1984), are globally distributed geologic features in which reduced fluids, including methane, are advected upward from below the seafloor and meet the oxidized bottom waters of Earth’s oceans. Methane seeps are located on both passive and active continental margins, with a variety of geologic processes (e.g., subduction, subseafloor salinity-driven density overturning) creating conduits for reduced fluids to move upwards (Judd 2003; Tunnicliffe et al. 2003; German et al. 2011). Worldwide, the most exhaustively studied methane seeps are those located in the Black Sea (Michaelis et al. 2002), the Mediterranean (Aloisi et al. 2002), and “Hydrate Ridge”, a north-south promontory at 700-800 meters water depth off the coast of Oregon on the Cascadia margin (Boetius and Suess 2004).

Methane in seeps is generally sourced from decomposition of buried organic matter (originally produced photosynthetically). Methane production can be either thermogenic or biogenic, with the two processes yielding characteristically different $\delta^{13}$C$_{\text{methane}}$ values (Schoell 1980). At Hydrate Ridge, the seep most intensively studied in this thesis, the methane is highly depleted (approximately -65‰), indicating a mostly biogenic origin (Kastner et al. 1998; Suess et al. 1999; Boetius and Suess 2004). Once produced, depending on temperature and pressure conditions as well as the methane concentration itself, methane will either remain in the dissolved phase, become locked in methane hydrates, or bubble out of the seafloor as free methane gas. The dissolved component of subseafloor methane is oxidized predominantly in the subsurface by the microbially-mediated, sulfate-coupled anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM):

$$\text{CH}_4 + \text{SO}_4^- \rightarrow \text{HCO}_3^- + \text{HS}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 1)

It is well established that consortia of anaerobic methane oxidizing archaea (ANME) and sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) work symbiotically to achieve AOM (Hinrichs et al. 1999; Boetius et al. 2000; Orphan et al. 2001b), although the mechanistic details of the process remain an active
area of investigation (Milucka et al. 2012; McGlynn et al. 2015; Scheller et al. 2016). AOM can also be accomplished with other electron acceptors including iron (Beal et al. 2009), manganese (Beal et al. 2009), nitrite (Ettwig et al. 2010), and nitrate (Haroon et al. 2013), but sulfate-coupled AOM is the dominant process in most seep environments. ANME archaea are subdivided into three clades: ANME-1, ANME-2, and ANME-3 (Orphan et al. 2001a; 2002; Knittel et al. 2005; Niemann et al. 2006). These ANME often live in tight consortia with deltaproteobacterial SRB of the Desulfosarcina, Desulfococcus, and Desulfobulbus genera (Orphan et al. 2002; Knittel et al. 2005; Lösekann et al. 2007; Schreiber et al. 2010; Green-Saxena et al. 2014), although reports also exist of ANME-1 and ANME-2 living as single cells or monospecies aggregates (Orphan et al. 2001b; 2002).

AOM in methane seeps oxidizes ~96% to ~100% of dissolved methane before it can escape to ocean bottom waters (Sommer et al. 2006). In cases where methane concentrations are high enough to nucleate ebullition, more methane escapes and the biological AOM filter is reduced to ~66% to 83% efficiency (Sommer et al. 2006). Nonetheless, methane seeps are estimated to consume ~78 Tg CH₄/year globally (and when including AOM in non-seep continental shelf sediments, estimates suggest global consumption of >350 Tg CH₄/year, implying also a high annual rate of subseaafloor methane production; Hinrichs and Boetius 2000; Reeburgh 2007). Estimates suggest Earth’s current (including anthropogenic influences) gross production and consumption of methane to be on the order of 500-600 Tg CH₄/year (Kirschke et al. 2013). As such AOM, including AOM in methane seeps, is a significant contributor to global methane cycling, and a small change in cycling efficiency at methane seeps might have a large impact on global budgets. Moreover, the contribution of methane seeps is likely to be higher than estimated, considering that the occurrence of seeps, which has been largely unknown, now appears to be extremely high: a recent study located seeps every 4 km along the continental slope off Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Panama (Sahling et al. 2008).
Seeps may have played one or more important roles during Earth history. This could include, of course, a similar role as today, with AOM in seeps cycling a large amount of methane. Such a role has been proposed based on evidence of strongly \(^{13}C\)-depleted kerogens from as old as 2.7 Ga (Hinrichs 2002) as well as \(^{13}C\)-depleted carbonate deposits in the Proterozoic and Phanerozoic (Schrag et al. 2013). However, other mechanisms have also been invoked to explain \(^{13}C\) signals in the ancient sedimentary record, including alternative microbial metabolisms and/or secondary alteration of carbonate minerals following burial (Grotzinger et al. 2011; Slotznick and Fischer 2016). Other contributions of subseafloor methane to Earth history have also been proposed. Perhaps the most catastrophic is the hypothesis that rapid and self-reinforcing destabilization of methane hydrates may have led to and/or been a result of dramatic climate warming during the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (Katz et al. 1999), and during post-glacial hot house periods following snowball Earth events in the Proterozoic (Jiang et al. 2003).

Besides ANME and SRB, methane seeps host a broad diversity of microorganisms. Studies have most intensively focused on methane seep sediments, finding that microbial assemblages in seep sediments are distinct from other marine sedimentary environments as assessed by 16S rRNA gene surveys (Pop Ristova et al. 2015; Ruff et al. 2015). Seeps are typified from other settings by high relative abundances of *Methanomicrobia* and *Deltaproteobacteria* classes (containing ANME and SRB, respectively), as well as bacterial candidate divisions Hyd24-12 and JS1 (Ruff et al. 2015). Targeted metagenomics have recently shown members of candidate division Hyd24-12 to contain genes consistent with fermentative metabolisms of simple sugars and the potential ability to reduce elemental sulfur to sulfide (Kirkegaard et al. 2016). Using single cell genomics, candidate division JS1 has recently been placed within the candidate phylum *Atribacteria*, and likely represents heterotrophic, strictly anaerobic microorganisms participating in fermentation of organic acids such as propionate and acetate (Nobu et al. 2016). Sulfur-cycling microorganisms, in particular putative sulfide-oxidizing members of the *Epsilonproteobacteria* and *Gammaproteobacteria*, are also common and abundant in seep sediments and are often manifested by
dense orange, pink, and/or white mats covering the seafloor (Nunoura et al. 2012; Niemann et al. 2013; Marlow et al. 2014b; Ruff et al. 2015).

The ANME, SRB, and other microbial species inhabiting methane seeps form the base of a complex food web of organisms which includes fish, bivalves (mussels and clams), tube worms, polychaetes, nematodes, and crabs (Levin 2005). The microbial and megafaunal inhabitants of methane seeps are one of the most recognizable seafloor features of methane seepage (in addition to a carbonate-strewn landscape and, occasionally, methane ebullition), helping researchers identify seep locales during seafloor exploration. Moreover, the distribution of biological organisms often mirrors the delivery of reduced fluids from below, effectively allowing biology to be used as a rough visual “map” of contemporary seepage (Barry et al. 1997; Treude et al. 2003; Orphan et al. 2004; Levin 2005).

This is useful and important because methane seepage is a spatially and temporally heterogeneous process. Lateral and vertical microbiological and geochemical heterogeneity is observed on the scale of meters or less (Sahling et al. 2002; Levin et al. 2003; Treude et al. 2003; Orphan et al. 2004; Pop Ristova et al. 2015). In general, microbial mats are observed to dominate high-flux areas, often ringed in a “bulls-eye” manner by bivalves on the periphery of seepage (Barry et al. 1997; Orphan et al. 2004). If methane ebullition is present, it is usually strong enough to disrupt any colonization by seep organisms in its direct (cm- to m-scale) proximity.

Temporal variation in seepage is one of the primary drivers of spatial heterogeneity of seep-dependent taxa and geochemistry. Seepage can vary on timescales from days (tidal forcing of the hydraulic head, fault blockage by hydrates or carbonates; Torres et al. 2002; Tryon et al. 2002) to hundreds of years (subduction thrust earthquake cycle in the Cascadia Margin; Tryon et al. 2002) to tens or hundreds of thousands of years (glacial/interglacial sea level forcing of the hydraulic head; Teichert et al. 2003; Watanabe et al. 2008). These timescales are reflected in age measurements of carbonate precipitates at methane seeps, which form inorganically (i.e., authigenically) within the sediment column as a result of the production of two units of alkalinity.
(Alk) per one unit of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) from sulfate-coupled AOM (Eq. 1; Berner 1980; Ritger et al. 1987). Histograms of carbonate age measured by U-Th frequently indicate discontinuous precipitation on glacial/interglacial timescales (Aharon et al. 1997; Teichert et al. 2003; Kutterolf et al. 2008; Watanabe et al. 2008; Kiel 2009; Liebetrau et al. 2010; Feng et al. 2010). This presumably tracks discontinuous magnitudes of seepage flux and AOM driven by changes in methane hydrate stability as a function of sea level controlling the hydraulic head overlying seep systems. Such timescales would be compatible with other measurements which indicate approximately continuous precipitation, but not on the scale of greater than thousands of years (Naehr et al. 2000; Bayon et al. 2009).

Previous sampling efforts have shown seep carbonates to consist of a variety of morphologies including aragonite, calcite, dolomite, and mixtures thereof (Ritger et al. 1987; Kulm and Suess 1990; Bohrmann et al. 1998; Naehr et al. 2000; Greinert et al. 2001). The factors most often invoked to explain the precipitation of specific carbonate mineralogies have included Alk concentration (Ritger et al. 1987; Greinert et al. 2001; Luff and Wallmann 2003), Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\) ion concentration (Ritger et al. 1987; Greinert et al. 2001), temperature (Naehr et al. 2000; Greinert et al. 2001), degree of calcium carbonate supersaturation (Naehr et al. 2000), and, more than any other factor, pore water sulfate concentration (Ritger et al. 1987; Burton 1993; Greinert et al. 2001; Peckmann et al. 2001; Aloisi et al. 2002; Reitner et al. 2005a). Based on empirical observations of the distribution of different calcium carbonate morphologies, thermodynamic and kinetic modeling, and carbon and oxygen isotope ratios of seep carbonates, the working hypothesis is that aragonites, which are more soluble than calcite and high-Mg calcite phases, precipitate at or near the sediment-water interface in a zone where alkalinity and carbonate supersaturation is quite high, but sulfate concentrations from the overlying bottom water remain high enough to inhibit calcite precipitation (Ritger et al. 1987; Aloisi et al. 2002; Gieskes et al. 2005). Calcites, accordingly, are hypothesized to form slightly deeper in the sediment column, perhaps near the zone of maximum AOM, where alkalinity is high and sulfate is depleted to zero
concentration. Dolomites, based primarily on carbon and oxygen isotope evidence, are predicted to form well below AOM zones, in horizons of microbial methanogenesis (Greinert et al. 2001; Gieskes et al. 2005).

At many methane seeps, including Hydrate Ridge, carbonate blocks and pavements are ubiquitous features of the seafloor landscape, covering hundreds of square meters on the seafloor (Kulm and Suess 1990; Boetius and Suess 2004) and extending vertically into the water column in special cases of euxinia such as the Black Sea (Michaelis et al. 2002). As such, seep carbonates provide an important hard habitat substrate for biological colonization. In addition to their lateral extent, subseafloor acoustic data shows that carbonates also extend vertically to meters or tens of meters below the sediment-water interface (Klaucke et al. 2008; 2012). Carbonates, therefore, represent a volumetrically significant (perhaps dominant) habitat substrate in methane seep benthic and subseafloor ecosystems (Marlow et al. 2014a). Despite this, investigations of carbonate-associated microbial and megafaunal ecology have been limited, in part due to unrecognized importance of seep carbonates as distinct habitats from seep sediments and in part due to their difficult sampling nature on the seafloor. With the exception of one early report (Jensen et al. 1992), studies of seep carbonate-associated megafaunal diversity have only recently begun to enter the literature (Ritt et al. 2010; 2011; Grupe et al. 2015; Levin et al. 2015).

The first detailed descriptions of microorganisms specifically associated with seep carbonates were a series of reports of microbial mats covering large carbonate chimneys extending meters above the seafloor in the anoxic bottom waters of the Black Sea (Pimenov et al. 1997; Thiel et al. 2001; Peckmann et al. 2001). These included microscopic observations of microbial filaments and lipid profile characterizations, and in vitro experiments showed the organisms to be capable of metabolic activity (Michaelis et al. 2002). Subsequent lipid and 16S rRNA gene analyses further characterized the chemotaxonomic and phylogenetic diversity of microorganisms inhabiting Black Sea seep carbonates (Tourova et al. 2002; Blumenberg et al. 2004; Reitner et al. 2005b). Around the same time, lipid and 16S rRNA gene surveys were
reported from several benthic seep carbonates in the Mediterranean Sea, unambiguously demonstrating the presence of ANME and SRB as well as other phylogenetically diverse microorganisms, including archaeal Marine Group I and bacterial alpha-, beta-, and gamma-proteobacteria, among others (Pancost et al. 2001; Aloisi et al. 2002; Heijs et al. 2006). Meanwhile, parallel analysis of four carbonate samples with five sediment samples from ~2,000 meters deep in the Black Sea yielded a higher concentration of microbial biomarkers and a distinct community of Archaea in the carbonates as compared to the sediments (Stadnitskaia et al. 2005). Not until 2014 was a systematic survey undertaken to compare microbial communities inhabiting seep carbonates vs seep sediments. Though limited in sample number, investigation at Hydrate Ridge revealed bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA gene profiles to be differentiated by habitat substrate and seep activity, respectively (Marlow et al. 2014b). In the same year, seep carbonates were demonstrated to host metabolically active endolithic anaerobic methanotrophs, greatly expanding the potential contribution of AOM to subseafloor methane cycling (Marlow et al. 2014a).

The application of microbial biomarker analyses has not been limited to modern, actively venting methane seeps. Extraction and characterization of lipid biomarkers has been used in conjunction with isotopic and megafaunal fossil evidence to link geologic outcrops to historic methane seepage from as young as the Pleistocene to as old as the Carboniferous (Peckmann et al. 1999; Thiel et al. 1999; Peckmann et al. 2002; Goedert et al. 2003; Birgel et al. 2006b; a; Birgel et al. 2008b; a; Kiel et al. 2013; Natalicchio et al. 2015; Little et al. 2015). Besides just ancient seep identification, lipids have been used at sites worldwide to infer paleo-seepage flux (Stadnitskaia et al. 2008; Leefmann et al. 2008; Gontharet et al. 2009; Peckmann et al. 2009; Birgel et al. 2011; Hagemann et al. 2012) or ancient ANME-1 vs ANME-2 ratios (Niemann and Elvert 2008; Peckmann et al. 2009; Birgel et al. 2011; Natalicchio et al. 2015).

Paleo-seep studies rely on assumptions regarding both the fidelity with which biomarkers record methane seep microbial assemblages (chemotaxonomy) and the longevity of biomarkers
over time. Chemotaxomic understanding within methane seeps systems has grown as a result of extensive study and methodological development over the last ~15 years (Hinrichs et al. 2000; Rütters et al. 2001; Elvert et al. 2003; Sturt et al. 2004; Blumenberg et al. 2004; Rossel et al. 2008; Niemann and Elvert 2008; Schubotz et al. 2011; Yoshinaga et al. 2011; 2015), but the longevity (i.e., degradation rate) of biomarkers remains poorly constrained. Historically, intact polar lipids (IPLs) were assumed to be excellent recorders of live biomass due to rapid degradation after cell death of the bond between polar head group and glycerol backbone (White et al. 1979; 1997; Zink et al. 2003; Sturt et al. 2004). The core lipid, that which remains after loss of the polar head group, is assumed to be stable over geologic timescales and indeed core lipids have been recovered from seep carbonates in the sedimentary record as old as 300 million years (Birgel et al. 2008b). Recent evidence, however, has indicated IPLs may have high enough longevity to record more than just living microbial communities. In anoxic laboratory microcosm experiments of marine sediment, ester-based IPLs (in this case artificially spiked in from dead eukaryotic Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells, but also the dominant bond type found in bacterial lipids) degraded to <10% of original concentration within 100 days, but archaeal ether-based IPLs demonstrated no measurable degradation in the same time frame (Logemann et al. 2011). A more sensitive 14C-labeling experiment, run for 300 days but only analyzing archaeal ether-linked IPLs, indicated such slow IPL degradation rates in anoxic marine sediment microcosms that the half-life of archaeal IPLs in subseafloor environments was extrapolated to be 10^3-10^5 years (Xie et al. 2013).

This begs the question posed on page 1 of this thesis: how do microorganisms respond to changes in seepage flux, and how is the microbial response recorded in carbonate-associated biomarkers?
This thesis concerns the ecology of microorganism associated with seep carbonates from basic questions of inter-habitat diversity to novel, *in situ*, multi-biomarker, time-resolved seafloor experiments. Some basic questions addressed are:

*Chapter One*

- Does microbial diversity differ between subseafloor protolithic carbonate “nodules” and their adjacent sediments?
- To what extent do subseafloor geochemical parameters inform the capture of sediment-hosted microbial assemblages into solid habitat substrates?

*Chapter Two*

- Do fully lithified seep carbonates host distinct microorganisms from seep sediments, nodules, and bottom waters?
- How sensitive are carbonate-associated microbial assemblages to seepage activation or quiescence on 13-month timescales?
- Which microorganisms colonize sterile hard substrates placed at methane seeps, and is colonization substrate- or seepage-dependent?

*Chapter Three*

- In parallel analysis of DNA and IPL biomarkers, are similar or different sensitivities observed to seepage flux (and changes in seepage flux)?
- Are microbial biomarkers preferentially associated with particular morphologies of calcium carbonate?
- Given, for the first time, observed microbial responses to 13 months of *in situ* imposed seep quiescence, can future biomarker response to continued seep quiescence be quantitatively estimated?
- Are some microbial species’ associated biomarkers particularly suited to be applied as proxies for “active” or “low activity” seep conditions recorded in ancient seep carbonates?

These three chapters represent the primary contribution of this thesis to the scientific community’s understanding of seep carbonate-associated microbial ecology (Chapters One and Two were published in 2015, while Chapter Three is in manuscript form). Chapter Four concerns methods development for next-generation sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene, the most commonly employed microbial diversity assay in the literature and in this thesis, including extensive post-processing tests to ensure robust data interpretation. An appendix describes microbiological and geochemical results from a high-pressure incubation of methane seep sediments recovered from the Joetsu Knoll, Japan.
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1.0 ABSTRACT

Anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) impacts carbon cycling by acting as a methane sink and by sequestering inorganic carbon via AOM-induced carbonate precipitation. These precipitates commonly take the form of carbonate nodules that form within methane seep sediments. The timing and sequence of nodule formation within methane seep sediments are not well understood. Further, the microbial diversity associated with sediment-hosted nodules has not been well characterized and the degree to which nodules reflect the microbial assemblage in surrounding sediments is unknown. Here, we conducted a comparative study of microbial assemblages in methane-derived authigenic carbonate nodules and their host sediments using molecular, mineralogical, and geochemical methods. Analysis of 16S rRNA gene diversity from paired carbonate nodules and sediments revealed that both sample types contained methanotrophic archaea (ANME-1 and ANME-2) and syntrophic sulfate-reducing bacteria (Desulfobacteraceae and Desulfobulbaceae), as well as other microbial community members. The combination of geochemical and molecular data from Eel River Basin and Hydrate Ridge suggested that some nodules formed in situ and captured the local sediment-hosted microbial community, while other nodules may have been translocated or may represent a record of conditions prior to the contemporary environment. Taken together, this comparative analysis offers clues to the formation regimes and mechanisms of sediment-hosted carbonate nodules.
1.1 INTRODUCTION

Sulfate-coupled anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) is a significant biogeochemical process in continental margin settings and in areas of advective seafloor methane seepage, consuming a large fraction of methane in marine sediments prior to its release to the hydrosphere (Hoehler et al. 1994; Boetius et al. 2000; Reeburgh 2007). Within the seep environment, AOM is mediated by a symbiotic partnership between uncultured anaerobic methanotrophic archaea (ANME) and sulfate-reducing deltaproteobacteria (SRB). Sulfate-driven AOM increases the saturation state of sedimentary pore waters with respect to calcium carbonate by producing two units of alkalinity (Alk) per one unit of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), and has therefore been hypothesized to promote the precipitation of authigenic carbonate according to the general reactions (Luff and Wallmann 2003; Lein 2004; Luff et al. 2004):

\[
\text{CH}_4 + \text{SO}_4^{2-} \leftrightarrow \text{HCO}_3^- + \text{HS}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}; \Delta \text{Alk} = +2; \Delta \text{DIC} = +1 \quad (\text{Eq. 1})
\]

\[
2\text{HCO}_3^- + \text{Ca}^{2+} \leftrightarrow \text{CaCO}_3(s) + \text{CO}_2(aq) + \text{H}_2\text{O}; \Delta \text{Alk} = -2; \Delta \text{DIC} = -1 \quad (\text{Eq. 2})
\]

Indeed, authigenic carbonates are often found in association with seep environments and AOM, and vary in morphology, size, and mineralogy. Observations have included cements (Hovland et al. 1987; Jørgensen 1989; 1992), nodules (sometimes termed “concretions”; Chen et al. 2006; Ussler and Paull 2008; Watanabe et al. 2008), massive chemoherm structures extending into the water column (Griffiths et al. 1982; Michaelis et al. 2002; Gulin et al. 2003; Teichert et al. 2005), and pavements that can cover hundreds of square meters (Paull et al. 1992; Boetius and Suess 2004). Most often, authigenic carbonates and nodules are observed within the sediment column or at the sediment/water interface (Greinert et al. 2001; Gieskes et al. 2005; Naehr et al. 2007; Haas et al. 2010).

Pore water geochemical profiles of Ca\(^{2+}\) and Alk, \(\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{DIC}}\), \(\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{carb}}\), \(^{14}\text{C}\) labeling experiments, and lipid and DNA biomarkers provide strong evidence to substantiate the
hypothesized link between microbially-mediated AOM activity and the precipitation of authigenic carbonates (Michaelis et al. 2002; Peckmann and Thiel 2004; Boetius and Suess 2004; Naehr et al. 2009). It was recently shown that authigenic carbonates and nodules not only entrap microbial assemblages but furthermore host metabolically active methanotrophic populations, contributing substantially to methane oxidation in seep regions (Marlow et al. 2014a). Diagnostic lipids of methanotrophic archaea and their bacterial syntrophs, often showing characteristic depletion of $^{13}$C, have been recovered in carbonate slabs from extant seep habitats and paleo-methane seeps dating as far back as the Pennsylvanian (Peckmann et al. 1999; Thiel et al. 2001; Peckmann and Thiel 2004; Stadnitskaia et al. 2005; Birgel et al. 2008b; a; Stadnitskaia et al. 2008; Naehr et al. 2009). A limited number of studies have also successfully recovered AOM-associated ANME and SRB 16S rRNA gene sequences associated with exhumed carbonate slabs and chemoherms within areas of methane seepage (Aloisi et al. 2002; Heijs et al. 2006; Stadnitskaia et al. 2008; Guan et al. 2013; Marlow et al. 2014b). These lipid and DNA biomarkers indicate a persistent relationship between relatives of AOM-associated archaea and deltaproteobacteria, and carbonate precipitation.

The discovery in 2002 of massive ANME-1 dominated deep-sea carbonate “reefs” extending tens of meters above active methane vents in the euxinic waters of the Black Sea further indicates that anaerobic methanotrophs do not merely colonize preformed carbonates but are capable of inducing and shaping their formation (Michaelis et al. 2002). Accordingly, the distribution of archaeal molecular signatures recorded in modern carbonates has been used to infer past environmental conditions and/or point to zones of previous AOM activity, as well as the ecological physiology of AOM-associated archaea. For example, archaeal ANME-2 16S rRNA gene sequences recovered from the upper part of a Gulf of Cadiz carbonate slab were interpreted to reflect carbonate precipitation in sediments containing elevated methane partial pressures, while the occurrence of ANME-1 sequences in the underlying crust were assumed to be
associated with a phase of precipitation under conditions of reduced methane flux (Stadnitskaia et al. 2008).

The majority of studies to date have focused on massive authigenic carbonates, which in many cases represent tens to hundreds of thousands of years of seep activity (Teichert et al. 2003; Luff and Wallmann 2003; Kutterolf et al. 2008; Ussler and Paull 2008; Watanabe et al. 2008; Liebetrau et al. 2010; Bayon et al. 2013). However, seep sediments themselves often harbor numerous millimeter-scale carbonate nodules representing diverse shapes, mineralogies, and formation histories (Chen et al. 2006; Ussler and Paull 2008; Watanabe et al. 2008). Due to their small size, nodules may capture a shorter time interval of in situ carbonate precipitation, and may be more relevant than massive carbonate pavements to understanding the immediate link between sediment- and carbonate-hosted microbial assemblages. Previous comparisons of sediment-, nodule-, and carbonate-associated microbial assemblages have suggested that archaeal community structures are dependent on methane seepage flux and not physical substrate type, while bacteria appeared to be more differentiated by substrate type than seep activity (Marlow et al. 2014b). Furthermore, endolithic microbial assemblages were found to be metabolically active, suggesting the possibility that 16S rRNA signatures recovered from nodules and carbonates might be different from the surrounding sediment-based assemblages (Marlow et al. 2014a). This implied that assemblages associated with nodules and carbonates might not be passive recorders of surrounding sediment communities but rather represent an extant, active, endolithic microbial community (Marlow et al. 2014a; b).

Comparative characterization of paired nodules and host sediments would provide insight into the degree to which early stages of carbonate formation passively record the sediment assemblage during lithification, or alternatively capture (or exclude) specific microorganisms directly mediating AOM and alkalinity production. Here, we examined microbial communities within sediments and their associated carbonate nodules (hereafter “nodules”) from methane seeps located on the southern summit of Hydrate Ridge, OR, USA (HR; 44°34′20351′′N, 125°
8.8409\textdegree W; 800 meters below sea level (Boetius and Suess 2004)) and the northern ridge of Eel River Basin offshore of Eureka, CA, USA (ERB; 40° 48.7024\textdegree N, 124° 36.6754\textdegree W, 517 meters below sea level; Orphan et al. 2004). The microbial communities in 18 sediment and nodule samples (i.e., nine sediment/nodule pairs) from methane-seep environments of HR (n pairs = 5) and ERB (n pairs = 4) were characterized using iTAG sequencing of partial-length 16S rRNA genes to characterize relationships across geography (HR n=10 vs ERB n=8) and substratum (sediment n=9 vs nodule n=9). Depth (measured in centimeters below seafloor; cmbsf) was examined as an additional variable. Terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP) analysis using archaeal- and bacterial-specific 16S rRNA primers was also employed to complement diversity patterns observed using iTAG sequencing, in which universal primers were used. Additionally, four paired sediment and nodule samples from HR and ERB were selected for full-length archaeal and bacterial 16S rRNA gene cloning and sequencing. Pore water and solid phase geochemical, mineralogical, and isotopic analyses were conducted to provide physicochemical context for the interpretation of observed microbiological trends.

The goals of this comparative study were twofold: first, to determine whether the nodules reflect passive capture of the local sedimentary microbial community or host a unique microbial assemblage, and second, to examine the relationship between observed seep-associated microbial assemblages and physicochemical variables.

1.2 METHODS

1.2.1 SITE DESCRIPTION AND SAMPLE COLLECTION

Sediments and carbonates were recovered in September 2006 from active methane seep areas at HR and at ERB. All push cores (PC) were collected with DSV Alvin during dives AD4249 (HR: PC8) and AD4256 (ERB: PC29, PC23, PC20). Sampling locations were chosen based on the presence of benthic chemosynthetic communities (sulfide-oxidizing bacterial mats and
Calyptogena clam beds) – visual seabed indicators of localized seepage with high advective flux of sulfide, itself coupled via AOM to high subsurface methane fluxes (Sahling et al. 2002; Torres et al. 2002; Treude et al. 2003; Levin 2005).

Eel River Basin lies at the southern end of the Cascadia accretionary prism where organic-rich source rocks have led to the production and sequestration of abundant methane and other hydrocarbons (Orphan et al. 2004 and references therein). Variations in advective methane flux and pore water geochemistry occur frequently within methane seep habitats associated with sulfide-oxidizing microbial mats and chemosynthetic clam beds, and are sometimes organized in “bulls eye” structures at the seafloor (Barry et al. 1997; Treude et al. 2003; Orphan et al. 2004). Three push cores at ERB were collected along a lateral seep transect, from the center to the periphery of a “bulls eye” consisting of a white sulfide-oxidizing microbial mat radially surrounded by Calyptogena clams. Two cores were collected from active seep zones (PC29, under a white microbial mat, hereafter “mat core”; PC23, under Calyptogena clams, hereafter “clam core”), and one core was collected on the edge of the “bulls eye” to capture low seep activity (PC20; hereafter “peripheral core”). Extensive sulfide-oxidizing microbial mats tend to exclusively overlie sulfidic seep sediments with a high methane flux (Boetius and Suess 2004). Chemosynthetic clams, which also rely on reduced fluids, cause substantial bioturbation, transporting seawater sulfate and oxygen to the underlying sediment layers and deepening the sulfate-methane transition zone (Orphan et al. 2004; Gieskes et al. 2005; Fischer et al. 2012). The periphery of these chemosynthetic clam and mat communities is typically defined by lower methane flux and correspondingly deeper sulfate penetration, slower rates of AOM, and lower concentrations of sulfide (Sahling et al. 2002; Treude et al. 2003; Orphan et al. 2004; Lloyd et al. 2010).

Nodules were recovered in only a few of the sectioned depth horizons along this ERB seep transect (Table 1), including two mid-depth sections in the mat core (6–9 cmbsf and 9–12 cmbsf; Pernthaler et al. 2008), one section in the clam core (0–3 cmbsf), and a deep section of the
Peripheral core (9–12 cmbsf). Geochemistry and cell counts from this seep transect have previously been reported (Green-Saxena et al. 2014).

Hydrate Ridge lies approximately 250 miles north of Eel River Basin and is well known for extensive reduced fluid seepage, gas expulsion, and the presence of methane hydrates near the seafloor (Bohrmann et al. 1998; Suess et al. 2001; Boetius and Suess 2004). The site is associated with an accretionary complex located on the Cascadia Margin approximately 50 miles offshore Newport, OR, USA, and carbonate pavements are pervasive over much of the ridge (Bohrmann et al. 1998; Gieskes et al. 2005). At this site, the focus was on a single push core, PC8, which had carbonate nodules throughout its 0–15 cmbsf penetration depth (sectioned in 3-cm increments). PC8 was collected from the southern summit of Hydrate Ridge within a thick white microbial mat and processed shipboard according to previously published protocols (Orphan et al. 2001a). Samples were immediately frozen at -80°C for subsequent DNA extraction.

1.2.2 X-RAY DIFFRACTION AND PETROGRAPHY

Bulk mineralogy and the relative abundance of carbonate minerals in each nodule sample were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) at the XRD Laboratory in the Department of Chemistry at Texas A&M University using a BRUKER D8 X-ray powder diffractometer. Samples for XRD analyses were prepared following standard procedures using an internal corundum standard (cf. Naehr et al. 2000). Scans were run from 2° to 60° 2θ at a scanning speed of 0.01°2θ/s. The relative proportions of different carbonate minerals were estimated on the basis of the (104) peak heights of calcite, Mg-calcite and dolomite, and the (111) peak height of aragonite (Table 1). Thin sections of carbonate nodules were examined using a Nikon Optiphot-pol polarizing microscope equipped with a Nikon DXM1200F digital imaging system.
1.2.3 METHANE AND SULFATE MEASUREMENTS

Methane was captured by immediately collecting 3–5 g sediment plugs into 1 M NaOH at a 1:1 g:mL ratio in gas-tight 20 mL serum vials. Methane concentrations in the headspace of the vials were determined with a Shimadzu mini-2 gas chromatograph equipped with a flame ion detector and magnesium perchlorate trap, with a 2 mL injection loop. A 9.93 ppm methane standard was used for calibration as described previously (Goffredi et al. 2008).

To collect pore waters for sulfate measurements, sediment samples were centrifuged (1380g for 15 min) in cut-off, stoppered 10 mL syringes without a headspace (Barry et al. 1996). Separated pore fluids were collected with a gas-tight syringe by puncturing the sidewall of the 10 mL syringe with a needle. Samples were preserved immediately in 0.5 M barium chloride (1:1::mL:mL). Sulfate in the pore fluids was determined by turbidimetry using a spectrophotometer (Gieskes et al. 1991). The turbidity was measured at 420 nm.

1.2.4 CARBON ISOTOPE AND CONCENTRATION ANALYSES

Carbon stable isotope measurements were performed on four sample types: total organic carbon ($\delta^{13}$C$_{org}$), nodule inorganic carbon ($\delta^{13}$C$_{nod}$), sedimentary inorganic carbon ($\delta^{13}$C$_{sed}$), and, in the case of samples from ERB, pore water dissolved inorganic carbon ($\delta^{13}$C$_{pw}$).

Isotopic composition of total organic carbon was measured on HR and ERB sediment samples, but not nodules, due to limited nodule material (Table 1). For the $\delta^{13}$C$_{org}$ analysis, sedimentary solid-phase inorganic carbon was removed by repeated application of 2 N phosphoric acid. Ten mg of dry material was placed into tin capsules and combusted in a Costech elemental analyzer (Valencia, CA). The resulting gases were separated by gas chromatography and admitted to the inlet of a GV Instruments (Manchester, UK) Isoprime isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS). Typical $\delta^{13}$C precision was ±0.2‰.
The solid-phase inorganic δ¹³C was measured for nodules (HR & ERB; δ¹³C_{nod}) and sediments (HR; δ¹³C_{sed}; Table 1). All samples were dried at 60°C for 12 h, then milled to a fine powder. Powdered sediment or carbonate (0.4–1.0 mg) was placed in a labco vial, flushed with helium, then acidified with 100% phosphoric acid at 90°C. The CO₂ gas released was sampled and admitted to an Isoprime IRMS via a GV Multiflow preparatory system. Sodium bicarbonate was used as a consistency standard.

To analyze pore water isotopic composition (ERB; δ¹³C_{pw}; Table 1), N₂-pre-flushed 20-mL stoppered serum vials were amended with 0.1 mL of saturated ammoniacal SrCl₂. Squeezed pore water (1.8 mL) was added via syringe to the vial and stored as a basic solution until on-shore analysis. Prior to analysis, each sample vial was acidified with phosphoric acid and briefly vented to 1 atm to relieve slight positive pressure. Subsequently, a gas-tight syringe was used to remove and compress a sample to known volume. The sample was then injected into a continuous flow irm-GCMS instrument (Finnegan MAT 252) with a carbon-PLOT column (J&W Scientific) and splitless on-column injection. Due to sample limitation, DIC was not collected from Hydrate Ridge.

1.2.5 NODULE PREPARATION AND DNA EXTRACTION

Nodules analyzed in this study were recovered directly from clay-rich sediment. Thus, exterior portions of these samples were presumed to be contaminated with sediment-associated microorganisms. To minimize sedimentary contamination, a series of tests were performed to optimize the removal of external sediment microorganisms prior to DNA extraction from carbonate nodules (Supplemental Material). Ultimately, the most effective protocol for removal of loosely associated microorganisms from carbonate nodules was used for processing samples in this study. Specifically this entailed rinsing with 0.2 µm filtered 1X PBS, followed by sonication of the intact nodule at 8 W for 45 s in fresh, sterile, 1X PBS, and finally centrifugation at 4,000g for 5
min. This 3-step process was repeated 3x for each nodule. If any sediment-associated microorganisms were entrapped within the interior of nodules, and thus not removed by our techniques, they were considered endolithic for the purposes of this study. Nodules were powdered in sterile mortar and pestle prior to DNA extraction. Genomic DNA was extracted from sediments and nodules using a modified version of the MoBio UltraSoil DNA Isolation Kit (Orphan et al. 2001a).

1.2.6 16S rRNA GENE DEEP SEQUENCING (iTAG)

Initial PCR amplification was performed based on the specifications of the Earth Microbiome Project (EMP; Gilbert et al. 2011; Caporaso et al. 2011; 2012), with two exceptions: first, the single PCR step was split into two PCR steps, in which barcode indices were added at the second step in order to minimize PCR bias by employing long primers over many cycles (Berry et al. 2011). Thus, our first PCR followed the EMP protocol for 30 cycles with primers lacking adapter, barcode, pad, or linker (515f: GTGCCAGCMGCGCGGTAA; 806r: GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT). For the second PCR step, 5 µL of the amplicon product from PCR#1 was used as template in a 5 cycle, 25 µL reconditioning reaction with the same EMP-recommended conditions and the full EMP primers (515f_barcode: AATGATACGGCGACCACTACAGTCAGGTGACGCTACTATATATTGTGTGCGCCGGCACGCGGTA; 806r_barcode: CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGATXXXXXXXAGTCAGTCAGGACTAACHVGGGTWCTAAT). The second modification to the EMP protocol was to perform all PCR reactions in duplicate rather than triplicate. Internal lab tests showed that sequencing results were not significantly affected by including a third, triplicate, PCR product during preparation. After all PCR reactions were completed, duplicate barcoded products were pooled and quantified. Samples were mixed together in equimolar amounts and purified in bulk through a
Qiagen PCR Purification kit (Valencia, CA). At all PCR steps, amplification success and purity was checked by gel electrophoresis.

Paired-end sequences (2x 250 bp) were generated from barcoded amplicon products at Laragen, Inc (Los Angeles, CA) on an Illumina MiSeq platform. At Laragen the raw data was passed through a barcode filter which demultiplexed the library into individual samples and removed any sequences which had >1 basepair (bp) mismatch on the 12-bp barcode sequence (Golay barcodes were chosen with Levenshtein Distance ≥ 3; Caporaso et al. 2012). The resulting data were passed through MiSeq Recorder software (Illumina Inc, San Diego, CA), which assigned quality scores to each basepair call on every sequence. At the same time, adapter, barcode, and primer sequences were removed. The sequence data reported are available in the Sequence Read Archive under BioProject number PRJNA265122.

The sequences were then processed in-house with QIIME1.8.0 (Caporaso et al. 2010). The paired ends were first assembled into single contigs (join_paired_ends.py; min_overlap = 50bp, max_bp_mismatch = 8%; Aronesty 2011). The contigs were then quality trimmed according to the q-scores, sequences with ambiguous ‘N’ base calls were removed from the dataset, sample names were added to each individual sequence, and the files were converted to fasta format (split_libraries_fastq.py; qmax_unacceptable = 29; maxN = 0). Chimeras were removed using the UCHIME_ref algorithm in USEARCH v7.0.1090 (minh = 0.28, xn = 8.0, dn = 1.4, mindifs = 3, mindiv = 0.8; Edgar et al. 2011). The remaining sequences were used to pick de novo operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at 99% similarity (pick_otus.py; s = 0.99; Edgar 2010). Next, the default algorithm in QIIME1.8.0 was used for taxonomic assignments against representative sequences from each OTU (pick_rep_set.py; m = most_abundant; Wang et al. 2007). Taxa were assigned against the Silva 115 database clustered at 99% similarity (SSURef_NR99_115_SILVA_20_07_13_opt.arb; Quast et al. 2012), which was filtered to include only sequences with pintail value >75, and appended with 1,197 high-quality, full-length, seep-related bacterial and archaeal clones from Orphan lab clone libraries (assign_taxonomy.py; -
-uctust_max_accepts = 10; --uctust_min_consensus_fraction = 0.90; --uctust_similarity = 0.9; modified database is available upon request from the corresponding authors). The same appended database was used for the UCHIME_ref command described above. Singleton OTUs were removed from the dataset (remove_otus_from_otu_table.py; n = 2), as well as OTUs which were unassigned any taxonomy or assigned to Eukarya (filter_taxa_from_otu_table.py). Known contaminants in PCR reagents from sequencing of internal lab negative controls were removed by filtering out all sequences which clustered into Pseudomonadaceae, Enterbacteraceae, or Streptococcaceae, as well as extremely poorly defined Gammaproteobacteria observed in sequencing blanks (Gammaproteobacteria;Other;Other; Salter et al. 2014). In total these contaminant taxa accounted for an average of 2% of recovered sequences (range = 0–12%). Finally, tables of relative abundance were generated at the family level (summarize_taxa.py) and for each sample, families occurring at less than 0.01% relative abundance were removed in order to reduce the influence of spurious sequences. The full table of processed iTAG sequence data can be found in the Supplemental Material, while a summary of key taxa is included as Table 2.

Alpha (Shannon-Weiner) diversity was calculated in Microsoft Excel and beta (Bray-Curtis) diversity metrics were calculated in Primer-E (Clarke and Warwick 2001) from the family-level taxa abundance tables. For non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) and analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) analyses, the taxa-abundance table was transformed with the square-root function prior to generation of the Bray-Curtis similarity matrix in Primer-E. Similarity Percentage (SIMPER) analysis, which deconvolves the whole-community differences between sample groups into quantitative contributions from each taxon, was also carried out in Primer-E (Clarke and Warwick 2001).
1.2.7 TERMINAL RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH POLYMORPHISM (TRFLP)

16S rRNA genes were amplified using archaeal primers 8F (fluorescently labeled with WellRED dye D4, Sigma-Proligo, St. Louis, MO) and 958R and bacterial primers 27F (fluorescently labeled with WellRED dye D3, Sigma-Proligo) and 1492R using the same PCR conditions as described in the Supplemental Material for clone libraries. PCR products were digested with HaeIII overnight at 37°C, cleaned, and analyzed with a CEQ 8800 Genetic Analysis System from Beckman Coulter.

Prior to analysis, TRFLP peaks less than 70 bp were removed, thus avoiding spurious peaks that fall outside of the internal standards. Data were then converted to relative abundance, and peaks with relative abundance less than 1% were removed from further analysis. Further, peaks found in less than two samples were also removed from the dataset. Shannon-Weiner diversity indices were calculated using PC-ORD (Table 2; McCune et al. 2002). NMDS analysis was completed in Primer-E after square-root transforming the dataset and calculating Bray-Curtis similarities. NMDS coordinates were then transformed against reference iTAG NMDS coordinates in a procrustes analysis with QIIME 1.8.0 (transform_coordinate_matrices.py; r=1000, d=2). The purpose of this analysis was to test whether inter-sample similarity trends were supported between iTAG and TRFLP datasets. In both the archaeal and bacterial TRFLP beta diversity analyses, carbonate sample 2693 from ERB (clam core, 0–3 cmbsf, PC23) was determined to be an outlier (the outlier analysis in PC-ORD identifies samples whose community fingerprints are more than two standard deviations from the mean of the overall sample set (McCune et al. 2002) and was excluded from inclusion in procrustes analysis because it skewed the ordination plot beyond interpretation.
1.2.8 CLONE LIBRARIES AND FULL-LENGTH 16S rRNA GENE SEQUENCING

A subset of four samples were chosen for cloning and full-length 16S rRNA gene sequencing to gain greater taxonomic resolution of representative microbial taxa from HR and ERB (Table 1). Archaeal and bacterial libraries were prepared separately, resulting in eight clone libraries. A total of 384 bacterial and 384 archael clones were analyzed by restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP). Phylogenetic analysis and tree construction was carried out in ARB (Supplemental Material; Ludwig et al. 2004). The 16S rRNA gene sequences for the archael and bacterial clones were submitted to the GenBank database and are accessible under the following accession numbers: JQ036237–JQ036289. Clone library sequencing results for nodule 2518 at HR have been previously published in the Supplementary Material of Marlow et al. 2014a.

1.3 RESULTS

1.3.1 METHANE CONCENTRATIONS AND $\delta^{13}$C OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC CARBON

Recovered methane values were higher at HR than at ERB, and all values were consistent with previous descriptions of the HR and ERB methane seep regions (Table 1; Torres et al. 2002; Orphan et al. 2004). At HR, the recovered methane concentration was always >2 mmol CH$_4$ per g sediment and showed a minimum at 6–9 cmbsf (Figure 1a). Within the ERB horizons, recovered methane concentrations in the mat core were ~9-fold higher than in the clam and peripheral core horizons in which nodules were recovered, but all recovered methane concentrations were <1 mmol CH$_4$ per g sediment (Figure 1b). It is likely that some methane degassed during core recovery; therefore, the reported values should be taken as minimum methane concentrations.
At HR, the carbon isotopic composition of nodules from the PC8 mat core was always more $^{13}$C-depleted than sedimentary inorganic carbon, which was in turn always more depleted than the organic carbon (Figure 1a). The depleted $\delta^{13}$C$_{nod}$ was indicative of a significant contribution of methane-derived bicarbonate to the sedimentary pore water DIC pool. The ERB nodule-bearing horizons across the seep transect demonstrated less consistent carbon isotopic results. In the two horizons with highest recovered methane concentrations (mat core, 6–9 cmbsf and 9–12 cmbsf), the nodules were more enriched in $^{13}$C than either the pore water DIC or TOC (Figure 1b). The same relationship was true in the horizon from the peripheral core, in which $<0.2$ mmol CH$_4$ per g sediment was recovered. Although redox state was not determined, there was a notable change in sediment coloration in the ERB peripheral core relative to parallel cores collected beneath the microbial mat and clam bed, with shallow sediments having a brown-tan coloration transitioning to dark gray in the deepest sediment layers where the carbonate nodule was recovered. The nodule found in the ERB clam core was in the shallowest depth horizon (0–3 cmbsf), which demonstrated the lowest recovered methane concentration in this study (Table 1). The $\delta^{13}$C$_{pw}$ in this shallow horizon is relatively near the value of seawater (assumed $\sim0$‰), consistent with bioturbation by Calyptogena clams. As observed in the HR samples, this nodule was also more depleted in $^{13}$C than was the organic carbon (Figure 1b).

1.3.2 MINERALOGY AND PETROGRAPHY

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses revealed that nodules from both seep sites were at least partly composed of calcite (Table 1, Supplementary Figure 2). HR nodules were generally similar to one another, in that they were predominately composed of calcite with some ($\leq50$%) aragonite and no measurable dolomite (Table 1). In contrast, the mineralogy of ERB nodules was more variable (Table 1, Supplementary Figure 2). Two of the ERB nodules (mat core 9–12 cmbsf; clam core 0–3 cmbsf) were composed entirely of calcite, while the other two (mat core 6–9 cmbsf;
peripheral core 9‒12 cmbsf) contained a significant amount of dolomite (≥40%). None of the ERB nodules contained aragonite. The mineralogy of these sediment-hosted nodules was similar to previous descriptions of exhumed carbonates recovered from both the ERB and HR sites (Naehr et al. 2007).

Petrographic characterization of one representative nodule from HR (3‒6 cmbsf) and ERB (PC29, 6‒9 cmbsf) revealed distinct lithologies. For example, the HR nodule presented as a carbonate-cemented breccia, in which large angular carbonate clasts and bivalve fragments were cemented together by an aragonitic matrix (Figure 3c‒d). Void-filling acicular aragonite cements were also abundant and internal fenestrate cavities in the nodule were surrounded by iron sulfide precipitates (Figure 3c). In comparison, thin section observations of the ERB nodule revealed a carbonate-cemented, quartz-dominated silt with low internal porosity (Figure 3a-b). Iron sulfide growth was observed to surround rare iron-rich lithic grains (Figure 3b). Discrete lithoclasts resembling the phyllosilicate glauconite were also observed, but are not visible in the field of view of the thin section images.

1.3.3 ARCHAEOAL COMMUNITY COMPOSITION

Microbial community composition was estimated from recovered iTAG sequences from all 18 paired sediment/nodule samples in the study. Archaeal 16S rRNA clone libraries were additionally constructed from a subset of four samples, which were principally used to explore phylogenetic relationships between recovered HR and ERB clones and previously published 16S rRNA gene sequences. As a whole, the archaeal iTAG diversity data demonstrated consistent alpha diversity (Shannon-Weiner) across all samples (H'avg = 1.7±0.3; Table 2). The greatest deviation from average appeared in the shallow (0‒9 cmbsf) HR nodules, which exhibited lower alpha diversity than the majority of other archaeal iTAG data in this study. The deviation was not correlated with the number of recovered archaeal sequences. TRFLP data corroborated a
consistent level of archaeal alpha diversity across samples ($H_{avg} = 2.2\pm 0.2$), but without the deviation among shallow HR nodules (Table 2).

Euryarchaeotal ANME groups accounted for the majority of archaeal 16S rRNA iTAG sequences recovered from both sediment and nodule samples in most depth horizons of HR (PC8) and the ERB seep transect (PC29, PC23, PC20), comprising >35% of the recovered archaeal sequences in all samples (Table 2). Sequences associated with ANME-1 were more abundant in HR than in ERB samples across both nodule and sediment substratum types, by a factor of 2.3±1.6 (Table 2). ERB samples exhibited the highest observed ANME-2 abundances, but were also more variable than HR samples which had low-level ANME-2 presence that increased slightly with depth (Table 2). The observed variability of ANME-2 sequence abundance in ERB samples was not correlated to substratum or depth horizon.

Other commonly observed archaeal taxa in benthic marine settings were observed in iTAG data from both sediment and nodule samples. Sequences associated with DHVEG-6 were observed at higher relative enrichment in ERB samples than in HR samples by a factor of 4.6±4.2 (Table 2), and were also abundant in sediment samples from a Nankai Trough methane seep off Japan (Nunoura et al. 2012). Thermoplasmales-associated sequences that clustered within the Marine Benthic Group D, which overlaps with the Deep Sea Hydrothermal Vent Group 1 (Takai and Horikoshi 1999; Teske and Sorensen 2008), were observed at consistent abundance in all samples, regardless of geographic location or substratum type (Table 2). Sequences associated with the Thaumarchaeotal Marine Benthic Group B were five-fold enriched in one sample relative to all others (ERB mat core nodule 9–12 cmbsf; Table 2).

Similarity rank ordering of the archaeal dataset was well-represented on a two-dimensional NMDS plot, yielding a stress value of 0.07 when computed with the square root transformed archaeal iTAG data (Figure 2a). The samples were principally differentiated by geography (i.e., HR vs ERB), which an ANOSIM test revealed to be statistically robust ($p = 0.002$; $R = 0.63$; $n = 18$; Figure 2a). SIMPER analysis revealed that this geographical difference
was associated with observed abundances of ANME-1a and ANME-1b (more commonly observed in HR samples), and ANME-2ab and DHVEG-6 (more commonly observed in ERB samples).

At HR, the archaeal assemblages associated with sediments and nodules were all >70% similar (Figure 2a). Within the overall highly similar HR sample set, archaeal diversity was finely differentiated by substratum, with all sediments >80% similar to one another but less than 80% similar to the HR nodules (p = 0.008; R = 0.51, n = 10). This is in contrast to previous data, in which substrate type was not determined to be a factor differentiating seep archaeal communities (Marlow et al. 2014b). SIMPER analysis revealed that sequences associated with the subgroups ANME-1a and ANME-1b accounted for 20% of this substratum-based difference within HR samples. Relative abundances of recovered ANME-1a sequences were higher in nodules than sediments by a factor of 1.8±1.3, while ANME-1b sequences were observed at consistent relative abundance in HR sediments (0.43±0.03) and varied according to depth in the nodules (range 0.29-0.73, higher in shallow nodules; Table 2). Overall, shallow (0–9 cmbsf, n = 3) nodules were >80% similar to one another and deep (9–15 cmbsf, n = 2) nodules were also >80% similar to one another. Deeper samples were uniformly higher in MBGD relative abundance than shallow samples at HR. Shallow sediments were enriched in DHVEG-6. Sequences associated with the ANME-2c subgroup were observed at increasing relative abundance with depth for both nodules and sediments at HR, while ANME-2ab sequences were observed at consistent relative abundance in all HR samples (Table 2).

ERB archaeal sequences were <70% similar to HR samples. Furthermore, whereas HR samples were differentiated by substratum, the ERB samples appeared to be primarily differentiated by depth and were not significantly separated by substratum (p=0.69), in agreement with previously published data (Marlow et al. 2014b). Deep (9–12 cmbsf) ERB samples were >70% similar to one another but not to other ERB samples. The mid-depth ERB sediment-
nodule pair from the mat core (6–9 cmbsf) was >70% similar, and the shallowest pairing (clam core; 0–3 cmbsf) was <70% similar to one another and not similar to any other samples.

Full-length ANME 16S rRNA gene sequences grouped with phylotypes recovered from other methane seep sites within the Santa Barbara and Eel River Basins (Figure 4; Orphan et al. 2001a), Hydrate Ridge (Knittel et al. 2005), and other seep sites (e.g. Heijs et al. 2005). ANME-2a and ANME-2b phylotypes have also been reported from carbonate crust samples associated with submarine mud volcanoes (Heijs et al. 2005; Stadnitskaia et al. 2008). However, none of these phylotypes were closely related to the clone library archaeal sequences recovered from ERB and HR carbonate nodules. The majority of ANME-1b clones were most closely related to phylotypes from seep sites, other reducing sediment habitats (Knittel et al. 2005; Kendall et al. 2007). Sequence representatives associated with ANME-1a were not recovered. As with ANME-2a and -2b, the carbonate-associated ANME-1b phylotypes were distinct from those reported by Stadnitskaia et al. 2008 and Heijs et al. 2006.

1.3.4 BACTERIAL COMMUNITY COMPOSITION

Unlike the archaea, the Shannon-Weiner diversity of bacterial iTAG sequences in HR and ERB sediments samples decreased with increasing depth ($R^2 = 0.41$, HR and ERB; $R^2 = 0.52$, HR only), as has been observed in other deep-sea sedimentary environments (Lloyd et al. 2010). This depth trend was even more apparent in the TRFLP data ($R^2 = 0.75$, HR and ERB; $R^2 = 0.82$, HR only). As was observed in the archaeal dataset, alpha diversity was uncorrelated to number of recovered sequences and sediments at HR were slightly more diverse than nodules, especially in shallow (0–9 cmbsf) horizons (observed in both iTAG and TRFLP data; Table 2).

Deltaproteobacteria, dominated by members of Desulfo bacteraceae and Desulfobulbaceae, were observed across all samples in the iTAG data set, regardless of geography or substratum type (Table 2). Recovered Desulfobulbaceae sequences decreased with depth in
both sediment and nodule samples from the ERB mat core (PC29; 6–9 cmbsf and 9–12 cmbsf), as has previously been observed in sediments by fluorescence in situ hybridization in a separate study on the same core (Green-Saxena et al. 2014). Numerous Desulfobacteraceae and Desulfobulbaceae full-length 16S rRNA gene clones were recovered from sediments and nodules at both methane seep sites (Figure 5). Related clones were reported from HR sediments (Knittel et al. 2005), Santa Barbara Basin and ERB sediments (Orphan et al. 2001a), and from the previously analyzed overlying 3–6 cm interval of the ERB mat core (PC29; Pernthaler et al. 2008).

Epsilonproteobacteria were often observed at higher relative abundance in sediments than in nodules at both HR and ERB sites, and were most often associated with the genus Sulfurovum in the Helicobacteraceae family. Related Epsilonproteobacteria have been previously observed in shallow cold seep sediments (Roalkvam et al. 2011; Nunoura et al. 2012; Niemann et al. 2013) and are related to known sulfur oxidizers (Inagaki et al. 2004). Epsilonproteobacterial clones were also recovered, and the closest cultured relatives were the sulfur-oxidizers Sulfuricurvum kuyiense (Kodama and Watanabe 2003) and Sulfurimonas autotrophica (Inagaki et al. 2003), both members of the Helicobacteraceae family. In six of the nine sediment-nodule pairs in this study, the Epsilonproteobacterial iTAG relative abundance in the sediment was greater than a factor of five over the corresponding nodule ($n_{HR} = 4$; $n_{ERB} = 2$; Table 2). In one case where the nodule conversely had higher abundance than the sediment (PC29, 9–12 cmbsf), the difference was so small it may be insignificant.

At HR, relative abundances of sequences associated with Gammaproteobacteria were higher in sediments than nodules, whereas at ERB the nodules were elevated in Gammaproteobacteria relative abundance as compared to the sediments. ERB samples tended to have overall higher Gammaproteobacterial relative abundances than HR samples (Table 2). Additional bacterial diversity, observed in both iTAG and clone library data, included members of the Bacteroidetes (consistent across geography and substratum type), the Nitrospirae
(principally ERB nodules), the Chloroflexi (enriched at HR over ERB by a factor of 2.0±1.6), and Candidate Division JS1, all previously described from marine methane seeps.

Bacterial communities were represented on a two dimensional Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) plot with a stress value of 0.05, and the overall separation was similar as observed with archaea, where bacterial assemblages were significantly differentiated by geography (p <0.001; R = 0.35; n = 18; Figure 2b). SIMPER analysis revealed that the epsilonproteobacterial Helicobacteraceae (high in HR sediments), Candidate Division JS1 (high in HR sediments and nodules), and Desulfobacteraceae (high in ERB sediments and nodules) were associated with HR vs ERB differences.

Within the HR samples, as was observed in the archaea, the bacterial assemblages were separated by substratum (p = 0.008; R = 0.67; n = 10), consistent with previous observations of bacterial community structure (Marlow et al. 2014b). The taxa most strongly associated with this separation were the epsilonproteobacterial Helicobacteraceae (enriched in sediments over nodules) and deltaproteobacterial Desulfobacteraceae (enriched in nodules over sediments). The detailed breakdown by substratum- and depth-dependent factors was more complex with bacteria than with archaea (Figure 2b). Whereas all ten HR archaeal assemblages from the mat core (PC8) were highly similar to one another (with some fine-scale differences as presented above), three of the shallow bacterial HR sediment assemblages (PC8, 0–9 cmbsf) were <70% similar to the main bacterial HR cluster of five nodules (0–15 cm) and two deeper sediment horizons (9–15 cm). Those three HR sediment bacterial assemblages were >80% similar to one another and demonstrated the highest recovery of epsilonproteobacterial Helicobacteraceae sequences among all 18 bacterial community samples. Two ERB samples that clustered near the shallow HR sediments also contained a high abundance of Helicobacteraceae sequences.

Within the cluster of seven similar HR samples, as with archaea, the nodule-associated bacterial assemblages separated into shallow (0–9 cmbsf) and deep (9–15 cmbsf) groups. The two deep HR sediment samples were most similar to the shallow nodules (Figure 2b). There was
generally more variability in bacterial iTAG data from the ERB transect than from the single HR core. To some extent, ERB bacterial assemblages appeared to be differentiated by depth. Most deep samples were highly similar to one another, as was observed in the archaeal ERB data, and the shallow samples demonstrated high biological dissimilarity (Figure 2b).

1.4 DISCUSSION

In modern and ancient settings, authigenic carbonates that precipitate as a result of AOM may provide a geological record of anaerobic methanotrophy in marine sediments (Peckmann and Thiel 2004). However, the degree to which precipitation passively captures a biological record of sediment-hosted microorganisms, or represents a distinct carbonate-hosted microbiome predicated on unique physicochemical constraints, remains unclear (Marlow et al. 2014a; b). More fundamentally, the consistency of the relationship between the microbial diversity of host sediments and carbonate nodules across geochemical regimes remains unexplored. Through parallel molecular, geochemical, and isotopic analyses of seep sediments and the carbonate nodules they host, we addressed these outstanding questions.

At HR, nodules were uniformly depleted in $^{13}$C ($\delta^{13}$C$_{nod} = -45.9\pm3.2‰$) relative to other carbon phases, including sedimentary inorganic carbon and organic carbon (Figure 1). These isotopic values are consistent with the relatively high recovered methane concentrations at HR, which could enable high AOM rates, as well previous isotopic measurements of seafloor carbonates from this site (Greinert et al. 2001). Although the carbon isotopic composition of methane in the mat core (PC8) from HR was not measured, it can reasonably be predicted to be depleted in $^{13}$C, as has been consistently reported from other studies at HR (Suess et al. 1999; Boetius and Suess 2004). A high rate of AOM lowers the $\delta^{13}$C value of the DIC pool, a signal that is then incorporated into carbonate nodules (Ussler and Paull 2008). The consistent offset between $\delta^{13}$C$_{nod}$ and $\delta^{12}$C$_{sed}$ (offset$_{avg} = 9.6\pm1.2‰$) also merits consideration. It is possible that the
inorganic carbon isolated from the sediment represents more recent precipitation than the nodules, or, perhaps, the bulk sediment includes some carbonate at circa 0‰ (e.g., planktonic foraminifera tests) that is not methane-derived. This could make the bulk sediment appear less $^{13}$C depleted than the nodule that is composed of all or mostly methane-derived carbon. Based on the isotopic offset, one interpretation is that $\delta^{13}$C$_{sed}$ may represent a contemporary snapshot of AOM activity, while the $\delta^{13}$C$_{nod}$ may represent a longer, time-integrated history of AOM activity at HR. Indeed, other studies have found that carbonate nodules and concretions precipitate over 10$^2$ to 10$^4$ years, and therefore represent time-integrated records of seep activity (Luff et al. 2004; Ussler and Paull 2008). The $\delta^{13}$C$_{org}$ values at HR were only moderately depleted in $^{13}$C (-30.5±2.5‰), suggesting other contributions besides AOM-associated organisms to the total sediment-associated organic carbon pool.

Regardless of the timing of nodule formation, the geochemical data at HR was consistent across depth and concordant with conditions favoring in situ carbonate formation within seep sediments: relatively high methane concentrations fueling AOM and thus an increase in alkalinity and carbonate saturation (Luff et al. 2004), followed by precipitation of nodules with depleted $^{13}$C content. The archaeal iTAG data are in agreement with this interpretation: all HR samples (nodules and sediments) demonstrated similar Shannon-Weiner diversity and high community similarity to one another, especially when contrasted with the diversity in ERB molecular data (see discussion below). Moreover, the overall archaeal similarity at HR was linked in SIMPER analysis to the observed abundance of ANME-1 subgroups, taxa known to be involved in AOM (Hoehler et al. 1994; Boetius et al. 2000; Orphan et al. 2001b). Thus, it appears that in geochemical regimes favorable for AOM, nodules broadly mirror the archaeal communities found in surrounding sediment. This broad finding is consistent with previous findings that substrate type was not a major differentiator of archaeal populations (Marlow et al. 2014b).

However, close examination of the dataset reveals further structure to the molecular data, which reflects subtle differences in the nodule assemblage relative to the host sediment as a
function of depth. This is most likely ultimately due to depth-dependent differences in geochemistry affecting changes in microbial assemblage composition, as has been observed previously (Lloyd et al. 2010). Within the archaeal communities, shallow (0–9 cmbsf) nodules were distinct from deep (12–15 cmbsf) nodule-associated microbial communities (Figure 2a). This suggestion of a depth-dependent factor driving microbial communities was even stronger in the bacterial iTAG data, where all nodule-associated bacterial communities at HR were highly similar to deep (12–15 cmbsf) sediment communities, but different from shallow (0–9 cmbsf) sediment-hosted communities (Figure 2b). This molecular evidence thus suggests that nodules might be formed within the deep sediment horizons, entrap the adjacent microbial communities during formation, and may be subsequently transported upward, perhaps by local uplift and sediment erosion, bioturbation, or seismic activity.

That a depth-dependent trend, and inferred translocation, was strongest in bacterial molecular data at HR is intrinsic to the fundamental differences between the geochemical and archaeal vs the bacterial datasets: the geochemical characteristics and archaeal sediment diversity were largely homogenous with depth, and so did not provide a framework for observing strong differences across depth within the studied sediment core (PC8). Since the bacterial sediment-associated microbial communities were well-differentiated into deep and shallow groups, the effects of an origin at depth and vertical translocation of nodules, if true, was observable. TRFLP data generally supported the iTAG molecular observations (Supplemental Material). Nonetheless, it cannot be ruled out that rather than translocation, local geochemical conditions may have shifted over time, followed by a shift in the sediment-associated microbial community but unobserved in the DNA recorded within nodule precipitates. Alternatively, macrofaunal grazing pressures in shallower horizons could have influenced the selective enrichment of native sediment microbiota (Thurber et al. 2012).

Petrographic evidence was inconclusive regarding the origination of nodules at HR. The 3–6 cmbsf nodule, the only nodule from HR that was examined petrographically, exhibited
bivalve fragments contained within an aragonitic cement (Figure 3c). Although the bacterial mat site where the PC8 core was recovered did not exhibit clam beds at the seafloor, it is possible that bivalve shell hash present in the underlying sediment was historic. The petrographic fabric of the HR nodule is consistent with one or more phases of carbonate cementation and re-precipitation. This is evidenced by the incorporation of angular clasts of previous generations of authigenic carbonate cemented into an aragonitic matrix. The angular shape of the clasts suggests localized disruption, perhaps from hydrofracturing of carbonate mudstones, involving little or no immediate subsequent transport. The absence of clasts within intraclasts suggests only one disruption event followed by cementation. A disruption event may support the hypothesis that the HR nodules formed in a deep horizon and were subsequently exhumed. However, abundant un-oxidized sulfide precipitates suggest that the nodule has not been uplifted enough for exposure to oxygenated conditions sufficient to alter those phases. This is consistent with the mat-type habitat, which is not expected to greatly bioturbate the sediment. Overall, examination of the paired sediment/nodule depth profile (0–15 cmbsf) at HR suggested that, at active seeps, carbonate nodules precipitate within a few 10s of centimeters below seafloor. These nodules can and do capture the sediment-hosted microbial community, and multiple scenarios can be invoked to explain cases where biological deviation is observed between the nodules and adjacent sediments.

Examining the geochemical data from ERB, it is clear that sediment/nodule pairs across the seep transect exhibited more complex relationships than within the single PC8 core at HR. The 0–3 cmbsf horizon from PC23 (clam core) demonstrated geochemical characteristics that do not predict a favorable environment for carbonate precipitation, despite the recovery of a nodule. The very low recovered methane concentrations indicate little contemporary geochemical driving force for alkalinity generation via AOM, and the somewhat $^{13}$C-enriched $\delta^{13}$C$_{pw}$ value (-7.4‰; Table 1) is likely a combination of low AOM rates and mixing of ~0‰ seawater due to bioturbation by Calyptogena clams. Molecular data further indicate the nodule did not precipitate in situ in these geochemical conditions, where both archaeal and bacterial diversity, recovered
both by iTAG and TRFLP, clearly shows that the nodule is distinct from the host sediment (Figure 2). Thus, two conclusions are drawn. First, that bioturbation of shallow sediment by overlying clams generates a distinct archaeal and bacterial sediment-associated microbial community, and second, that the recovered nodule either originated in a separate location and was subsequently moved by sediment winnowing or uplift to the shallow location from which it was recovered, or precipitated in situ at a time when sediment geochemistry and microbial populations were different than their modern states.

The PC29 mat core (6-9 and 9-12 cmbsf) was collected from beneath a sulfide-oxidizing bacterial mat at ERB, and is thus most parallel to the HR mat core (PC8) with respect to benthic habitat type. However, the samples exhibited geochemical and microbiological variability which exemplified the potential for inhomogeneity within seep ecosystems, compared to the relatively homogenous conditions in HR core PC8. Centimeter-scale vertical variability (both geochemical and biological) has previously been reported from methane seep sediments, including Hydrate Ridge (Treude et al. 2003), Eel River Basin (a separate study of the same cores we sampled for this study; Green-Saxena et al. 2014), and the Gulf of Mexico (Lloyd et al. 2010). The depleted $\delta^{13}C_{org}$ value (-40.7‰) from the shallower (6-9 cmbsf) horizon of the ERB mat core is indicative of significant methanotrophic biomass, along with depleted $\delta^{13}C_{pw}$ (-36.1‰) suggestive of active AOM. The deeper horizon’s biomass ($\delta^{13}C_{org} = 31.0$‰) and pore water inorganic carbon ($\delta^{13}C_{pw} = -32.9$‰) values also suggest active AOM processes, although perhaps at a more moderate rate. The deeper nodule’s carbon isotope enrichment over the pore water ($\delta^{13}C_{nod} = -27.2$‰; $\Delta^{13}C_{nod-pw} = 5.7$‰) also suggests at most moderate AOM rates. That the nodule is slightly enriched in $^{13}$C relative to surrounding pore water could be the result of time-integrated precipitation of the nodule over varying or different historic conditions.

The shallower nodule more substantially deviated from the pore water carbon isotopic composition ($\delta^{13}C_{nod} = -23.1$‰; $\Delta^{13}C_{nod-pw} = 13.0$‰). However, mineralogical evidence revealed that the shallower nodule was composed of 40% dolomite, and nodules that include substantial
dolomite have been documented to have much more $^{13}$C-enriched carbon isotopic signatures (Greinert et al. 2001; Naehr et al. 2007). Indeed, a $^{13}$C-enriched value was also observed for the other dolomite-containing nodule recovered at ERB (PC20, 9–12 cmbsf, Table 1). Microbiologically-mediated methanogenesis enriches the DIC pool in $^{13}$C; thus, $^{13}$C-enriched dolomites are often interpreted to have formed in deeper, methanogenic horizons, often below the sulfate methane transition zone (SMTZ; Greinert et al. 2001; Naehr et al. 2007). Sulfate-reducing bacteria can also mediate dolomite precipitation (Vasconcelos et al. 1995; 2005; Krause et al. 2012), but with a depletion rather than enrichment in $^{8}{^{13}}$C as observed in our data (Vasconcelos et al. 1995).

Previous geochemical characterization of PC29 suggested the local SMTZ peaks at 6–9 cmbsf (Green-Saxena et al. 2014), making it likely that the methanogenic zone, which may have originally hosted the nodule, was deeper in the sediment column. Thus, a possible interpretation of this study’s geochemical data is that both the 6–9 cmbsf and 9–12 cmbsf sediments in the mat core host contemporary, active AOM, but the nodules record one or more intervals of environmental conditions that differed from current conditions, or record conditions from precipitation elsewhere than their recovery location.

The microbiological iTAG data are mostly consistent with this hypothesis. In the deeper sediment horizon, the archael and bacterial sequence data demonstrated close coupling between the sediment/nodule pair (Figure 2). Both the sediment and nodule exhibited high abundances of AOM-associated taxa, most notably ANME-1 subgroups and Desulfobacteraceae (Table 1). Thus, the nodule appeared to passively mirror the adjacent sediment-associated microbial assemblage as was the case at HR. In the shallower horizon, the sediment/nodule pair similarity was notably low within the bacterial data and consistent with either nodule translocation or a nodular signal of preserved, relic genetic material combined with signatures from extant endolithic microorganisms (Figure 2). Indeed, endolithic microbial activity in massive seep carbonates and nodules has been recorded recently (Marlow et al. 2014a).
Bacteria appear to be more sensitive to nodule provenance, translocation, and/or geochemical shift than archaea, as even in the generally homogenous HR core, the bacteria demonstrated variability – shallow sediments were relatively dissimilar from other HR samples. In the shallower ERB horizon, for which bacterial and geochemical data support translocation from and/or precipitation within a methanogenic zone, the archaeal iTAG data contrasts by suggesting a tightly coupled sediment/nodule pair and little evidence of conventional methanogens such as members of the family Methanosarcinaceae (Figure 2a; Supplemental Material). Close analysis reveals that this tight archaeal coupling is due to the highest observations of ANME-2ab-affiliated sequences in this study’s entire sample set. Previous measurements have found carbonate nodules to contain 100-fold more methane than surrounding sediments due to adsorption processes (Ijiri et al. 2009). Therefore, methane-consuming taxa might have a strong driving force to colonize nodules. The mechanism behind such colonization remains unknown, as ANME are thought to have doubling times on the order of several months and are not know to be motile. However, transport and/or colonization could occur via seep metazoans, some of which have been demonstrated to feed on archaea as a food source (Thurber et al. 2012). It is possible metazoans could act as a transportation mechanism for undigested microorganisms.

Whether specific mineralogy plays a role in microbial colonization is undetermined, but could be a factor contributing to some of the decoupling between sediment and nodule assemblages. The ERB nodule which was petrographically examined, from the 6-9 cmbsf horizon of the mat core, was a carbonate-cemented siliclastic sediment – a lithology that is common at seep sites throughout the world (e.g. Peckmann et al. 2001; Campbell et al. 2010). The ERB nodule did not show evidence of multiple stages of carbonate precipitation, erosion, dissolution, or exposure at the sediment/water interface. Changes in the redox regime in seep-associated sediments can commonly result in the partial or complete oxidation of sulfide mineral phases, including in the Eel River Basin (Bailey et al. 2010). The presence of unoxidized sulfides in the ERB nodule suggest that the nodule has not encountered oxygenated conditions, consistent with
the overlying presence of a bacterial mat which would not bioturbate the underlying sediment. The undisturbed, un-oxidized condition of the nodule is not conclusive but suggests it may not have been translocated, which would be consistent with the closely coupled archaeal sediment/nodule data.

Interestingly, the peripheral ERB core (PC20) exhibited geochemical data most similar to the 6–9 cmbsf horizon from the ERB mat core (PC29). That is, the nodule contained a significant fraction of dolomite (50%; Table 1) and was more $^{13}$C-enriched than either the pore water or organic carbon. The bacterial iTAG data suggests the nodule is not similar to the paired sediment (Figure 2b), which is corroborated by bacterial TRFLP data. The archaeal iTAG data suggests a closer coupling (Figure 2a), although it does not appear to be due to ANME subgroup similarities. Indeed, the nodule is depleted in ANME-1 subgroups and enriched in ANME-2 subgroups relative to the host sediment. The observation of a large number of ANME-2-affiliated sequences in the dolomite-containing nodule is consistent with ANME-2-affiliated sequences recovered from the 6–9 cmbsf nodule in the ERB mat core (PC29). Thus, the bulk of the geochemical and molecular evidence from the deep horizon of the peripheral ERB core leads to a similar conclusion as for the 6–9 cmbsf sediment/nodule pair from the mat core: the nodule exhibits signatures consistent with possible original precipitation elsewhere and/or within a different geochemical regime and subsequent translocation to the current site. This hypothesis is more strongly supported by the bacterial sequence data than the more ambiguous archaeal and petrographic signals.

1.5 CONCLUSIONS

The $^{13}$C-depleted carbonates, organic lipid biomarkers, and associated 16S rRNA gene signatures previously documented from carbonate pavements and chemoherm structures provide evidence for the involvement of archaeal methanotrophs and their syntrophic sulfate-reducing
bacterial partners in carbonate precipitation (Heijs et al. 2006; Stadnitskaia et al. 2008; Marlow et al. 2014b). Previous microbiological data suggested that nodule-associated microbial assemblages might not be simply passive recorders of sediment-associated microorganisms, but could host distinctive, extant, active microbial populations (Marlow et al. 2014a; b). This study directly addressed that hypothesis and confirmed that in some cases divergence was observed between sediment- and nodule-associated assemblages, while in other cases nodules most likely precipitated in situ and entrapped the local microbial communities. This may be due to translocation laterally and/or vertically, or shifting local geochemical conditions. Sediment/nodule disconnect appears to be a more common phenomenon among nodules recovered from shallow sites, potentially indicating that nodules form within deeper AOM horizons of the sediment column (~9–15 cmbsf), where alkalinity generation is highest, and subsequently experience exhumation from sediment winnowing. Petrographic evidence from HR indicated post-depositional fracturing of mineral phases, potentially supporting translocation of the nodules. Alternatively, bioturbation from above may rapidly change shallow sediment geochemistry, to which sediment-associated microbial assemblages may respond more quickly than nodule-associated assemblages. Studies suggesting nodules and carbonate slabs grow over $10^2$ to $10^4$ years support the likelihood that translocation could occur, given the geologic activity at regions such as HR and ERB. If nodules form over prolonged timescales, then the tight sediment/nodule coupling observed in some of this study’s samples implies that microbial assemblages can maintain a stable composition over extended periods. Alternatively, it may be that nodules can precipitate over timescales much less than $10^2$ years. Further, in petrographic thin sections the presence of reduced minerals entrapped within carbonate nodules from HR and ERB indicate that subseafloor and/or intra-nodule conditions may remain reducing for periods of time at least as long as the lifetime of the nodules. The coupling between seep flux, microbial carbon cycling, and mineralogy can be further explored with a larger sample set. Furthermore, the degree to which microbial assemblage entrapment, as demonstrated in this manuscript for
nODULES, extends to massive carbonate pavements, merits further exploration. In the future, comparative tracking of carbonates and host sediments will contribute information to further constrain the many factors influencing the timing, location, and diversity of organisms linked to authigenic carbonate precipitation during sulfate-coupled AOM.
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### Table 1. Geochemical Observations.

Blank cells indicate measurement was not applicable. Cells with “–” indicate measurement was applicable but not completed, generally due to a limitation from the amount of sample collected or available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Benthic ecosystem</th>
<th>Depth (cm RSL)</th>
<th>Methane (nmol CH₄/g sediment)</th>
<th>Sulfate (nM)</th>
<th>δ¹⁸OCH₄ (‰)</th>
<th>δ¹⁸Osulfate (‰)</th>
<th>δ¹⁸OCO₂ (‰)</th>
<th>Microology (%calcite%serpentine)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Hydrate Ridge</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2517</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>-29.7</td>
<td>-54.4</td>
<td>-38.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2518</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-54.5</td>
<td>-38.6</td>
<td>-38.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2519</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>-31.2</td>
<td>-79.5</td>
<td>-79.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2520</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>-20.2</td>
<td>-77.3</td>
<td>-77.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2521</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>8.72</td>
<td>-27.9</td>
<td>-72.0</td>
<td>-72.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nodules</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2517</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>-45.9</td>
<td>90/100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60/40/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2518</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-49.0</td>
<td>60/40/0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50/50/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2519</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>-47.3</td>
<td>50/50/0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40/40/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2520</td>
<td>PC8</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41/10/0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2688</td>
<td>PC29</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>19.24</td>
<td>-40.7</td>
<td>-56.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2689</td>
<td>PC29</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>-31.0</td>
<td>-32.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2703</td>
<td>PC23</td>
<td>Clar</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>-24.2</td>
<td>-7.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2705</td>
<td>PC20</td>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>25.94</td>
<td>-25.0</td>
<td>-31.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Est River Basin</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2688</td>
<td>PC29</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>19.24</td>
<td>-23.1</td>
<td>60/0/40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2689</td>
<td>PC29</td>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>-27.2</td>
<td>100/0/0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2703</td>
<td>PC23</td>
<td>Clar</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>-34.1</td>
<td>100/0/0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2705</td>
<td>PC20</td>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>25.94</td>
<td>-18.0</td>
<td>50/0/50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Microbiological Observations. All microbial relative abundance data shown is calculated from iTAG sequencing results. Heat scales are calculated separately for each column. As is always the case in PCR-based analyses, relative abundance between taxa (i.e., comparing across a row) should be interpreted cautiously. A safer interpretation is the relative abundance of one taxon across multiple samples (i.e., comparing down a column). Shannon–Weiner diversity ($H'$) is also given for Archaea and Bacteria, calculated from both the iTAG and TRFLP data. For a complete reporting of iTAG sequencing results, see Supplemental Tables 1 and 2.
Figure 1. δ¹³C variation at HR (a) and ERB (b), for four types of samples: nodule inorganic carbon (δ¹³C_{nod}; diamonds), organic carbon (δ¹³C_{org}; circles), sedimentary inorganic carbon (δ¹³C_{sed}; triangles), and porewater inorganic carbon (δ¹³C_{pw}; squares). Methane concentrations, shown by ‘x’, at HR are connected by a dashed line to emphasize that all samples originated from one core (PC8), while ERB samples were obtained from three separate cores (defined by dashed gray boxes). The deep (9–12 cmbsf) samples from the ERB mat core and ERB peripheral core were vertically offset in order to more clearly display the data.
Figure 2. Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) ordination of iTAG sample similarities for (a) Archaea and (b) Bacteria. Displayed data was square root transformed prior to ordination, which minimizes errors in the ordination due to PCR bias while also not sacrificing genuine differences between samples. Samples with similar microbial communities plot closer together. Archaeal plot stress is 0.07. Bacterial plot stress is 0.05. Legend in (a) applies to both panels. The depth in centimeters below seafloor is listed in bold text next to each sample point. The ERB dataset includes two sediment/nodule pairs from the 9- to 12-cmbsf horizon; for clarity, these are additionally labeled in italics with the relevant core name.
Figure 3. Petrographic thin sections of nodules from (a, b) the 6- to 9-cmbsf horizon on the ERB mat core (PC29), and (c, d) the 3- to 6-cmbsf horizon of the HR mat core (PC8). The ERB sample is quartz-dominated with low internal porosity. Carbonate phases are a mix of calcite, aragonite, and dolomite (see Table 1 in main text). Within an acicular aragonitic matrix (A), the HR sample exhibits cemented bivalve shells (B). Angular carbonate clasts are also observable in the HR sample (C), as well as iron sulfide precipitates (D). Sometimes iron sulfide precipitates surround iron-rich lithic grains (E).
Figure 4. Phylogenetic analysis of archaeal clones. Clones were recovered representing ANME-1b, -2a, -2b, and -2c. ANME-1a clones were not recovered. Samples are named according to the following convention: *Site_Samplenumber_clone_number (accession number)*. Thus, “HR_C2518_clone_61 (JQ036250)” represents a full-length 16S sequence originating from a nodule in the 3- to 6-cmbsf horizon of the HR core.
Figure 5. Phylogenetic analysis of bacterial clones. Clones were recovered representing the families *Desulfobulbaceae* and *Desulfobacteraceae*. In addition, alpha-, gamma-, and epsilonproteobacteria clones were recovered. Besides the *Proteobacteria*, clones were recovered representing the *Firmicutes, Nitrospirae, Bacteroidetes, Chloroflexi*, and Candidate Division JS1.
1.9 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL: TEXT

1.9.1 OPTIMIZATION OF NODULE CLEANING TECHNIQUE

To optimize the removal of microbial contamination from carbonate nodules, a series of decontamination experiments were carried out using samples from a carbonate slab from the Eel River basin, broken into several \( \sim 10 \, \text{cm}^3 \) pieces and sterilized by autoclaving. For each experimental condition tested one carbonate section was aseptically maintained, while the second was placed in a 200-mL turbid *Escherichia coli* culture for several hours. Each pair of sterile and contaminated carbonate was then subjected to one of four conditions: 1) UV sterilization for 0.5 hr per side, 2) 70% ethanol rinsing and flaming, 3) rinsing with 1X PBS buffer, and 4) rinsing with 1X PBS and sonication (Branson sonifier 150, Danbury, CT). Each sample was then powdered with a mortar and pestle that was sterilized by baking overnight at 220 °C. Genomic DNA was extracted from 0.5 g of carbonate powder using an Ultraclean Soil DNA kit (MoBio Laboratories, Carlsbad, CA) following the manufacturer’s protocol, with a few modifications. Specifically, following addition of the first solution, samples were incubated at 65°C for 5 min, vortexed briefly, and placed at 65°C for 5 min for a second time. After adding the MoBio IRS solution samples were placed at 4°C for 5 min. To determine which sterilization protocol removed exterior contamination, genomic DNA was amplified from both the sterile and *E. coli* contaminated carbonate following the PCR protocol discussed below.

A comparison of the four different treatment protocols indicated that the most effective treatment for removing external DNA and cell contamination (i.e. resulting in no 16S rRNA genes amplified from *E. coli* contaminated sample, or from aseptically maintained control) was to rinse the carbonates with 0.2 µm filtered 1X PBS, followed by sonication at 8 watts for 45 s in fresh, sterile 1X PBS. Samples were centrifuged at 4,000g for 5 min. Supernatant was removed and nodules were transferred into fresh 1X PBS between sonication treatments. A total of three
rince and sonication steps were carried out. All subsequent carbonate nodule and sediment samples were treated according to the protocol discussed above. Genomic DNA was extracted from ERB and HR sediment and ‘decontaminated’ carbonate samples as described above.

1.9.2 CLONING AND SEQUENCING OF FOUR SELECTED SAMPLES

PCR mixtures (25 µl) contained 0.4 µM each of either archaeal specific primers 8F and 958R (DeLong, 1992), or the bacterial primer 27F with a general 1492R primer. Reactions also contained (final concentrations) 1X 5 Prime HotMaster Taq Buffer with 2.5 mM Mg²⁺ (Gaithersburg, MD), 0.2 mM each deoxynucleotide triphosphates, and 0.05 U of 5 Prime HotMaster Taq. PCR reactions were carried out according to the protocol: initial denaturation at 94°C for 3 min, followed by 35 cycles for 45 s at 94°C, 54°C, and 72°C, with a final extension of 72°C for 6 min.

PCR products of the correct length were cut out of a 1% agarose gel. Extracted bands were purified using Qiagen’s QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Valencia, CA). Purified PCR products were then cloned into a Topo TA cloning kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Clones with the correct insert size were analyzed by restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) using the HaeIII restriction enzyme. One representative from each of 35 unique archaeal OTUs was sequenced using a CEQ 8800 Genetic Analysis System from Beckman Coulter (Fullerton, CA). Of these sequenced clones a total of 18 unique, non-chimeric, near full-length archaeal 16S rRNA gene sequences were generated, all of which were 97% or less in similarity. For bacterial libraries, one clone from each of 101 unique OTUs identified by RFLP analysis was sequenced at Laragen, Inc (Los Angeles, CA). Of these sequenced near full-length clones, 35 unique, non-chimeric 16S rRNA phylotypes were recovered, all of which were 97% or less in similarity. For both archaea and bacteria, chimeric sequences were identified with Pintail (Ashelford et al. 2005) and Mallard (Ashelford et al. 2006). Non-chimeric, full-length sequences, including closely related sequences in Genbank and cultured representatives, were aligned using SINA from Silva and imported into ARB (Ludwig et al. 2004). Neighbor-joining trees were constructed using the Olsen distance correction, with 1000 replicates. Maximum likelihood trees were also generated in ARB.
Supplementary Table 1. Archaeal iTAG sequence data. All data is post-processed according to the details given in the method's section.

| Taxon                        | PC8 | PC9 | PC10 | PC11 | PC12 | PC13 | PC14 | PC15 | PC16 | PC17 | PC18 | PC19 | PC20 | PC21 | PC22 | PC23 | PC24 | PC25 | PC26 | PC27 | PC28 | PC29 | PC30 | PC31 | PC32 |
|------------------------------|-----|-----|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
| Archaea; Euryarchaeota; Phycunda Group | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
| Archaea; Euryarchaeota; Terrestrial Misc Group | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
| Archaea; Euryarchaeota; Halobacteria; Halobacteriales; Deep Sea Euryarchaeotic Group (DSEG) | 0.01 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
| Archaea; Euryarchaeota; Thermoplasmata; 20a-9; f | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
| Archaea; Euryarchaeota; Thermoplasmata; Thermoplasmatales; AMOS1A-4113-D04 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
| Archaea; Euryarchaeota; Thermoplasmata; Thermoplasmatales; MKCST-A3 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.19 | 0.07 | 0.01 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
| Archaea; Euryarchaeota; Thermoplasmata; Thermoplasmatales; Terrestrial Misc Group (TMEG) | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 |
| Archaea; Thaumarchaeota; Marine Group I; Order Incertae Sedis; Family Incertae Sedis | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 | 0.00 |

1.10 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: TABLES
**Supplementary Table 2-1.** Bacterial iTAG sequence data, page 1 of 4. All data is post-processed according to the details given in the methods section.
Supplementary Table 2-2. Bacterial iTAG sequence data, page 2 of 4. All data is post-processed according to the details given in the methods section.
**Supplementary Table 2-3.** Bacterial iTAG sequence data, page 3 of 4. All data is post-processed according to the details given in the methods section.
**Supplementary Table 2-4.** Bacterial iTAG sequence data, page 4 of 4. All data is post-processed according to the details given in the methods section.
1.11 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL: FIGURES

Supplementary Figure 1. Procrustes comparison of sample relationships between the iTAG and TRFLP datasets, for (a) archaea and (b) bacteria. iTAG ordination coordinates (see Figure 2 in main text) were used as the reference, against which TRFLP coordinates were transformed by translation, rotation, reflection, and/or scaling to minimize distance to the iTAG datapoints. The purpose was to test the closeness of fit between the two sets of datapoints, and therefore infer whether the biological similarity trends in iTAG and TRFLP data support one another. The analysis was completed 1,000 times and the resulting $M^2$ and p-values are given on the plot. Lower $M^2$ values indicate better closeness of fit between the datasets, and range from a possible value of 0 to 1. Lower p-values indicate stronger statistical support as determined through repeated iterations. Among the bacterial dataset, the p- and $M^2$-values indicate decent closeness of fit between the overall iTAG and TRFLP datasets. Among the archaeal dataset, the $M^2$ value is not particularly good, but NMDS biological patterns nonetheless appear to be largely maintained. As seen in the plots, some samples clearly fit more closely than others (that is, two points connected by a shorter arrow). Arrows are meant to help the reader connect iTAG and TRFLP ordination points from the same sample, to determine whether iTAG and TRFLP datasets demonstrate similar biological similarity trends. Arrows always point from the TRFLP to the iTAG point, since TRFLP coordinates were transformed to minimize distance to iTAG points. One archaeal sample (ERB clam core 0-3 cmbsf nodule) was excluded from analysis because it was substantially different than all other samples and skewed the ordination beyond possible interpretation.
Supplementary Figure 2. XRD spectra from nodules in this study. Mineralogical assignments were made based on the (104) peak heights of calcite, Mg-calcite and dolomite, and the (111) peak height of aragonite. Nodule C2520 was not measured due to lack of material. For display in this figure, data from C2703 was amplified 5x in order to more clearly display the carbonate peaks at circa 30° 2θ.
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2.0 ABSTRACT

Marine methane seeps are globally distributed geologic features in which reduced fluids, including methane, are advected upward from the subsurface. As a result of alkalinity generation during sulfate-coupled methane oxidation, authigenic carbonates form slabs, nodules, and extensive pavements. These carbonates shape the landscape within methane seeps, persist long after methane flux is diminished, and in some cases are incorporated into the geologic record. In this study, microbial assemblages from 134 native and experimental samples across 5,500 km, representing a range of habitat substrates (carbonate nodules and slabs, sediment, bottom water, and wood) and seepage conditions (active and low-activity), are analyzed to address two fundamental questions of seep microbial ecology: (1) do carbonates host distinct microbial assemblages, and (2) how sensitive are microbial assemblages to habitat substrate type and temporal shifts in methane seepage flux? Through massively parallel 16S rRNA gene sequencing and statistical analysis, native carbonates are shown to be reservoirs of distinct and highly diverse seep microbial assemblages. Unique coupled transplantation and colonization experiments on the seafloor demonstrate that carbonate-associated microbial assemblages are resilient to seep quiescence and reactive to seep activation over 13 months. Varying rates of response to simulated seep quiescence and activation are observed among similar phylogenies (e.g. Chloroflexi OTUs) and similar metabolisms (e.g. putative S-oxidizers), demonstrating the wide range of microbial sensitivity to changes in seepage flux. These results imply that carbonates do not passively record a time-integrated history of seep microorganisms, but rather host distinct, diverse, and dynamic microbial assemblages.
2.1 IMPORTANCE

Since their discovery in 1984, the global distribution and importance of marine methane seeps has become increasingly clear. Much of our understanding of methane seep microorganisms – from metabolisms to community ecology – has stemmed from detailed studies of seep sediments. However, it has become apparent that carbonates represent a volumetrically significant habitat substrate at methane seeps. Through combined \textit{in situ} characterization and incubation experiments this study demonstrates that carbonates host microbial assemblages distinct from and more diverse than other seep habitats. This emphasizes the importance of seep carbonates as biodiversity locales. Furthermore, we demonstrate that carbonate-associated microbial assemblages are well adapted to withstand fluctuations in methane seepage, and we gain novel insight into particular taxa that are responsive (or recalcitrant) to changes in seep conditions.
2.2 INTRODUCTION

Marine methane seeps serve as islands of diverse and dense deep-sea life, with food webs extending from microorganisms to varied megafauna including clams, mussels, and tube worms (Levin 2005; Thurber et al. 2012; Niemann et al. 2013). Distinct habitats associated with methane seeps include sediments, bottom water, loosely consolidated carbonate protoliths (hereafter “nodules”), fully lithified carbonate blocks and pavements (hereafter “carbonates”), and, occasionally, wood. Marine methane seep microbial communities and corresponding geochemistry within sediments have been intensively investigated, and have been found to frequently be dominated by microbial taxa performing anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM), notably anaerobic methane-oxidizing archaea (ANME) and deltaproteobacterial sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB; Hinrichs et al. 1999; Orphan et al. 2001; Pop Ristova et al. 2015). More broadly, seep sediments are biologically diverse locales that host microorganisms spanning many phyla, and are often rich in Epsilonproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria in addition to the canonical AOM-associated taxa (Nunoura et al. 2012; Ruff et al. 2013; Marlow et al. 2014b; Pop Ristova et al. 2015). A distinct “seep microbiome”, rich in Deltaproteobacteria, Methanomicrobia, and Candidate Divisions Hyd24-12 and JS1, is apparent when comparing seep sediment- and nodule-associated microbial assemblages to other marine environments (Ruff et al. 2015).

Authigenic carbonates, which are believed to form as a result of increased alkalinity associated with AOM metabolism, constitute the most pervasive solid habitat substrate at methane seeps, but are historically less well sampled than sediments. Carbonates are known to host lipid (Thiel et al. 2001; Stadnitskaia et al. 2005) and ribosomal DNA (Stadnitskaia et al. 2005; Heijs et al. 2006; Marlow et al. 2014b) biomarkers, as well as record carbon isotopic compositions reflective of microbial AOM processes (Greinert et al. 2001; Gieskes et al. 2005). Seep carbonates have recently been shown to host viable autoendolithic (organisms whose
metabolism induces self-entombing mineral formation) Archaea and Bacteria capable of methane oxidation (Marlow et al. 2014a; 2015), as well a metazoan communities (Levin et al. 2015). Carbonates themselves occur in a variety of sizes, morphologies, and mineralogies. These include mm- to cm-scale poorly consolidated precipitates, termed “nodules” or “concretions”, occurring within seep sediments (Chen et al. 2006; Watanabe et al. 2008; Mason et al. 2015). Seep-associated carbonates are also frequently found exposed at the seafloor in cm- to 10s of m-sized isolated blocks and continuous pavements (Hovland et al. 1987; Naehr et al. 2007), often extending both laterally and vertically from the site of contemporary methane seepage (Teichert et al. 2005; Sahling et al. 2008). Observations of carbonates at sites lacking contemporary seepage provide evidence that carbonates can outlive seepage processes on the seafloor, supported by the recovery of demonstrably seep-associated carbonates from geologic outcrops as old as 300 million years (Birgel et al. 2008). Diversity relationships between microbial assemblages associated with seep sediments, nodules, and carbonates have just recently begun to be explored (Marlow et al. 2014b; Mason et al. 2015).

Seepage flux can increase and decrease, as well as shift spatially, on the scale of days (Tryon et al. 2002) to weeks (Tryon et al. 1999) to centuries (Bekins and Dreiss 1992; Tryon et al. 2002). Microbial assemblages presumably adapt to spatial and temporal changes in seepage flux, but the extent and rate of response in situ remains uncharacterized. Contemporary seepage activity is often defined categorically based on the presence or absence of diagnostic seafloor chemosynthetic communities within methane seeps. “Active” sites are defined, in this study and elsewhere (Tryon et al. 2002; Orphan et al. 2004; Boetius and Suess 2004; Levin et al. 2015), as hosting sulfur-oxidizing bacterial mats, clam beds, dense snail colonies, and/or methane ebullition, while “low-activity” areas lack those diagnostic indicators of contemporary seepage. Notably, low-activity sites are often within <10² meters from active sites, frequently host carbonates, and can still exhibit microbial activity, including AOM, at reduced rates (Marlow et al. 2014a). Diversity surveys using conventional cloning and sequencing have shown that seep-
associated archaeal assemblages, of which only a fraction of the taxa were ANME subgroups, differed based on local seepage activity. The same trend was not apparent in bacterial assemblage composition, which instead was more influenced by habitat substrate (sediment vs nodule vs carbonate; Marlow et al. 2014b). Lipid biomarker profiles from seep sediment and microbial mat samples have been shown to be differentiated partially by sulfate reduction rate, which is likely in turn correlated with seep activity (Rossel et al. 2011). Off-seep sites host microbial assemblages that are distinct from both active and low-activity sites, further indicating the existence of a “seep microbiome” (Marlow et al. 2014b; Pop Ristova et al. 2015; Ruff et al. 2015).

Here a combined comparative and experimental in situ approach is applied to characterize the relationship between seep microbial assemblages, habitat substrata (carbonate vs sediment vs nodule vs bottom water vs wood), and varying seep activity (active vs low-activity stations). By coupling a massive sampling effort of native, unperturbed seep carbonates to in situ transplantation and colonization experiments, we can leverage these compatible datasets to address two fundamental microbial ecology questions: (1) do seep carbonates host distinct microbial assemblages, and (2) how sensitive are microbial assemblages to habitat substrate type and availability and temporal shifts in methane seepage flux?

2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.3.1 SAMPLE COLLECTION AND DEPLOYMENT OF EXPERIMENTS

The majority of samples in this study (114 out of 134; Table S1), including all transplantation and colonization treatments (see below), are from an extensively-studied natural laboratory of methane seepage: namely, the Northern and Southern promontories of Hydrate Ridge (“HR”), on the Cascadia margin, Oregon, USA (HR-North: 44˚40’N, 125˚6’W, ~600 meters below sea level [mbsl], HR-South; 44˚34’N, 125˚9’W, ~800 mbsl, Fig. S1A-B, D-H; Suess
et al. 1985; Boetius et al. 2000; Sahling et al. 2002; Boetius and Suess 2004; Levin et al. 2010; Guilini et al. 2012). Active and low-activity stations were identified by presence (or absence) of benthic chemosynthetic communities throughout HR and given sequential names for experimental purposes (Stations spaced 10^1-10^4 meters apart on the seafloor, see Fig. S1D-E, Table S1). Our active and low-activity station designations were confirmed by pore water sulfide concentrations from 0-3 centimeter-below-seafloor horizons of sediment cores collected within active stations (1-14 mM range, 6mM average, n=9) and low-activity stations (0-0.9 mM range, 0.2 mM average, n=5; more details in Supplemental Text). 110 out of 114 HR samples, including carbonates, sediments, nodules, bottom water, and woods, were collected from these stations, with four additional carbonate samples obtained from a seep promontory approximately 20 km SSE of HR (“Southeast Knoll”; 44° 27.0’N, 125° 7.8’W, ~620 mbsl). Of the remaining 20 samples in this study, 10 carbonates were collected from seeps off the Costa Rica coast: Mound 11, Mound 12, Quepos Mound, and Jaco Scarp (Fig. S1C; Sahling et al. 2008; Levin et al. 2012; Dekas et al. 2014). As a point of comparison to sediments and nodules collected at HR, we also included ten sediment and nodule samples from Eel River Basin (ERB; 40°48.7’N, 124°36.7’W, 517 mbsl; Levin et al. 2003; Orphan et al. 2004). Recently published sequencing data from 18 sediment and nodule samples (13% of our 134-sample dataset) provide valuable context for this study regarding habitat substrate and are denoted in Table S1 (Mason et al. 2015).

Among all the collected samples, 82 out of 134 represent native, unperturbed microbial assemblages associated with a variety of habitat substrates (n_carbonate=57; n_nodule=10; n_bottom_water=2; n_sediment=13) and seep activity levels (n_active=52, n_low_activity=28, n_off_seep=2). Samples were collected in 2006, 2009, 2010, and 2011 during R/V Atlantis cruises AT15-11, AT15-44, AT15-68, and AT18-10, respectively. Upon shipboard retrieval, subsamples were immediately frozen at -80°C and transferred to an onshore lab for downstream processing. Mineralogy of carbonate samples was examined by powder X-ray diffraction (see Supplemental Text).
Six transplanted carbonate and 46 introduced carbonate and wood \((n_{\text{carb}}=20, n_{\text{wood}}=26)\) samples represent microbial assemblages after 13 months of incubation on the seafloor. Transplantation experiments were conducted using DSV Alvin in August 2010 by moving seafloor carbonates at HR-North from active to low-activity stations \((n=4)\) and vice versa \((n=2)\), followed by collection and freezing in September 2011 using ROV Jason II. Colonization experiments were conducted with fir and pine woods \((n=26)\) and autoclaved, aseptically stored calcite and dolomite seep carbonates \((n=20)\) deposited at selected seafloor stations, including those of the transplantation experiments, in August 2010 (AT15-68) and recovered in September 2011 (AT18-10). More methodological details regarding the transplantation and colonization experiments can be found in the Supplemental Text.

### 2.3.2 Genomic DNA Extraction and 16S rRNA Gene Sequencing and Processing

Onshore, the carbonates, sediments, and nodules were separately ground into powder with a sterile porcelain mortar and pestle. The nodules, which were only loosely consolidated and thus could have contained sediment-phase contamination, were pre-processed in order to thoroughly remove sediment as previously described (Mason et al. 2015), with the exception of nodule #5118N (Table S1). Genomic DNA was extracted following the general procedure of the MoBio PowerSoil kit (MoBio, St. Louis, MO, see Orphan et al. 2001 for variations from default protocol), using ~400 mg powder. For wood samples, a sterile razor blade was used to collect shavings from the exterior, avoiding the bark and any observed animals (e.g., shipworms) whenever possible. DNA from wood samples was extracted using the MoBio PowerPlantPro kit’s recommended protocol with 40 µL of Phenolic Separation Solution and ~70 mg wood shavings. Bottom water samples from nearby station HR-9 (Fig. S1) were collected on a 0.2 µm filter and
extracted by phenol-chloroform followed by CsCl density gradient centrifugation (Tavormina et al. 2010).

Preparation for sequencing of the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was performed with universal primers according to the Earth Microbiome Project (EMP, “iTag” sequencing; Gilbert et al. 2011) recommended protocol (Caporaso et al. 2011; 2012), with minor modifications as previously described (Mason et al. 2015). Raw sequences were generated on an Illumina MiSeq platform at Laragen, Inc. (Los Angeles, CA) and are available in the Sequence Read Archive under accession numbers SRP055767 and SRP049675. In-house data processing was completed in QIIME1.8.0 and included joining paired ends, quality trimming, chimera checking, 97% OTU clustering, singleton removal, PCR contaminant removal, 0.01% relative abundance threshold removal, and rarefaction to 16,051 sequences per sample (Supplemental Text). Taxonomic assignments were generated according to an appended version of the Silva 115 database (details in Mason et al. 2015).

2.3.3 DIVERSITY ANALYSES

Alpha diversity calculations (Shannon Index (H’), Observed OTUs, and Chao1) were carried out in QIIME1.8.0 (alpha_diversity.py). Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) analyses were carried out in the R environment (R Core Team 2014) after applying a square root transformation to the relative abundance data. For all Analysis of Similarity (ANOSIM) tests, p-values of <0.05 were considered significant. R values are only reported in the text for tests which yielded significant results. Examples of the R commands, including options used, are given in the Supplemental Text. Distance-based Linear Modeling (distLM) was applied with Primer-E software to complement the ANOSIM analysis (Clarke and Warwick 2001). The Similarity Percentage (SIMPER) test was applied in R to identify specific OTUs which demonstrate different relative abundances between sample groups; key OTUs were selected for presentation.
and usually represented the majority of sequences associated with each taxonomy (Fig. 3; Fig. 5; Table S3).

2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.4.1 CARBONATES HOST DISTINCT AND DIVERSE SEEP MICROBIAL ASSEMBLAGES

Ordination of the sample set reveals the microbial assemblages to be most strongly differentiated by habitat substrate (i.e. carbonate, sediments and nodules, bottom water; Fig. 1A; R=0.49; p<0.001; all ANOSIM results presented in Table S2). Habitat substrate is also the most significant factor associated with microbial assemblages as determined by distLM, accounting for 25% of the inter-sample variability. Furthermore, carbonates exhibit higher OTU richness than the other substrates included in this study (Fig. 2A; Chao1 estimates are given in the main text, raw OTU rarefactions are given in Fig. S2). These trends are also observed in the macrofauna recovered from seep carbonates (Levin et al. 2015), confirming carbonates host diverse benthic life across multiple trophic levels. Overall microbial assemblages of sediments and nodules are not statistically differentiable as determined from ANOSIM tests, indicating that sediment-hosted nodules and exhumed seafloor carbonates behave as separate, distinct habitat substrates for microbial habitation (Fig. 1A, Table S2). Sediments, nodules, and carbonates have recently been shown to host different bacterial, but not archaeal, assemblages in 16S clone library surveys (Marlow et al. 2014b), while recent examination of a subset of our iTag data demonstrated similar microbial communities inhabiting nodules and adjacent sediments, especially in active seep settings (Mason et al. 2015).

Examination the top thirty most abundant OTUs in our dataset reveals a variety of Archaea and Bacteria composing the samples (Fig. 3A), including taxonomies common to
methane seep settings (e.g., ANME subgroups and Deltaproteobacteria). The higher relative abundance of ANME-1 in sediments and nodules as compared to carbonates is in agreement with previous clone library observations at Hydrate Ridge, while the recovery of epsilonproteobacterial sequences from sediments, nodules, and carbonates is in contrast to previous findings in which they were almost exclusively recovered from sediments (Fig. 3A; Marlow et al. 2014b). Data from sequencing of mock communities suggests a slight bias for ANME-1 and stronger bias against the recovery of ANME-2 sequences by the modified EMP protocol (Trembath-Reichert et al., 2016). Thus, we note the relative abundance of these groups may in reality be slightly lower (ANME-1) or higher (ANME-2) than recovered in our iTag dataset. However, the inter-substrate trends, which are similar for ANME-1 and ANME-2, should be unaffected. Abundance patterns of ANME and other taxa are discussed in detail in the sections below, in the context of results from our experimental manipulations.

Inter-substrate differences in microbial assemblage are the cumulative result of contributions from many OTUs, with no single OTU accounting for more than 2% of the total inter-substrate differences. Nonetheless, several OTUs can be identified which are strongly associated with one habitat type (Fig. 3B). Notably, taxa previously identified as diagnostic of the “seep microbiome” (i.e., JS1 archaea and Deltaproteobacteria; Ruff et al. 2015) are observed in our dataset to be characteristic of sediments and nodules, but not carbonate habitats (Fig. 3B). In determining the “seep microbiome,” Ruff et al., 2015 examined methane seep sediments and nodules exclusively; our data thus corroborate their results, but also further demonstrate that seep carbonates host distinct microbial assemblages. Carbonates, to the exclusion of other habitat substrates, are observed to host an OTU associated with the gammaproteobacterial JTB255 Marine Benthic Group (Fig. 3B). The physiology of this group remains undetermined, though uncultured members have been recovered from a variety of marine sediments (Bowman and McCuaig 2003; Schauer et al. 2010), including methane seeps (Li et al. 1999). OTUs associated with the deltaproteobacterial SAR324 clade and thaumarchaeal Marine Group 1 are particularly
abundant in the bottom water samples (Fig. 3B), although we note that a separate thaumarchaeal Marine Group 1 OTU is more abundant on carbonates than on other substrates (Fig. 3A). This exemplifies the potential for OTUs of similar phylogeny to be differentially distributed in the environment.

Shannon diversity ($H'$), which measures evenness in addition to richness, is higher in the carbonates than either the sediments/nodules or the bottom waters (Fig. S2D). Carbonate-associated assemblages may exhibit distinct microbial molecular signatures due to either geochemical (i.e., preferential adsorption of metabolites to the carbonate matrix; Ijiri et al. 2009), physical (i.e., a site for microbial biofilm attachment), or historic (i.e., formation within or above the sediment column; Blumenberg et al. 2015) factors. Examination of the OTU overlap among native habitat substrates (Fig. 4A) demonstrates that carbonates share more OTUs with sediments and nodules than bottom waters, supporting the hypothesis of formation within the sediments, followed by subsequent exhumation and exposure at the seafloor (Gieskes et al. 2005; Blumenberg et al. 2015). However, bottom waters share more OTUs with carbonates than sediments or nodules, revealing that a subset of bottom water microorganisms do passively or actively inhabit carbonates exposed at the seafloor (Fig. 4A).

Close overlap in assemblage composition is observed between some of the carbonates (~10 of 57, all from active seep stations) and sediments/nodules (Fig. 1A, c.f. 10 carbonates highlighted in Fig. S3A). It is possible that carbonate samples hosting microbial assemblages similar to sediments/nodules may have contained excess sediment entrained in the rock matrix upon recovery (c.f. Blumenberg et al. 2015); alternatively, nodules in the overlapping regions may have been sufficiently lithified to begin hosting “carbonate-like” microbial assemblages (e.g., nodule #C2693 in Fig. 1A), though this does not necessarily explain similarity of some sediment samples. The compositional overlap between ~10 active-station carbonate assemblages and sediment/nodule assemblages is not derived from geographic proximity, as the sediments/nodules from HR do not exclusively plot in close proximity to the carbonate samples, which are
dominantly from HR (Fig. S3A). Nor are the overlapping carbonates unified by seafloor station, mineralogy, or collection year.

2.4.2 DEMONSTRATION OF MICROBIAL VARIABILITY WITHIN SEEP CARBONATES

The high total OTU richness of carbonates (Fig. 2A), combined with OTU overlap between carbonates and other substrates (Fig. 4A) could indicate that carbonates represent a passive repository of preserved and extant microorganisms. We test this possibility by first examining in detail, in this section, the native carbonate samples (n=57), which allows inference of the environmental indicators associated with differences between carbonate-hosted microbial assemblages. In the following sections, we then couple these interpretations to the in situ transplantation (n=6) and colonization (n_{carbonate}=20; n_{wood}=26) experiments, respectively.

On their own, native carbonate-associated microbial assemblages demonstrate clear differentiation according to seep activity (R=0.45; p<0.001; Fig. 1B; Table S2), mineralogy (R=0.44; p<0.001; Fig. S4; Table S2), and seafloor station (R_{active stations}=0.31, p_{active stations}=0.002; R_{low-activity stations}=0.27, p_{low-activity stations}=0.037; Table S2). The similar parsing of native carbonate-hosted assemblages by seep activity and mineralogy is partially explained by our observation of a qualitative relationship between seep activity and carbonate mineralogy, with a higher proportion of aragonite-bearing carbonates recovered from low-activity stations (see Supplemental Text and Fig. S4). This suggests seep activity and carbonate mineralogy are not independent environmental factors in our dataset. The biogeographic differences between stations (~10^2-10^4 m) are in agreement with previous observations of within-seep microbial and geochemical heterogeneity (Treude et al. 2003; Pop Ristova et al. 2015) and recent findings that sediment-associated microorganisms in seeps exhibit “global dispersion and local diversification” (Ruff et al. 2015). A distance-decay curve demonstrated that if a biogeographic effect on microbial similarity exists
over a $10^5$-$10^6$-m scale, it is aliased by other environmental factors (Fig. S5). We frame our further discussion in terms of seep activity because it is strongly associated with differences between carbonate-hosted assemblages and, importantly, our sample collection and in situ transplantation and colonization experiments were explicitly performed in order to test biological variability as a function of seep station activity. However, we emphasize that seep activity is a qualitative environmental indicator that may be correlated with other environmental factors, such as carbonate mineralogy.

With regard to standard ecological metrics of OTU richness and evenness (Fig. 2B, Fig. S2B), seep activity does not differentiate the native carbonate-associated microbial assemblages. This indicates that while carbonates at low-activity stations host distinct assemblages, they are not less diverse than microbial assemblages from carbonates at active stations. Active-station carbonates are particularly rich in OTUs associated with putative sulfur-oxidizing organisms belonging to the epsilonproteobacterial and gammaproteobacterial families Helicobacteraceae and Thiotrichaceae, respectively, as compared to carbonates from low-activity stations (Fig. 5 and Table S3). These organisms are likely supported by high sulfide concentrations produced by sulfate-coupled AOM at active seep stations. Among seep sediments in the Mediterranean Sea, epsilonproteobacterial Helicobacteraceae were found to be an indicator taxa for seepage (Pop Ristova et al. 2015), which our data corroborate. Data from hydrothermal vent systems also exhibit clear differences in abundance of putative sulfur-oxidizing Epsilonproteobacteria between active and low-activity (or inactive) sites, with increased abundance at active vent sites where delivery of reduced fluids is high (Sylvan et al. 2012b). Furthermore, Epsilonproteobacteria have been observed in time-resolved experiments to rapidly respond to geochemical heterogeneity and experimental perturbations (i.e., colonization of fresh substrate) in hydrothermal vent systems (Alain et al. 2004; Sylvan et al. 2012a; b). Physiologies of specific groups of the Gammaproteobacteria often include oxidation of either sulfur or methane (Garrity et al. 2005;
Sorokin et al. 2007), both of which are common at settings with increased delivery of reduced fluids.

ANME-1 archaea, which are the most abundantly recovered ANME in the entire iTag dataset, exhibit wide ranges of relative abundance in both active and low-activity seep stations, with higher average relative abundance at low-activity stations, in agreement with previous clone library observations (Fig. 5; Marlow et al. 2014b). Similarly, the deltaproteobacterial family Desulfobacteraceae does not exhibit a clear difference in observed relative abundance as a function of seep activity (Fig. 5). It thus appears that some ANME-1 and deltaproteobacterial OTUs may be relatively insensitive to seepage level. This was unexpected as these are key taxa involved in the AOM process and therefore hypothesized to occur at higher relative abundance in methane-replete, presumably “active”, seep stations. ANME-1 may be performing methanotrophy even within carbonates at low-activity stations, consistent with recent reports of AOM associated with carbonates on the periphery of active seepage (Marlow et al. 2014a). Alternatively, relic DNA from AOM-associated organisms may be preserved within carbonate rocks, as the carbonate precipitation process causes self-entombment, potentially sealing off inhabited pores (Stadnitskaia et al. 2005; Heijs et al. 2006; Marlow et al. 2014b; 2015). Evidence for biomarker preservation within carbonates has been described for lipids, which are more recalcitrant to degradation than DNA (Thiel et al. 2001; Stadnitskaia et al. 2005; Blumenberg et al. 2015).

2.4.3 DEMONSTRATION OF SUCCESSIONAL DYNAMICS:
TRANSPLANTATION EXPERIMENTS

The “snapshot” view of carbonate-associated microbial ecology is augmented by the seafloor transplantation experiments, which allow us to observe in situ microbial successional patterns by simulating seep quiescence and activation. In situ flux measurements at Hydrate Ridge
have shown that seep activity can shift on week- to month-long timescales (Tryon et al. 1999; 2002), indicating our 13-month transplantation experiments are relevant to contemporary processes at Hydrate Ridge and potentially in other methane seep regions.

The OTU composition of the four active-to-low-activity transplanted microbial assemblages are statistically differentiable from both the native, active carbonate-associated microbial assemblages ($R=0.32$, $p=0.008$) as well as the native, low-activity carbonate-associated assemblages ($R=0.88$, $p<0.001$; Table S2; Fig. 1B). The four microbial assemblages transplanted from active to low-activity stations are more similar to the native, active carbonate assemblages (i.e., from where they originated) than to the native low-activity assemblages (i.e., to where they were transplanted, Fig 2B and ANOSIM results). The four transplanted carbonates exhibit approximately 30% lower overall OTU richness as compared to native carbonates (Fig. 2B), but in-depth analysis of OTU overlap between transplanted and native carbonates reveals a level of fine structure to the microbial turnover and succession (Fig. 4B-C). At the paired HR-3/-4 and HR-7/-8 stations, 68% and 52%, respectively, of the OTUs associated with native, active control carbonates are not recovered upon simulated seep quiescence after 13 months (Table S3). The “lost” OTUs are supplanted by characteristic OTUs gained from the low-activity sites (28 and 37 OTUs, representing 18% and 17% of the recovered OTUs for HR-3/-4 and HR-7/-8 transplants, respectively) as well as OTUs unique to the transplants and not recovered from native carbonates (20 and 24 OTUs for HR-3/-4 and HR-7/-8, respectively; Table S3). Nearly half of the OTUs recovered among the HR-3/-4 and HR-7/-8 transplants were cosmopolitan OTUs that were also observed in both the native, active and native, low-activity carbonates (Fig. 4B-C; Table S3). Thus, a loss of over half the initial OTUs upon seep quiescence is masked by gain of new OTUs, both unique and shared with the low-activity controls.

Combining the observation of overall similarity to native, active assemblages, diminished overall OTU richness, and specific turnover among the carbonates transplanted to low-activity stations, we can begin to paint a picture of microbial succession upon seep quiescence. Most
major (i.e., highly abundant) constituent members of carbonate-associated microbial assemblages
are resilient to one year of quiescence (or their DNA doesn’t degrade), as evidenced by the fact
that transplanted carbonates plot among the native, active controls in Fig. 1B. Indeed, of the four
carbonates transplanted to low-activity sites, we observe that 49-90% of the recovered sequences
are from resilient OTUs shared with the active-station controls (Table S3). However, over the
course of a year, low-abundance assemblage members are vulnerable to cessation of seep activity:
the average relative abundance of lost OTUs in the native, active controls upon simulated
quiescence was <0.5% (Table S3).

Examining specific taxa of interest, we find the gammaproteobacterial Thiotrichaceae
OTUs remain at a similar relative abundance as the native, active carbonates, consistent with
resilience to seep quiescence (Fig. 5). In contrast, epsilonproteobacterial Helicobacteriaceae
OTUs that are highly abundant in native, active carbonates had mostly disappeared after 13
months of simulated seep quiescence (Fig. 5). Thus, two putative sulfur-oxidizing groups exhibit
different 16S rRNA gene distribution, highlighting the potential for variable response to
environmental change, even among taxa putatively belonging to the same guild. ANME-1 OTUs
were recovered at high relative abundance in the carbonates transplanted to low-activity stations,
consistent with the trend observed in native, low-activity carbonates and suggesting an ability to
respond over a period of time that may represent, to ANME archaea, only a few generations
(Girguis et al. 2003; Orphan et al. 2009; Morono et al. 2011).

The two carbonates which experienced simulated seep activation (transplanted from low-
activity to active stations) host microbial assemblages different from low-activity, native
carbonates and somewhat similar to native, active assemblages (Fig. 1B), although this
experimental set suffers from low sample number associated with technical difficulties in
recovering two of four originally transplanted carbonates. In juxtaposition to seep quiescence,
which demonstrated resilience of the bulk microbial assemblages, our simulation of seep
activation indicates that assemblages are relatively quick to respond to renewed seepage
conditions. This is especially true among the epsilonproteobacterial Helicobacteraceae OTUs, which are recovered in high relative abundance in the transplant-to-active carbonates, despite low relative abundance in the low-activity carbonates (Fig. 5). Other OTUs, for example gammaproteobacterial Thiotrichaceae, clearly demonstrate a slower response to seep activation (Fig. 5). Examination of two OTUs of putatively heterotrophic Chloroflexi, the Anaerolineaceae and Caldilineaceae, also reveals slow response to seep activation, despite their relatively high recovery among native, active seep carbonates (Fig. 5). The Anaerolineaceae OTU also exhibits markedly higher tolerance to low-activity conditions than the Caldilineaceae OTU (Fig. 5), highlighting the potential for different ecological expression among groups of similar phylogeny.

The coupled transplant experiments provide strong evidence that many carbonate-associated seep microbial taxa are adapted to cycles of seep quiescence and activation. This may be ecologically advantageous in an environment where fluid flow has a tendency to fluctuate rapidly and frequently (Tryon et al. 1999; 2002). Recalcitrance to seep quiescence is consistent with low but measurable AOM from carbonates at low-activity stations (Marlow et al. 2014a), and the physical buffering provided by carbonate habitats has been proposed as a factor for maintenance of microbial assemblage viability during periods of diminished seepage (Marlow et al. 2015). Alternatively, we note that 3 of the 4 carbonates transplanted from active to low-activity stations were composed of a mix of calcite and dolomite – mineralogies more common at active stations than low-activity stations (Fig. S4). If mineralogy significantly drives microbial composition, the observed recalcitrance to community shift may be explained by the fact that the transplanted carbonates bore mineralogies qualitatively associated with “active-seep-type” microbial assemblages. In contrast, the two samples transplanted from low-activity to active stations were aragonite/calcite mixes – a mineralogical composition regularly recovered from all seep stations regardless of activity (Fig. S4). Thus, the observed shift to an “active-seep-type” community is more likely a function of the seep activity shift than of mineralogy. The rapid microbial rebound upon simulated seep activation may be analogous to previous observations of
microbial community activation from deep terrestrial and marine subsurface environments (Morono et al. 2011; Rajala et al. 2015). Species richness in carbonates transplanted to active stations is higher than the reciprocal transplants – though still lower than native carbonates – further indicating microbial assemblage responsiveness to simulated seep activation (Fig. 2B). Diminished OTU richness upon transplantation (in either direction) is also evidence against a “time-integrative” model of carbonate microbial assemblages: if carbonates were passive recorders of all historic seep microbial DNA, OTU richness would not be expected to decrease.

2.4.4 DEMONSTRATION OF SUCCESSIONAL DYNAMICS: COLONIZATION EXPERIMENTS

Though our transplantation experiments best simulate the temporal variability of seepage for established microbial assemblages, they are limited in scope. To increase the interpretative power of our dataset, we supplemented the transplant experiments with carbonate (calcite and dolomite) and wood (fir and pine) colonization experiments to address the successional patterns and responsiveness of seep microorganisms colonizing at the seabed under conditions of differing seep activity and colonization substrate type.

Results from these experiments follow similar trends observed in the survey of native microbial assemblages where both habitat substrate ($R_{	ext{carbonate vs wood}}=0.63, p<0.001$) and seep activity ($R_{\text{active vs low-activity}}=0.38, p<0.001$) differentiate the recovered microbial diversity (Fig. 1C, Table S2). In contrast to the survey of native carbonates, mineralogy did not contribute significantly to differences in total colonizing assemblage diversity ($p=0.109$; Table S2), further suggesting that the relationship between mineralogy and microbial diversity in the native carbonates may be due to a qualitative link between mineralogy and seep activity (Fig. S4). Microbial assemblages colonizing carbonates exhibited higher OTU richness and evenness than
those colonizing wood (Fig. 2C, Fig. S2C-D), substantiating the role of seep carbonates, specifically, as hosts of diverse microbial populations.

While hosting comparable OTU richness to the native carbonates (Fig. 2), the microbial assemblages colonizing the sterile carbonates at the seabed were, after 13 months, significantly different from native microbial assemblages collected in this study (R=0.65, p<0.001, Table S2; Fig. 1B). This supports general trends in the transplant experiments, suggesting that more than 13 months are required to achieve a mature successional phase if it is assumed that given enough time the colonizing assemblages would eventually mimic the native assemblages. Alternatively the colonization carbonates might never host microbial assemblages completely similar to the native carbonates, considering the different history of colonization (located at the seabed) and native (believed to have formed within the sediment column and later to have been exhumed) carbonates. Notably, however, sterile carbonates incubated at the seafloor share most of their observed OTUs with the native carbonates (Fig. 4D-I). The discrepancy between colonization and native carbonates hosting quite different microbial assemblages (Fig. 1B) and yet sharing many OTUs (Fig. 4D-I) implies assemblage differences are generally a function of differential OTU relative abundance, not of presence/absence of different OTUs themselves. Indeed, an ANOSIM test on presence/absence-normalized data reveals a diminished, though still significant, strength of difference between native and colonized carbonate microbial assemblages (R=0.53, p<0.001). In further support, among the six colonization/native pairings examined in detail (Fig. 4D-I), the majority (average 63%, range 46-84%, n_{colonization samples}=12) of the recovered colonization sequences were from OTUs shared between the colonization and native carbonates.

In-depth analysis of OTU overlap at station HR-9, chosen because of the wide array of habitat types and experimental samples obtained there, reveals that of the various OTUs shared between native and colonized carbonate assemblages, many are also shared with sediment and nodule assemblages (Fig. S6). This suggests some transference of sediment-hosted microbes onto the colonization carbonates. The mode of transfer is currently not known but may be associated
with direct microbial motility (Bernard and Fenchel 1995; Sievert et al. 2007), macrofaunal grazing/bioturbation (Bernard and Fenchel 1995; Thurber et al. 2012), and/or advection from fluid flow or gas ebullition (Schmale et al. 2015). At station HR-9, where 376 OTUs were reproducibly recovered from both colonization carbonates, 19% (n=71), 3% (n=11), and 4% (n=14) were exclusively sourced from carbonates, sediments/nodules, and bottom waters, respectively. The bottom-water samples, associated with this station, contained 1%-2% relative abundance of an OTU associated with the gammaproteobacterial Colwelliaceae, which were also recovered at moderate relative abundances from the colonization carbonates (<1% up to 20%; Table S3; Fig. 5) despite a lack of detection on either native or transplanted carbonates. This further indicates some transference of bottom water microorganisms onto carbonates during early-phase succession, and is consistent with common ecophysiology of Colwellia as generally marine, psychrophilic, motile, chemoorganotrophic microorganisms (Garrity et al. 2005). Thus, OTU recovery from multiple nearby substrates, coupled to the observed difference between colonized carbonate and wood microbial assemblages after 13 months (R=0.63, p<0.001; Fig. 1C) could be explained by two hypotheses: either (1) OTUs are recruited from all surrounding habitats, followed by assemblage differentiation according to habitat substrate (i.e., carbonates diverge from woods), or (2) carbonate colonization is a substrate-specific process from the very first microbial succession, and then over time occasional passive capture of OTUs from other habitat substrates occurs. In either case, the colonization data support the observation from native samples that carbonates host distinct microbial assemblages. Furthermore, carbonate distinctiveness is not simply a product of time-integrated passive capture of sediment-hosted microorganisms, nor does it depend on a history of burial in sediment.

Microbial diversity within the carbonate colonization experiments is almost wholly explained by seep activity differences, in further support of observations from native carbonates (Fig. 1C, R=0.81, p<0.001). Indeed, OTUs associated with the epsilonproteobacterial Helicobacteraceae exhibit a wide range of relative abundances in the colonization carbonates at
active stations, but only a very minor amount of colonization at low-activity stations (Fig. 5; Table S3). The Thiotrichaceae OTUs also demonstrate colonization patterns reminiscent of distributions observed in the native carbonates, again indicating that putative sulfur-oxidizing OTUs are dynamic responders to carbonate substrate availability in regions of seep activity at the seabed. However, the specific Thiotrichaceae OTU observed to most strongly colonize experimental carbonates was different than the Thiotrichaceae OTU more frequently observed in the native carbonates (Table S3) – demonstrating the potential for within-group variability in ecological expression. The recovery of Helicobacteraceae or Thiotrichaceae OTUs was not obviously tied to qualitative observations of bacterial mats upon recovery of colonized carbonates from the seafloor. Previous studies of microbial colonization in shallow marine sediments and near hydrothermal vents have observed a dominance of early-stage colonization by Epsilonproteobacteria (Bernard and Fenchel 1995; Taylor et al. 1999; Alain et al. 2004; Sylvan et al. 2012a), and similar ecological behavior appears to be occurring in methane seeps. The rapid colonization by Epsilonproteobacteria in various marine settings has been attributed to both a tolerance for rapidly changing physico-chemical conditions and motility within many members of the class (Bernard and Fenchel 1995; Alain et al. 2004). We observe that our key Helicobacteraceae OTUs were recovered in high relative abundance in methane seep sediments and low relative abundance in bottom water samples (Table S3); therefore, it appears likely that the Helicobacteraceae recovered in the colonization experiments were inoculated from underlying sediments, in contrast to Colwelliaceae OTUs derived from overlying bottom waters.

Colonization by the ANME-1-associated OTUs (the same OTUs as recovered from native carbonates) on the sterile carbonates was observed at low levels at both active and low-activity stations (Fig. 5). Any level of colonization by ANME-1 is intriguing for two reasons. First, ANME-1 are believed to have doubling times on the order of several months, so the 13-month course of the colonization experiments could reasonably be expected not to have provided enough time for ANME-1 archaea to colonize and become established on the fresh carbonate
substrates (Girguis et al. 2003; Orphan et al. 2009; Morono et al. 2011). Second, ANME-1 are obligate anaerobes typically associated with highly reducing conditions located deeper within the sediment column at seeps and near the sulfate-methane transition zone, not at the sediment/water interface where the colonization experiments were located (Knittel et al. 2005). An exception to this are the Black Sea ‘reefs’, composed partly of ANME-1; however, these grow into permanently stratified bottom water of the euxinic Black Sea (Reitner et al. 2005). That ANME-1 OTUs are observed at significant levels in the sediment samples but at negligible levels in the aerobic bottom water samples (Fig. 3) indicates that ANME-1 are almost certainly colonizing the carbonates seeded by the underlying sediments. This highlights the complexity of potential mechanisms driving regional and global between-seep dispersion of ANME-1 archaea and perhaps other ANME sub-clades, as previously observed (Ruff et al. 2015) and perhaps accomplished through periodic sediment disturbance. In contrast to our observations, Archaea were not observed as early colonizers in hydrothermal vent colonization experiments, despite their presence within *in situ* vent communities (Alain et al. 2004). Our experiments suggest that ANME-1 archaea may exhibit phenotypes thus far undiscovered in seep settings, or may be distributed by hydrological flow or macrofaunal movements (pumping, filtering, burrowing, defecation, etc.).

Wood-colonizing microbial assemblages at methane seeps in the Mediterranean Sea have been observed to be different than surrounding, off-seep sediment-hosted microbial assemblages (Bienhold et al. 2013). Our data further demonstrate that even among active and low-activity seep stations, wood-colonizing microbial assemblages differ after 13 months (Fig. 1C). The stark difference between carbonate- and wood-colonizing assemblages in our dataset highlights the importance of habitat substrate to deep-sea microbial assemblages. The mere presence of putative sulfur-oxidizing Epsilon-, and Gammaproteobacteria in the wood colonization experiments suggests wood-falls may act as ephemeral sulfide-rich reducing habitats, possibly representing stepping stones between seeps and vents for chemosynthetic communities as has been
hypothesized for metazoans and Bacteria (Distel et al. 2000; Bienhold et al. 2013). Our results are consistent with previous characterizations of native wood-fall samples, as well as deep-sea benthic wood colonization experiments, which yielded observations of phylogenetically diverse microbial assemblages including, but not limited to, the Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, Spirochaetes, Epsilon-, and Gammaproteobacteria (Fagervold et al. 2012; Bienhold et al. 2013; Fagervold et al. 2014), but very limited recovery of methanogenic and methanotrophic archaeal taxa (Fagervold et al. 2012). The lack of significant ANME colonization in the wood experiments (Table S3) indicates that AOM-related archaeal taxa may have more difficulty spreading geographically via wood substrates than many Bacteria. That AOM-related archaeal taxa appear to be able to colonize carbonate substrates, even on relatively short timescales, indicates a possible mode of wide geographic dispersion. Other hypotheses have included transportation in the guts of deep-sea metazoans or distribution during ocean anoxic events (Ruff et al. 2015), both of which may complement the apparent suitability of carbonate habitats for ANME.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

In summary the deployment of in situ manipulation experiments, coupled to an extensive characterization of native microbial assemblages in association with varying seep habitat substrates, has enabled unique insights into the ecology of seep microorganisms. Microbial assemblages associated with carbonates at methane seeps are distinct from, and more diverse than, other habitat substrates examined in this study, i.e., sediments, nodules, and bottom waters. Further, bulk carbonate-associated microbial assemblages are adapted to resist seep quiescence and poised to respond to seep activation over 13 months. OTUs associated with the epsilonproteobacterial Helicobacteraceae are particularly sensitive to seep activity. Colonization experiments corroborate that carbonates host distinct and diverse microbial assemblages, and
recovery of ANME-1 OTUs associated with the carbonates suggests more dynamic physiologies and/or distribution processes for these organisms than previously hypothesized.

The difference in the microbial assemblages associated with native active and low-activity carbonates, coupled to the dynamics and decreased OTU richness observed in the transplant experiments, suggests that upon the final quiescence of a historic methane seep, the genomic microbial signatures recorded in carbonates could differ from those microbes which were present during active seepage. Investigation of our same research questions should be applied to lipid profiles, to investigate whether trends observed at the genomic level are likely to be preserved in the rock record; in particular, whether microbial signatures in the rock record merely reflect the final, low-activity period of seep activity rather than the biological assemblage present during the most active phases of seepage and AOM.
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Fig. 1. Non-metric multidimensional scaling ordination of microbial assemblages in this study. Each point represents the entire recovered microbiological assemblage from one sample; samples plotting closer to each other are more similar in microbial composition. Lower stress values indicate better representation of the inter-sample (dis)similarities in two dimensions. (A) Native, unperturbed samples of sediment, nodule, bottom water, and carbonate habitat substrates. Sample #C2693 (identified by orange arrow) represents a nodule-hosted microbial assemblage recently determined to be a biological outlier among sediment and nodules (Mason et al., 2015). (B) Ordination of only carbonate samples, representing the native, transplantation, and colonization treatments. (C) Ordination of only colonization samples, representing carbonate and wood substrates at active and low-activity stations. We cannot rule out that in subplot (A), bottom water microbial assemblages could be different than sediments, nodules, and carbonates because they were extracted by a different method; the same could be true for the observed difference between carbonate- and wood-hosted assemblages in subplot (C).
Fig. 2. Collector’s curves of estimated Chao1 OTU$_{97}$ richness. 1σ standard deviations are given by the y-axis error bars. (A) Native microbial assemblages associated with carbonates, sediments and nodules, and the two bottom water samples. Sediments and nodules were binned as one group because their associated microbial assemblages were indistinguishable according to ANOSIM tests (Table S2). (B) Carbonate samples in this study, separated by treatment category. (C) Carbonate and wood colonization samples. Standard deviations are not given for bottom water and transplant-to-active sample groups, due to the low number of analyzed samples. Raw OTU rarefaction curves are given in Fig. S2A-C.
Fig. 3. Boxplot of OTU relative abundances from the 82 native samples in this study. Sediments and nodules are binned as one group because ANOSIM tests revealed their associated microbial assemblages to be statistically indistinguishable. Boxplot centerline represents the median (50\textsuperscript{th} percentile, Q\textsubscript{50}). The top and bottom hinges represent Q\textsubscript{75} and Q\textsubscript{25} quartiles, respectively. The upper and lower whiskers correspond to the highest and lowest data points within 1.5 times the Inter-Quartile Range (Q\textsubscript{75} minus Q\textsubscript{25}) from the median. Any data points outside of that range are identified by gray dots. The same plotting format is applied to Fig. 5. (A) Relative abundances of the top 30 most abundant OTUs in the dataset, grouped by taxonomy. The full dataset contains 1,057 OTUs, but the top 30 OTUs account for 1\%, 67\%, and 43\% of the sequences recovered from bottom water, sediment/nodule, and carbonate substrates, respectively. (B) Relative abundances of OTUs revealed to be strongly associated with particular habitat substrates. Inter-substrate differences in microbial assemblages are a cumulative result of contributions from many OTUs; even OTUs strongly associated with a particular habitat substrate only contribute several percent to the total inter-substrate variability. Note that the JS1 OTU is the same in panels (A) and (B) – it is both highly abundant and strongly associated with sediments and nodules. The Marine Group 1 OTU in panels (A) and (B) is different – there is one Marine Group 1 OTU highly abundant in the dataset, subpanel (A), and another Marine Group 1 OTU strongly associated with bottom water samples, subpanel (B). This highlights the variable distribution of phylogenetically similar OTUs. The y-axis of panel (A) also applies to panel (B). Raw OTU data used to generate this plot is available in Table S3.
Fig. 4. Comparison of OTU$_{97}$ overlap among various samples and treatments. In order to ensure equal depth of sampling across each substrate type, two representative samples of each substrate were chosen randomly (see sample numbers on the Figure). (A) OTU overlap between the four native seep habitat substrates examined in this study: sediments, nodules, carbonates, and bottom water. In order to minimize geographic bias in the analysis, samples were chosen from active stations at Hydrate Ridge South (the only exception was Bottom Water sample #5472, which was from an HR-South low-activity station). Note that carbonates host the richest OTU diversity (c.f. the collector’s curve in Fig. 2A), including a large number of OTUs which are distinct to carbonates. Carbonates share more OTUs with sediments and nodules than with bottom waters, possibly indicative of an origin within the sediment column and subsequent exhumation and exposure at the seafloor. Bottom waters contribute more OTUs to carbonates than to either sediments or nodules – consistent with the recovery of our carbonates from directly on the seafloor. (B-C) OTU overlap of active and low-activity control carbonates, and transplant-to-low-activity carbonates, for the HR-3/-4 and HR-7/-8 transplant experiments. Transplant-to-active carbonates were not included due to their low sample number (n=1 for each of HR-3/-4 and HR-7/-8). (D-I) OTUs observed in native carbonate samples vs colonized carbonate samples as a function of Hydrate Ridge station. Stations were included only if they received colonization carbonate deployments and we had recovered native carbonates from the same station (these criteria excluded HR-1, HR-2, HR-6, HR-11, and the Southeast Knoll). Left column (red, D-F) are active stations, right column (blue, G-I) are low-activity stations. In each case, the bold color represents the native carbonates and the pale color represents the colonized carbonates. The number in each region denotes the number of OTUs, and font and circle sizes are proportional to OTU count. In most cases, the majority of recovered OTUs from colonization carbonates were also present in native carbonates.
Fig. 5. Boxplot of carbonate-associated relative abundance data of selected key OTUs identified by SIMPER, representing notable taxonomic groups. Note that data for some groups are combined from several OTUs (OTU data are reported individually in Table S3). Although in all cases a minority of the OTUs were identified for presentation (e.g., 3 of 8 for ANME-1), these generally represented the majority of the total sequences recovered among each taxonomy (e.g., 95% of all sequences for ANME-1). When generated with all OTUs associated with each taxa, this plot does not change substantially (data not shown).
2.8 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL: TEXT

2.8.1 SEEP STATION CHARACTERIZATION: ACTIVE vs LOW-ACTIVITY STATION DESIGNATIONS

Higher seep activity is associated with a higher delivery of reduced fluids, including methane and sulfide, from the subsurface. Although common geochemical measurements such as sulfide concentration are difficult to recover from directly below seep carbonates, pore water sulfide concentrations from nearby 0-3 centimeter-below-seafloor (cmbsf) horizons of sediment cores reveal a wide range of concentrations at our active stations (1-14 mM range, 6 mM average, n=9, data from HR-3, -7, -9, and -V1), whereas 0-3 cmbsf horizons of low activity stations contained <1 mM sulfide (0.2 mM average, n=5, data from HR-4 and -V2) (raw data unpublished). Station HR-V2 did not contain any samples used for analysis in this study, so will not be found in Table S1, but represented a seafloor low-activity station not unlike other low-activity stations in this study. Station HR-V2 was located at 44.570374˚N, 125.14683˚W (HR-South).

Those measured sulfide concentrations are consistent with previous studies of methane seeps (Gieskes et al. 2005; Green-Saxena et al. 2014; Pop Ristova et al. 2015), corroborate our active vs low activity designations, and also support published measurements of AOM in low-activity seep carbonates and sediments (Marlow et al. 2014a). Carbonates have been shown to adsorb methane, resulting in concentrations of methane 100-fold higher than the surrounding sediment (Ijiri et al. 2009). Therefore in areas of active seepage, carbonates might be a particularly methane-replete habitat substrate, magnifying the contrast with methane-depleted conditions in sediments from low-activity seepage areas.
2.8.2 X-RAY DIFFRACTION (XRD)

Among the 57 native seep carbonate samples in this study, 56 were mineralogically characterized (1 lacked enough material for XRD analysis). All six and all twenty of the transplant and colonization carbonates, respectively, were also characterized by XRD. Carbonate powders were analyzed on a Phillips X’Pert Multi Purpose X-Ray Diffractometer in the Division of Applied Physics and Materials Science at Caltech. Measurements were taken from 10˚ to 70˚ 2θ with step size of 0.05˚. SiO₂ standards were run to confirm peak location accuracy. For correlation with microbial assemblage data, samples were coarsely binned into groups based on the presence/absence of diagnostic (104), (221), and (104) peaks for calcite, aragonite, and dolomite respectively (Kontoyannis and Vagenas 2000; Zhang et al. 2010; Marlow et al. 2014b). The results of this mineralogical binning are reported in Table S1, and visualized in Fig. S5 for the native carbonates.

We note a qualitative, apparent correlation between mineralogy and seep station activity (Fig. S4). Low-activity stations are dominated by aragonite-bearing carbonate mineralogies, while active seep stations demonstrate higher carbonate mineralogical variability, including a large proportion of samples found to contain dolomite. Related to this qualitative correlation, we find a strong statistical differentiation of the native carbonate-associated microbial assemblages according to both seep activity and mineralogy (Table S2, see R values). While being sure to note that both seep activity and mineralogy differentiate the native carbonate dataset in the main text of the manuscript, we chose to focus the discussion around the indicator variable of seep activity because it was according to this environmental variable that we explicitly deployed the transplant and colonization experiments.

The links between microbial assemblage, seep activity, and mineralogy remain unresolved and an active area of research. Addressing and illuminating such links is not in the scope of this particular study, although it continues to be a focus of inquiry in our research
program. Broadly, seep activity and mineralogy are hypothesized to be linked to sulfate inhibition of Mg-bearing carbonate phases during precipitation (Peckmann et al. 2001; Naehr et al. 2007; Krause et al. 2012; Bian et al. 2013). However, a variety of outstanding questions remain: Do new carbonates precipitate at low-activity sites even after “high” levels of seepage disappear? What role does secondary alteration play in seep carbonates, and on what timescale? Is carbonate mineralogy further linked to depth and/or microbial regime in the sediment column, and how can this be interpreted or inferred by collecting samples directly from the seafloor? Do particular microorganisms prefer particular carbonate mineralogies, or is the biological differentiation we observe in our dataset mechanistically linked to other environmental parameters (i.e., seep activity)? If microorganisms demonstrate carbonate mineralogical preferences, is this due to chemical or physical aspects of mineralogy?

2.8.3 TRANSPLANTATION AND COLONIZATION DESCRIPTIONS

Exposed carbonates were selected on the seafloor during DSV Alvin dives AD4630, ‘31, ‘32 and ‘34 at HR-North in August 2010 for transplantation. Selected carbonates were picked up with the submersible’s arm, temporarily deposited in the payload chassis, and deployed at selected destinations with a marked, weighted stake. The time-intensive nature of this effort, coupled with the difficulty of irrefutably re-identifying transplanted carbonates for recovery 13 months later, limited the total sample number of transplantation experiments. Ultimately, four carbonates were transplanted from active to low activity sites and subsequently recovered, and two from low activity to active sites (two other carbonates which were transplanted from low activity to active stations were unable to be successfully recovered). At each site, we established experimental control carbonates by using the DSV Alvin’s manipulator arm to pick up native carbonates from the seafloor, and simply re-depositing them on the seafloor in their original location (identified in Table S1). Upon sequencing, these controls were indistinguishable from other native seep
carbonates (Table S2). Transplanted carbonates and controls were recovered in individual chassis compartments after 13 months during R/V Atlantis cruise 18-10 (September 2011), and frozen at -80°C upon collection.

Since transplanted carbonates were moved from active- to low activity stations and vice versa, the effect of transplantation can be evaluated by comparing microbial assemblage similarity between the transplanted carbonates and the native, *in situ* carbonates binned into active and low-activity groups. This requires the assumption that the transplanted carbonates hosted an initial assemblage of microorganisms consistent with the characteristic assemblages associated with the native, active and native, low-activity carbonates in our study. This assumption is considered reasonable given the high sampling depth of native carbonates in this study and the strong difference between native microbial assemblages according to seep activity.

During a prior cruise in 2006, massive calcite and dolomite seep carbonates were recovered from Eel River Basin. After dry room temperature storage at Caltech for multiple years, the calcite and dolomite were each subsampled into 10 pieces of approximately $10^3$ cm$^3$. These subsamples were autoclaved, stored aseptically, and brought to sea during R/V Atlantis cruise 15-68 in August 2010. XRD spectra of pre- and post-autoclaving mineral chips indicated no change in structure after sterilization. Pairs of one calcite and one dolomite subsample were deployed in a mesh bag on the seafloor at selected active and low-activity stations at Hydrate Ridge, adjacent to the transplant experimental rocks (Table S1). After 13 months of colonization, these carbonates were recovered in September 2011 during R/V Atlantis cruise 18-10. DNA extraction and PCR were unsuccessful on pre-colonization carbonate negative controls. If historic, remnant DNA were preserved in the colonization carbonates, and subsequently recovered during post-experimental DNA extraction and sequencing, then the colonization samples would not be expected to cluster according to seep activity and, most likely, would cluster within the suite of native carbonates in Fig. 1B and Fig. S3B. Neither of those null hypotheses are
true, further suggesting genuine deposition of new DNA material during the 13-month colonization experiments.

Twenty-six wood samples were also deployed for colonization during the same 13-month time interval. Natural pine (Pinus sp.) and natural douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) samples with bark were collected from forests in southwest Washington state, and non-treated wood blocks of douglas fir were purchased in San Diego, CA. Wood samples were deployed at sea in the same manner and at many of the same stations as the carbonate colonization experiments, but were not autoclaved prior to emplacement in situ. We are confident that our recovered 16S sequences from the wood experiments reflect genuine colonization (not microbes present prior to deployment) because the wood samples show biological differentiation according to seep activity (Fig. 1C), which would not be predicted from the microbial communities prior to being placed at active and low-activity stations. Furthermore, if any indigenous microbes were living in or on the wood, they were placed in a deep seafloor environment that would not be conducive to their terrestrial origins and growth. Finally, the recovered sequences from the wood samples are similar in composition to those observed in previous deep-sea wood colonization experiments (see Discussion in the main text)
2.8.4 PROCESSING OF MiSeq DATA

Raw sequence data for all 134 samples in this study can be accessed in the Sequence Read Archive under accession numbers SRP055767 and SRP049675. A sequential list of the in-house QIIME1.8.0 commands used to process the data is given below.

1. Joining paired ends to generate contigs
   ```
   join_paired_ends.py -f <sample_name_R1.fastq> -r <sample_name_R2.fastq> -m fastq-join -j 50 -p 8 -o <sample_name>_joined/
   ```

2. Quality trimming, converting from fastq to fasta format
   ```
   split_libraries_fastq.py -i <sample_name>_joined/fastqjoin.join.fastq -o <sample_name>_trimmed/ -m dummy_mapping.txt --sample_id <sample_name> -q 29 -n 0 --barcode_type 'not-barcoded' --store_qual_scores
   ```

3. Chimera checking
   ```
   usearch6.0.203_i86linux32 -uchime_ref <sample_name>_trimmed/seqs.fna -db SSURef_NR99_Silva_115_pintailF_ORPHAN.fasta -uchimeout <sample_name>_chimerachecked/results.uchime -chimeras <sample_name>_chimerachecked/uchime_chimeras.fna -nonchimeras <sample_name>_chimerachecked/uchime_nonchimeras.fna
   ```

4. Concatenating all sequences from all samples
   ```
   cat *checked/uchime_nonchimeras.fna > all_seqs_all_samples.fasta
   ```

5. Picking OTUs at 97% similarity
   ```
   pick_otus.py -i all_seqs_all_samples.fasta -s 0.97 -o uclust_picked_otus_97/
   ```

6. Picking representative sequences for each OTU
   ```
   pick_rep_set.py -i uclust_picked_otus_97/all_seqs_all_samples_otus.txt -f all_seqs_all_samples.fasta -m most_abundant
   ```

7. Assigning taxonomy for each OTU
   ```
   assign_taxonomy.py -i all_seqs_all_samples.fasta_rep_set.fasta -t SSURef_NR99_Silva_115_pintailF_ORPHAN.tax -r SSURef_NR99_Silva_115_pintailF_ORPHAN.fasta --uclust_similarity 0.9 --uclust_max_accepts 10 --uclust_min_consensus_fraction 0.90 -o uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_t taxa_0.9_10_0.90/
   ```
8. Making OTU table in biom format

```
make_otu_table.py -i uclust_picked_otus_97/all_seqs_all_samples.otus.txt -t uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/all_seqs_all_samples.fasta_rep_set_tax_assignments.txt -o uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_Silva_115_all_seqs.biom
```

9. Removing singleton OTUs from the dataset

```
filter_otus_from_otu_table.py -i uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_Silva_115_all_seqs.biom -n 2 -o uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_singleton filtered.biom
```

10. Filtering known PCR contaminant taxa from the dataset by taxonomic name

```
filter_taxa_from_otu_table.py -i uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_singleton filtered.biom -o uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_singleton _taxafiltered.biom -n Unassigned,Eukaryota,___Enterobacteriaceae,___Streptococccaceae,___Pseudomonadaceae,___Moraxellaceae,___Oxalobacteraceae
```

11. Generating Excel-readable OTU table with taxonomic information (*employs an in-house perl command written by Dr. Connor Skennerton)

```
join_otu_repset.pl uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_singleton _taxafiltered.biom all_seqs_all_samples.fasta_rep_set.fasta > OTU_table_wTaxa_wSeqs_97.txt
```

12. The Excel-readable table from Step 11 was used to identify the OTUs which represent poorly-defined Gammaproteobacteria (defined by QIIME as simply Bacteria;____Proteobacteria;____Gammaproteobacteria), and which have been shown to be PCR contaminants in internal lab control tests. This list of OTUs was then used in this step of filtering in QIIME. We could not simply remove “__Gammaproteobacteria” in Step 10 because it would have resulted in the loss of OTUs which represent genuine Gammaproteobacteria in our dataset. These poorly-defined Gammaproteobacteria represented an average of 4%±5% of the sequences per sample in our dataset.

```
filter_otus_from_otu_table.py -i uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_singleton _taxafiltered.biom -e OTUs_to_exclude_GammaF_97.txt -o uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_singleton _taxa_Gammafiltered.biom
```

13. Filtering OTUs which appear at less than 0.01% relative abundance in the entire dataset

```
filter_otus_from_otu_table.py -i uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_singleton _taxa_Gammafiltered.biom --min_count_fraction 0.0001 -o uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table_singleton _taxa_Gamma_10000filtered.biom
```
14. Counting number of remaining sequences per sample to identify the level for rarefaction (found to be 16,051 sequences/sample, equal to the smallest sample)
biom summarize-table -i
  uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table Singleton_taxa_Gamma_10000filtered.biom -o
  OTU_table Singleton_taxa_Gamma_10000filtered_SeqSummary.txt

15. Rarefying all samples down to the minimum number of sequences per sample
single_rarefaction.py -i
  uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table Singleton_taxa_Gamma_10000filtered.biom -d 16051 -o
  uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table Singleton_taxa_Gamma_10000_rarefied.biom

16. Generating Excel-readable OTU table for downstream alpha and beta diversity calculations
biom convert -i
  uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table Singleton_taxa_Gamma_10000_rarefied.biom -o
  uclust_picked_otus_97/uclust_taxa_0.9_10_0.90/OTU_table Singleton_taxa_Gamma_10000_rarefied.txt -b

2.8.5 NMDS, ANOSIM, & SIMPER TESTS IN R

Generic examples of the three commands are given below, including the options employed for this study. All commands require installation of the ‘vegan’ package in R, as well as two dependencies: ‘lattice’ and ‘permute’. For this study, the following package versions were employed:

‘vegan’: v2.0-10
‘lattice’: v0.20-29
‘permute’: v0.8-3

1. NMDS
NMDS_analysis=metaMDS(sqrt_transformed_data,distance="bray",k=2,trymax=100,engine=c("monoMDS"),autotransform=FALSE)

2. ANOSIM
ANOSIM_analysis=with(sample_metadata,anosim(sqrt_transformed_data,Activity,permutations=999,distance="bray"))

3. SIMPER
SIMPER_analysis=with(sample_metadata,simper(sqrt_transformed_data,Activity))
!
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2.9 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: TABLES

Supplementary Table 1-1. All samples in this study are listed with their accompanying
metadata. Bold boxes denote the three different experimental treatments in the study:
native samples, transplantation samples, and colonization samples.
Sample'
Number
5471
5472
3439
3781
5357
5359
5436
2841
2933
3138
3530
3626
5330
5434

Experimental'
Treatment

Habitat'
Substrate

Activityc

Bottom<Water

Active
Low<Activity

5122b
2781
3007
3531
3532
3623
3544
3602
3622
3624
3625
3628
5102
5103

Active

5109b
5110b
5112b
5123b
3502
3603

Carbonate

5120b
3665
3079
3599
3662
5366
5038b
2874
2875
2876
3078
3464
3511
3541
3543
3627
5153

Native

Low<Act.

5040b
5189b
5190b
3542
3545
3457
3458
3604
C2517e
C2518e
C2519e
C2521e
C2689e
C2688e
5118N

Active
Nodule

C2520e
C2703e
C2693e
2686
2687
5118
S2517e
S2518e
S2519e
S2520e
S2521e
S2688e
S2689e
5163
S2703e
S2693e

!

Low<Activity
Off1seep

Active
Sediment

Low<Act.
Off1seep

Regional'
Geographya
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
CR
CR
CR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
CR
CR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
CR
HR
HR
HR
HR
CR
CR
CR
CR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
ERB
ERB
HR
HR
ERB
ERB
ERB
ERB
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
ERB
ERB
HR
ERB
ERB

Specific'Hydrate'
Local'Geography
Ridge'Geography
South
HR19
South
off1HR19
South
HR19
South
HR111
South
HR19
South
HR111
South
HR111
n.a.
Mound<12
n.a.
Mound<11
n.a.
Mound<12
North
HR13
North
HR17
South
HR1V1
South
HR111
North
HR17
n.a.
Mound<12
n.a.
Quepos<Mound
North
HR13
North
HR13
North
HR13
North
HR17
Southeast<Knoll
n.a.
North
HR13
North
HR13
North
HR17
North
HR17
North
HR17
North
HR17
North
HR13
North
HR13
North
HR13
North
HR17
North
HR13
Southeast<Knoll
n.a.
North
HR17
South
HR19
n.a.
Jaco<Scarp
Southeast<Knoll
n.a.
South
HR110
South
HR110
North
HR14
n.a.
Mound<12
n.a.
Mound<12
n.a.
Mound<12
n.a.
Jaco<Scarp
North
HR14
North
HR15
North
HR18
North
HR18
North
HR18
North
HR18
North
HR14
North
HR18
North
HR18
North
HR18
North
HR18
North
HR14
North
HR14
Southeast<Knoll
n.a.
South
HR1V1
South
HR1V1
South
HR1V1
South
HR1V1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
North
HR17
South
HR1V1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
North
HR17
South
HR1V1
South
HR1V1
South
HR1V1
South
HR1V1
South
HR1V1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
North
HR18
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Latitude'
(Decimal'˚N)
44.568466
44.568511
44.568457
44.567899
44.568367
44.567782
44.567845
8.930590
8.923242
8.930569
44.669544
44.667151
44.570239
44.567890
44.667079
8.929776
9.031787
44.669544
44.669544
44.669499
44.667115
44.447635
44.669499
44.669499
44.667151
44.667151
44.667106
44.667106
44.669463
44.669481
44.669481
44.667079
44.669535
44.451163
44.667079
44.568421
9.172603
44.450632
44.568223
44.568178
44.670075
8.929939
8.929939
8.929866
9.172603
44.670120
44.669382
44.667726
44.667744
44.667546
44.667582
44.670075
44.667645
44.667645
44.667726
44.667744
44.670057
44.670057
44.448670
44.570059
44.570059
44.570059
44.570059
40.811495
40.811495
44.667061
44.570059
40.811495
40.811495
40.811495
40.811495
44.667061
44.570059
44.570059
44.570059
44.570059
44.570059
40.811495
40.811495
44.667447
40.811495
40.811495

Longitude'
(Decimal'˚W)
125.152698
125.151905
125.152761
125.153101
125.152774
125.153227
125.153038
84.312599
84.303747
84.312839
125.098057
125.100020
125.147023
125.153063
125.100033
84.310799
84.621334
125.098057
125.098057
125.098220
125.099995
125.028390
125.098220
125.098220
125.100020
125.100020
125.099970
125.099970
125.098120
125.098095
125.098107
125.100033
125.098158
125.027987
125.100020
125.152786
84.798496
125.029258
125.152987
125.152887
125.098674
84.310636
84.312371
84.313026
84.798496
125.098686
125.103619
125.100838
125.100926
125.100763
125.100712
125.098674
125.100712
125.100712
125.100838
125.100926
125.098749
125.098749
125.030466
125.147348
125.147348
125.147348
125.147348
124.610823
124.610823
125.099970
125.147348
124.610823
124.610823
124.610823
124.610823
125.099970
125.147348
125.147348
125.147348
125.147348
125.147348
124.610823
124.610823
125.100486
124.610823
124.610823

Depth'
(mbsl)
770
794
775
795
774
798
794
997
1010
996
587
602
775
794
601
989
1402
587
587
588
602
626
588
588
602
602
600
600
587
587
587
601
587
618
601
775
739
612
778
787
595
987
995
996
739
592
620
603
602
603
602
595
604
604
603
602
595
595
632
800
800
800
800
520
520
600
800
520
520
520
520
600
800
800
800
800
800
520
520
601
520
520

Habitat'Substrate'
SubEtyped
n.a.
n.a.
A
A
A
A
A
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
ACD
C
C
C
C
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
D
D
D
n.m.
A
A
A
A
A
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
ACD
ACD
CD
D
D
AC
AC
AC
C
C
CD
n.m.
n.m.
CD
C
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.


Supplementary Table 1-2. All samples in this study are listed with their accompanying metadata. Bold boxes denote the three different experimental treatments in the study: native samples, transplantation samples, and colonization samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Number</th>
<th>Experimental Treatment</th>
<th>Habitat Substrate</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Regional Geography</th>
<th>Specific Hydrate Ridge Geography</th>
<th>Local Geography</th>
<th>Latitude (Decimal N)</th>
<th>Longitude (Decimal W)</th>
<th>Depth (mvd)</th>
<th>Habitat Substrate Sub-type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5111</td>
<td>Transplantation</td>
<td>Carbonate</td>
<td>Low Act. -&gt; Act.</td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-3</td>
<td>44.669463</td>
<td>25.098120</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Act. -&gt; Low Act.</td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-7</td>
<td>44.667079</td>
<td>25.100020</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5131</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-8</td>
<td>44.667627</td>
<td>25.100712</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-4</td>
<td>44.667093</td>
<td>25.098609</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5091</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-4</td>
<td>44.667084</td>
<td>25.098606</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5094</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-8</td>
<td>44.667827</td>
<td>25.100712</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5092c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-3</td>
<td>44.669454</td>
<td>25.098145</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5104c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-7</td>
<td>44.667088</td>
<td>25.099995</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5186c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-6</td>
<td>44.668482</td>
<td>25.108663</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5292c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-9</td>
<td>44.668412</td>
<td>25.152786</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5104d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-1</td>
<td>44.668484</td>
<td>25.152625</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5302d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-6</td>
<td>44.668484</td>
<td>25.109556</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5104d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-9</td>
<td>44.667088</td>
<td>25.108663</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5192d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-1</td>
<td>44.668484</td>
<td>25.152625</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5127c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-8</td>
<td>44.667363</td>
<td>25.100737</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5142c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-4</td>
<td>44.670075</td>
<td>25.098663</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5301c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-2</td>
<td>44.670012</td>
<td>25.152786</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5308c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-5</td>
<td>44.669355</td>
<td>25.103946</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5338c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-10</td>
<td>44.668187</td>
<td>25.152899</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5312c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-8</td>
<td>44.667363</td>
<td>25.100737</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5345c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-4</td>
<td>44.670075</td>
<td>25.098663</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5381c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-2</td>
<td>44.670012</td>
<td>25.152786</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5302d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-5</td>
<td>44.669355</td>
<td>25.103946</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5350d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-10</td>
<td>44.668187</td>
<td>25.152899</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5301c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-5</td>
<td>44.669355</td>
<td>25.103946</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5308c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-10</td>
<td>44.668187</td>
<td>25.152899</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5312c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-6</td>
<td>44.668484</td>
<td>25.108615</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>NatPine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5307c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-4</td>
<td>44.670075</td>
<td>25.098614</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>Doug Fir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5211c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-8</td>
<td>44.667363</td>
<td>25.100737</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>Doug Fir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5211c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-5</td>
<td>44.669652</td>
<td>25.103934</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>Doug Fir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5304c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-2</td>
<td>44.670284</td>
<td>25.152899</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>Doug Fir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5301c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-12</td>
<td>44.668493</td>
<td>25.150131</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>Doug Fir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5304c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-10</td>
<td>44.668151</td>
<td>25.150308</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>Doug Fir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5304c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-4</td>
<td>44.670075</td>
<td>25.098614</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>NatPine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5312c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-8</td>
<td>44.667363</td>
<td>25.100737</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>NatPine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5302d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-5</td>
<td>44.669562</td>
<td>25.103934</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>NatPine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5302d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-10</td>
<td>44.668187</td>
<td>25.152899</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>NatPine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5304c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR South</td>
<td>HR-4</td>
<td>44.670075</td>
<td>25.098614</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>NatPine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5301c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-8</td>
<td>44.667363</td>
<td>25.100737</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>NatPine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5301c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HR North</td>
<td>HR-5</td>
<td>44.669652</td>
<td>25.103934</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>NatPine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*HR=Hydrate Ridge; CR=Costa Rica; ERB=Eel River Basin

\*These native samples also served as controls for the transplantation experiements (see main text).

\*A=aragonite; AC=aragonite/calcite mixture; C=calcite, CD=calcite/dolomite mixture; D=dolomite; ACD=aragonite/calcite/dolomite mixture.

\*Sediment and nodule samples previously examined in Mason et al., 2015. Throughout table, n.a. indicates "not applicable" and n.m. indicates "not measured"
Supplementary Table 2. List of ANOSIM tests. Significance values (p-values) are colored green if <0.05 and red if >0.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Variable Tested</th>
<th>Sample Set</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habitat Substrate</td>
<td>Native sediments, nodules, carbonates, and bottom water</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Sediments and nodules</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat Substrate</td>
<td>Sediments and nodules (binned as one group) and native carbonates</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Geography</td>
<td>Sediments and nodules</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Transplant controls and native carbonates</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Native carbonates at Hydrate Ridge (excluding Costa Rica)</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100s of km biogeography</td>
<td>Native carbonates</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Costa Rica vs Hydrate Ridge)</td>
<td>Native, active carbonates</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineralogy</td>
<td>Native, low activity carbonates</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Collection Site (e.g. HR-3)</td>
<td>Native, active carbonates at Hydrate Ridge (excluding Costa Rica)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Collection Site (e.g. HR-4)</td>
<td>Native, low activity carbonates at Hydrate Ridge (excluding Costa Rica)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Treatment</td>
<td>Native and transplanted carbonates</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Treatment</td>
<td>Native, active carbonates and transplant-to-low activity carbonates</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Treatment</td>
<td>Native, low activity carbonates and transplant-to-low activity carbonates</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Treatment</td>
<td>Native sediments, nodules, carbonates, and bottom water (binned as one group) and colonization carbonates and woods (binned as one group)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Treatment</td>
<td>Native carbonates and colonization carbonates</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Treatment</td>
<td>Native carbonates and colonization carbonates (Presence/Absence normalized)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat Substrate</td>
<td>Colonization carbonates and woods</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Colonization carbonates</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Colonization woods</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Type</td>
<td>Colonization woods, active</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Type</td>
<td>Colonization woods, low activity</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplementary Table 3. Relative abundance information is listed for OTUs presented in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5 of the main text, for all 134 samples in this study. Data is provided in four tabs: (Tab 1) Raw data associated with Fig. 3; (Tab 2) Raw data associated with Fig. 4G; (Tab 3) Raw data associated with Fig. 4H; (Tab 4) Raw data associated with Fig. 5. For the data used to generate Fig. 5, in all cases a minority of the OTUs were identified for presentation (e.g., 3 of 8 for ANME-1). However, these represented the majority of the total sequences recovered among each taxonomy (e.g., 95% of all sequences for ANME-1). Bold boxes outline the sets of OTUs which were binned for presentation in Fig. 5. Colors scales are meant to aid the reader in assessing OTU distribution. OTUs of the same phylogeny were combined for presentation in Fig. 5 of the main text.

Supplementary Table 3 can be found in .xlsx format in the Caltech online repository along with this thesis.
Supplementary Figure 1. Overview map of sampling locations in this study. For seep descriptions, see Section 2.1. (A) Overview the three seep locations sampled in this study, (B) map of Hydrate Ridge including sampling locations at HR-North and HR-South, (C) map of Costa Rica including the four mounds sampled for native carbonates, (D) map of HR-North showing spatial relationship between stations HR-3, -4, -5, -6, -7, and -8, (E) map of HR-South showing spatial relationship between stations HR-1, -2, -9, -10, -11, -12, and -V1, (F-G) seafloor images of active stations HR-3 and HR-7 exhibiting orange bacterial mats (HR-3), clam beds (HR-3 & HR-7), and methane ebullition (HR-7), (H) seafloor image of low-activity station HR-4 lacking the diagnostic indicators seen in (F-G). Subplots (A-C) generated in GeoMapApp (http://www.geomapapp.org, [Ryan et al., 2009]). For subplot (B), contour lines represent 100 m bathymetric relief with HR-North the shallowest at 700 mbsl. For subplot (C), contour lines represent 250 m bathymetric relief with the shallow continental shelf at 250 mbsl in the NE corner. Red and blue points plotted in subplots (B-E) represent active and low-activity stations, respectively.
Supplementary Figure 2. Additional alpha diversity metrics for the samples in this study. (A-C) Collector’s curves of raw OTU$_{97}$, for the native samples (A), carbonate samples (B), and colonization samples (C). (D) Shannon Diversity (H’) for the major sample groups analyzed in this study. Error bars represent standard deviation among the sample groups, which is not included for the bottom water and transplant-to-active samples due to the low number of replicates.
Supplementary Figure 3. Additional non-metric multidimensional scaling analyses (A) Ordination of the sample data from native carbonates, sediments, nodules, and bottom water. Ordination is identical to Fig. 1A, but the carbonates, sediments, and nodules are colored by geographic origin. The overlap between Costa Rica and Hydrate Ridge carbonates, in the same vicinity on the plot as Hydrate Ridge and Eel River Basin sediments and nodules, demonstrates that the region where habitat substrates overlap (roughly, the dashed circle) is not a geographic effect. (B) All 134 samples in this study. The same intra-sample relationships are visible as in Fig. 1. The wood colonization samples plot in a distinct region away from all other samples, though most similar to the colonization carbonates. Sample #C2693 is highlighted as a biological outlier among the nodule-hosted samples. Sample #5471 is highlighted because in this ordination plot of all samples, it appears biologically similar to some of the carbonate colonization samples. Sample #5471 was bottom water from an active seep site (Table S1), which may be related to its similarity to some colonization samples; more bottom water data points would be necessary in order to draw a stronger conclusion.
Supplementary Figure 4. Mineralogical Analysis. (A-B) Distribution of recovered carbonate mineralogies at low-activity (A) and active seep stations (B). Note that aragonite-bearing mineralogies are dominant at low-activity stations, while active seep stations host more varied mineralogies including a greater proportion of dolomite-bearing carbonates. In order to emphasize the distributions, text size is proportional to value. From this data, it appears that carbonate mineralogy may have a loose correlation with seep activity. From our dataset we are unable to determine whether mineralogy and seep activity are truly dependent or independent environmental variables (see Supplemental Text). (C) Non-metric multidimensional scaling analysis of microbial assemblages from native carbonate samples according to seep activity and mineralogy. Samples are separated according to seep activity (c.f. Fig. 1B), but such a difference is also qualitatively correlated with mineralogical differences.
Supplementary Figure 5. Distance-decay plot of the 57 native carbonates collected from Hydrate Ridge and Costa Rica. Geographical distance is calculated in km along a Great Circle between each sample pair (R package ‘geosphere’ v1.3-13, function ‘distHaversine’, assuming a spherical Earth of radius of 6,371 km). Bray-Curtis similarity is calculated as described in the main text, presented with a value of ‘1’ being identical similarity, and ‘0’ being complete dissimilarity. Note the y-axis is linear and the x-axis is logarithmic. No correlation is observed between Bray-Curtis similarity and geographic distance. Although this does not preclude such a correlation existing, it means that such a correlation may be aliased by influences of other environmental factors (e.g., seep activity).
Supplementary Figure 6. OTU overlap between colonized substrates at active site HR-9, including representative native substrates. Site HR-9 was chosen because it was the associated site for both bottom water samples, it hosted both carbonate and wood colonization experiments, it hosted multiple native carbonates which were recovered and analyzed, and it was an active seep site. Since sediment and nodule samples were not collected from HR-9, representatives of those substrates were chosen from another HR-South location (HR-V1); shallow (0-3 cmbsf) sediments and nodules were chosen because they were most likely to be relevant for colonization experiments which were performed on the seafloor. In order to keep the Venn diagram relatively simple, and because ANOSIM tests revealed sediments and nodules to be indistinguishable from one another, sediments and nodules were binned together as one “habitat type” for this analysis. In order to ensure equal depth of sampling across each substrate type, two representative samples of each substrate were chosen randomly (see sample numbers on the Figure). In order to emphasize the distributions, text size is proportional to OTU occurrence. For all OTU overlap diagrams, the specific samples analyzed are given in small text next to the diagram bubbles. In order for an OTU to be counted as “present” for a category (e.g., for an OTU to be associated with “Bottom Water”), it had to be present in both replicates. This approach ensured that the OTUs under examination were reproducibly recovered from every category, rather than spurious observations.
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3.0 ABSTRACT

Carbonate pavements at marine methane seeps preserve microbial signatures in the geologic record long after seep quiescence. However, the taphonomy of biomarkers associated with seep microorganisms is poorly understood. We characterized microbial intact polar lipid (IPL) profiles associated with carbonates from a well-studied methane seep ecosystem, Hydrate Ridge (OR, USA), and determined aspects of these profiles were well-differentiated by seepage activity and by mineralogy. We further contextualized IPL distributions with parallel interpretation of bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA genes and core archaeal lipids. In situ, time-resolved transplant experiments simulated methane seep quiescence, enabling direct observation of shifts in biomarker profiles on short (13 month) timescales, as well as forward modeling of continued biomarker profile changes beyond 13 months.

Bulk IPL profiles exhibit less change than 16S rRNA gene biomarkers upon transplantation simulating seep quiescence. However, differences between IPL and core lipid profiles also indicate IPLs do not represent an integrative record of microorganisms with the longevity of core lipids. The majority of IPLs are cosmopolitan to all seep conditions, but the distribution of some IPLs are especially sensitive to seep activity (e.g., phosphatidylcholine-diacylglycerol-C34:2 [PC-DAG-C34:2]) and respond to quiescence of methane seepage on the order of years. Estimates of cell concentrations from total lipid amounts indicate populations of ANME-1 (~10^7 to 10^8 cells/cm^3) and ANME-2 (~10^7 to 10^10 cells/cm^3) in carbonates from active seeps are similar to sediments from similar environments, emphasizing the likely importance of carbonate-associated anaerobic methanotrophs in seep methane cycling. Relative proportions of ANME-1 IPL biomarkers appear to be robust for determination of whether active vs low-activity seep conditions are recorded. Core lipids appear biased toward ANME-1 over ANME-2 probably a result of differential lipid degradation rates. Some bacterial IPLs likely associated with sulfate-reducing deltabacteria exhibit a closer association with dolomite than calcite mineralogy. An
integrated understanding of microbial biomarker distribution and time-dependent behavior is critical for accurate interpretations of paleo-seep carbonates.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The central microbial metabolism in marine methane seeps is the sulfate-coupled anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) which is estimated to consume >80% of contemporary subsurface methane, thereby preventing its release into the ocean/atmosphere system (Reeburgh 2007). Marine methane seeps have been proposed to play many roles throughout Earth history. These have included implications for the ancient evolution of life (Rasmussen 2000; Peckmann and Goedert 2005), extreme warming events such as the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (Katz et al. 1999) or Neoproterozoic post-glacial warm periods (Jiang et al. 2003), and/or perturbations in Earth’s carbon cycle (Hinrichs 2002; Schrag et al. 2013). Although these hypotheses continue to be debated (Barstow et al. 2011; Slotznick and Fischer 2016), it is true that methane seeps have been pervasive for hundreds of millions of years (or longer) and during that time have likely played important roles in cycling Earth’s carbon inventory.

Carbonate precipitates are ubiquitous features of the seafloor landscape at methane seeps (Suess et al. 1985; Moore et al. 1990; Boetius and Suess 2004). These precipitates, ranging in size scale from $10^{-3}$ to $10^{2}$ meters, are hypothesized to form as a result of alkalinity generated during sulfate-coupled AOM (Berner 1980; Ritger et al. 1987). Carbon isotopes provide supporting evidence for this, with seep carbonates often exhibiting depleted $\delta^{13}$C values diagnostic of methanotrophy (Kulm and Suess 1990; Gieskes et al. 2005). A variety of carbonate mineralogies have been observed in seep settings including aragonite, calcite, dolomite, and mixtures thereof (e.g., Naehr et al. 2007). It is hypothesized that dolomites form deep in the sediment column, below AOM zones, while aragonites form in sulfate-replete near-surface sediments and calcites precipitate at or near the zones of highest AOM (Burton 1993; Greinert et al. 2001; Naehr et al.
In addition to their occurrence and distribution at or near the seabed, seep carbonates also extend many meters beneath the seafloor and effectively represent the dominant volumetric fraction of habitat substrate at methane seeps (Marlow et al. 2014a and references therein). The links between microbial activity and mineralogy are not well understood, but pore fluid geochemistry and flux, as well as microbial assemblage composition, have been identified as possible drivers of mineralogy (Aloisi et al. 2002; Teichert et al. 2005; Reitner et al. 2005; Stadnitskaia et al. 2008; Leefmann et al. 2008; Birgel et al. 2011; Hagemann et al. 2012).

Censuses of seep sediment-hosted microbial diversity based on the 16S rRNA gene have recently revealed a dominance of Methanomicrobia, Deltaproteobacteria, and candidate divisions Hyd24-12 and JS1 as compared to other marine environments (Pop Ristova et al. 2015; Ruff et al. 2015). However, 16S rRNA gene profiles in exhumed seep carbonates recovered from the seabed are distinct from those in seep sediments (Marlow et al. 2014b; Case et al. 2015). These carbonate-associated microbial assemblages are less dominated by Deltaproteobacterial and bacterial Candidate Division JS1 16S rRNA gene sequences than seep sediments and are characteristically rich in the uncultured gammaproteobacterial JTB255 Marine Benthic Group (Case et al. 2015). Carbonate-associated microbial assemblages, like those in seep sediments, appear to be strongly shaped by the magnitude of local seepage (Lloyd et al. 2010; Rossel et al. 2011; Case et al. 2015). Recent measurements of active AOM by carbonate-hosted microbial assemblages established that viable methanotrophic microorganisms inhabit seep carbonates (Marlow et al. 2014a). Furthermore, seep carbonate 16S rRNA gene diversity does not appear to record historically active microbial populations: microbial 16S rRNA gene biomarker richness decreases markedly upon imposed seep quiescence during in situ ecological transplant experiments and 16S rRNA gene profiles are distinct between active and low-activity seepage sites (Case et al. 2015).
The presence of microbial lipid biomarkers recovered from Phanerozoic carbonates, often highly depleted in δ<sup>13</sup>C, have been used to link geologic outcrops to historic methane seepage sites (Peckmann et al. 1999; Thiel et al. 1999; Peckmann et al. 2002; Goedert et al. 2003; Birgel et al. 2006b; a; Birgel et al. 2008b; a; Kiel et al. 2013; Natalicchio et al. 2015; Little et al. 2015). Some studies have further attempted to reconstruct the strength of past seepage conditions (Leefmann et al. 2008; Peckmann et al. 2009; Birgel et al. 2011; Hagemann et al. 2012) or microbial ecology from detailed analysis of recovered microbial lipids (e.g., ANME-1 vs ANME-2 ratios; Blumenberg et al. 2004; Birgel et al. 2006a; Niemann and Elvert 2008; Peckmann et al. 2009; Birgel et al. 2011; Natalicchio et al. 2015). However, the interpretation of lipid biomarkers in ancient carbonates as being representative of past biochemical and ecological environments is hampered by several factors. First, co-incorporation of lipids from carbonate-specific cells with lipids from exogenous sedimentary and planktonic cells (Peckmann et al. 2002; Hoffmann-Sell et al. 2011; Blumenberg et al. 2015) can expand and complicate the environmental signal recorded in lipid biomarkers. Similar results have been reported for marine glycerol-diphytanyl-glycerol-tetraether (GDGT) lipid profiles, where sedimentary and planktonic signals appear to be mixed (Pearson et al. 2016). Second, post-depositional thermal alteration and diagenesis can alter lipid profiles, thereby impacting interpretation of environmental conditions at the time of deposition (Goedert et al. 2003; Hagemann et al. 2012). A third process has remained relatively unexplored: genuine shifts in the seep-associated microbial assemblages after the period of seep activity but prior to incorporation into the geologic record. For example, ANME-1 archaea are often observed to predominate over ANME-2 in low fluid flux regimes (and vice versa in high flux seeps), and thus the recovery of ANME-1 vs ANME-2 lipids has been used to infer past seepage magnitude (Blumenberg et al. 2004; Stadnitskaia et al. 2008; Peckmann et al. 2009). However, if, during progressive seep quiescence, the carbonate-hosted microbial assemblage and associated biomarkers were to shift in reflection of the diminishing seepage flux as is observed in 16S rRNA
genes, the resulting recorded biomarker inventory would not fully represent the environmental history of methane seepage.

IPLs have generally been considered to degrade quickly after cell death due to the instability of the bond between the glycerol backbone and polar head group, leading to the assumption that IPLs reflect living biomass (White et al. 1979; 1997; Zink et al. 2003; Sturt et al. 2004). However, recent studies have called this into question. In one study, laboratory incubations of anoxic sandy North Sea sediments were amended with dead cells of the archaeon *Haloferax volcanii* and the eukaryote *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* (eukaryotic non-isoprenoidal ester-bound IPLs are structurally similar to those of bacteria). After 100 days, >75% of ester-bound IPLs had degraded, while no degradation was measured of the archaeal ether-bound IPLs (Logemann et al. 2011). A second study spiked a radioactive synthetic analog of a monoglycosidic archaeol (*14*C-1G-AR) into North Sea and deep subsurface sediments, then measured IPL degradation over 300 days. The IPL degradation half-life was extrapolated to be ~3-300 ky, depending on environmental conditions (Xie et al. 2013). Finally, diglycosidic (2G) GDGTs were recently measured to have slow production rates and hypothesized to be synthesized by ANME-1 in stationary phase rather than active growth (Kellermann et al. 2016). The taphonomy of IPL biomarkers remains an active area of debate and is critical to understand for application in modern and/or ancient systems, particularly because IPLs (and core lipids) can be preserved in authigenic carbonate minerals.

Methane seepage itself is known to fluctuate on an extremely wide range of timescales, from diurnal (tidal forcing) to interglacial (changes in mean sea level), suggesting the activation and quiescence of seepage is a highly relevant process impacting microbial assemblages at methane seeps (Tryon et al. 1999; 2002; Teichert et al. 2003). A laboratory experiment with seep sediments from the North Sea, in which methane was supplied for 120 days, removed for 36 days, resupplied for 40 days, and then removed permanently, showed AOM to respond on the scale of days to varying methane flux (Wegener and Boetius 2009). However, the study only examined rates of AOM and not biomarkers of the constituent methanotrophic microbial consortia. Adding
further complexity, modeling and empirical measurements indicate individual carbonate pavements precipitate over timescales of $10^2$-$10^3$ years, implying that a single carbonate can record periods spanning multiple cycles of seepage activation and quiescence in cases of rapidly shifting seep activity (Luff et al. 2004; Bayon et al. 2009). Understanding whether and to what extent carbonates record the extant microbial community structure vs an integrative record of all previously inhabiting microorganisms is therefore of critical importance. Furthermore, the history of microbial assemblages recorded in seep carbonates may vary depending on the type of biomarker analyzed (DNA vs IPL vs core lipid).

In this study we (i) describe the IPL profiles associated with modern seep carbonates at Hydrate Ridge, OR, USA, and link differences in IPL profiles to environmental factors, (ii) employ 13-month, ecological in situ transplantation experiments to test the impact of seep quiescence on lipid biomarker profiles, and (iii) forward model the response of both IPL and 16S rRNA gene biomarkers to extended conditions of quiescence, including comparison to archaeal core lipids from our sample set. Ultimately this enables hypothesis development regarding the changes in microbial community structure that occur when a seep becomes dormant – a phase in the seep life cycle common to carbonates which eventually enter the geologic record.

3.2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

3.2.1 FIELD EXPERIMENTS AND SAMPLE COLLECTION

All carbonate experiments and sample collections were conducted at Hydrate Ridge (HR), a well-studied natural laboratory of methane seepage offshore OR, USA (Suess et al. 1985; Tryon et al. 1999; Boetius et al. 2000; Sahling et al. 2002; Tryon et al. 2002; Treude et al. 2003; Boetius and Suess 2004; Gieskes et al. 2005; Levin et al. 2010; Pasulka et al. 2015; Case et al. 2015; Table 1). Twenty-two of our 23 samples were collected from a site referred to as Hydrate
Ridge North (HR-N), a promontory at ~600 meters below sea level (mbsl) just above the oxygen minimum zone (~0.7 mL L\(^{-1}\) O\(_2\); Levin et al. 2010). One sample was recovered from a deeper promontory (775 mbsl) demonstrating active seepage located approximately 12 km farther south (HR-S) and bathed in oxygen-depleted waters (0.2-0.3 mL L\(^{-1}\) O\(_2\); Levin et al. 2010). Specific sampling stations (e.g., “HR-3”; see Case et al. 2015 for coordinates) were identified as active (HR-3 and HR-7) or low-activity (HR-4 and HR-8) based on the presence or absence, respectively, of diagnostic seafloor characteristics such as methane ebullition and/or chemosynthetic communities such as mats and clam beds (as described in Orphan et al. 2004). Later pore water measurements confirmed that active stations exhibit higher sulfide concentrations than low-activity stations, corroborating our activity designations (Pasulka et al. 2015). High throughput Illumina sequences of the 16S rRNA gene V4 region for all 23 samples have recently been published in a study of seep microbial 16S rRNA gene diversity (Case et al. 2015).

The 23 seep carbonates were assigned to one of three categories: native, transplantation, or colonization (following designations in Case et al. 2015). Native carbonates were exhumed carbonate slabs and blocks recovered directly from the seafloor and provide essential context for interpreting the biomarker signatures in the transplantation and colonization experiments in active and low-activity sites. Transplantation carbonates were transferred from the same stations as native carbonates via the DSV *Alvin* from active to low-activity stations, and vice versa (paired active and low-activity stations were separated by 10\(^1\)-10\(^2\) meters on the seafloor). These replicated experiments simulated rapid seep quiescence (active to low-activity) and seep activation (low-activity to active). The transplanted samples were incubated for 13 months on the seafloor before recovery. Colonization carbonates represent samples of a large dolomitic and calcitic carbonate slab that had been collected from a seep site during a previous cruise and subsequently sterilized by autoclaving in the lab prior to deployment as part of this study. The colonization carbonates were placed on the seafloor for 13 months at the same stations as the transplantation
experiments. All collection and experimentation was conducted during R/V Atlantis cruises AT15-68 (2010) and AT18-10 (2011). Upon recovery onboard ship, all carbonates were processed into subsamples and frozen at -80˚C for subsequent DNA and lipid biomarker analysis.

3.2.2 BIOMARKER EXTRACTION AND QUANTIFICATION

Two independent lipid datasets were generated: a quantitative IPL dataset that included both bacterial and archaeal lipids (hereafter “IPL dataset”), and a semi-quantitative dataset exclusive to Archaea which consisted of both intact polar and core lipids (hereafter “archaeal semiquantitative lipids dataset” or “ASL dataset”; relative abundance values within this dataset are robust, but not absolute core lipid concentrations). To prepare samples for total lipid extraction, subsamples of frozen carbonates were lyophilized overnight (~10-30 g/sample), followed by pulverization for 4 minutes in a tungsten-carbide shatter box. The box was cleaned thoroughly with isopropyl alcohol between samples to remove debris. Powders were then extracted as total lipid extracts (TLEs) using a modified Bligh and Dyer protocol (Sturt et al. 2004), after adding an internal standard (phosphatidylcholine C\textsubscript{21:0}/C\textsubscript{21:0}). The obtained TLEs were characterized by high-performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS). TLEs were measured in positive ionization mode, while scanning a mass-to-charge (m/z) range of 150–2,000, with automated data-dependent MS/MS fragmentation of base peak ions. Compound detection was conducted on a Bruker maXis Ultra-High Resolution qToF-MS, equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) interface. For quantitative IPL analysis, separation of polar lipids was achieved on a Dionex Ultimate 3000 UHPLC equipped with a Waters Acquity UPLC BEH Amide column (150 x 2.1 mm, 1.8 µm particle size), operating in normal phase. Rings and unsaturation patterns of archaeal tetraether lipids were evaluated by reverse phase chromatography with a Waters Acquity BEH C\textsubscript{18} column. Details of the chromatographic conditions and analyses are described in Wörmer et al. 2013). Compound identification was
achieved by monitoring exact masses of possible parent ions (present mainly as H\(^+\) and NH\(_4^+\) adducts) in combination with characteristic fragmentation patterns (Sturt et al. 2004; Yoshinaga et al. 2011). The reported concentrations of microbial lipids are based on the peak areas of molecular ions, accounting for potential differences in ionization during HPLC-MS routines. A list of commercially available and purified standards used to determine the response factors of polar lipids are provided in the Supplementary Material (Table S1). It is worth mentioning that carbonate samples were additionally extracted using HCl (e.g. Birgel et al. 2006b) and analyzed for comparison with the Bligh and Dyer method. Similar or even higher yields for both polar lipids and archaeal core lipids were obtained using the Bligh and Dyer method relative to the HCl treatment (data not shown).

3.2.3 MINERALOGICAL AND ISOTOPIC CHARACTERIZATION

All samples were subjected to bulk mineralogical and carbon isotopic analysis. Carbonates were first ground in sterile ceramic mortar and pestle to generate a homogenous powder. Mineralogy was then determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) on a Phillips X'Pert Multi Purpose instrument. Measurements were taken from 10° to 70° 2\(\theta\) with step size of 0.05°. SiO\(_2\) standards were run to confirm peak location accuracy. Similar to previous studies, areas of diagnostic peaks for aragonite (2\(\theta\) = 26.3°), calcite (2\(\theta\) = 29.5°), and dolomite (2\(\theta\) = 31.0°) were used to determine quantitative mixing ratios of bulk mineralogy for each rock (Tennant and Berger 1957; Bergmann 2013; Marlow et al. 2014b; Table 1). Ultimately, the carbonates were coarsely divided into two categories - aragonitic and calcitic/dolomitic (Supplemental Text).

Bulk organic carbon isotopic composition, as well as weight percent organic carbon, was determined for each carbonate. Organic carbon was isolated by digesting \(~4\) mg bulk powder in 2N H\(_3\)PO\(_4\) three times. All samples were analyzed via continuous flow (He; 100 mL/min) on a Costech Instruments Elemental Combustion System model 4010 (EA) by oxidation at 980°C over
chromium (III) oxide and silvered cobalt (II, III) oxide followed by reduction over elemental copper at 650 °C. CO₂ was subsequently passed through a water trap and then a 5 Å molecular sieve GC at 50 °C to separate N₂ from CO₂. CO₂ was diluted with helium in a Conflo IV interface/open split prior to analysis. δ¹³C values were measured on a Thermo Scientific Delta V Plus IR-MS. δ¹³C values were corrected for sample size dependency and then normalized to the VPDB scale with a two-point calibration and internal standards.

3.2.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Biomarker “richness”, a measure of ecological alpha diversity (i.e., within-sample diversity) was defined as a simple presence/absence count of the total lipids (or 16S rRNA gene OTUs) present in a given sample, regardless of the biomarkers’ relative abundance. Bray-Curtis similarity, a measure of ecological beta diversity (i.e., between-sample diversity), was calculated as the similarity of total biomarker profiles (incorporating not only presence but also abundance of biomarkers) between samples. This was done by two methods: first, Bray-Curtis similarities were calculated based on the raw quantitative IPL data (in ng/g). Second, Bray-Curtis similarities were calculated on IPL data which had previously been transformed into relative abundance. Then, for both calculation methods, nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordinations and Analysis of Similarity (ANOSIM) tests were computed in R using the ‘vegan’ package v2.0-10 (Oksanen et al. 2013; R Core Team 2014). NMDS ordinations were computed with the ‘metaMDS’ function on a Bray-Curtis similarity matrix (distance=”bray”) set to two dimensions (k=2), with a maximum of 100 iterations (trymax=100) and the ‘monoMDS’ engine. ANOSIM calculations were also executed on a Bray-Curtis similarity matrix with a maximum of 999 permutations. Each lipid from both the relative abundance IPL and archaeal ASL datasets was tested for correlation against each OTU from the iTag 16S rRNA gene dataset using the ‘cor’ function in R (method=“pearson”), with p-values calculated using the ‘cor.test’ function (method=“pearson”).
3.2.5 MODELING TIME-DEPENDENT BIOMARKER PROFILE SHIFTS

We took two modeling approaches in interpreting our time-resolved transplantation experiments. First, carbonate-associated biomarker richness (the presence/absence of biomarkers and the degree to which they are detected across multiple sample types) was used to track and forward model whole-community microbial responses to seep quiescence. Second, we examined variations in concentration of individual IPL and 16S rRNA gene biomarkers which, based on our dataset, may be diagnostic of active or low-activity methane seep environments.

Because richness is highly sensitive to sampling depth (discovery opportunity), the richness analyses were restricted to an equal number of samples per category examined. For example, Fig. 5 was limited to two samples per category because of the low sample number of our transplant-to-low-activity experiments. Therefore, the results of our richness analyses (Fig. 5, 6) are technically only representative of the specific samples examined. However, we tested multiple permutations of samples and found similar results for the majority of sample combinations, such that the results presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are generally supported across the whole dataset (Supplemental Text).

We modeled total biomarker richness as a function of time \( t \) in carbonates during seep quiescence by the following general equation:

\[
\text{Richness}(t) = a + b + c \quad \text{(Eq. 1)}
\]

where \( a \) is the constant richness never lost or gained (the cosmopolitan richness found in all samples; Table 2), \( b \) is the remaining active-type richness (a vector of decreasing richness with time; Table 2), and \( c \) is the richness gained from low-activity stations (a vector of increasing richness with time; Table 2; Supplemental Text). Our time-resolved transplantation data gives us three time points necessary to empirically derive an equation to fit the microbial community dynamics observed at Hydrate Ridge: \( t=0 \) years, the community structure of native-active carbonates prior to seep quiescence, \( t=1.08 \) years, the community structure after 13 months of
seep quiescence, and $t \gg 1.08$ years, the community structure expected when the microbial assemblage has fully turned over to low-activity-type conditions (Table 2; Supplemental Text).

We assume a log-linear response rate of microbial biomarkers over time, congruent with previous observations of microbial processes (Shade et al. 2013). Ecologically, a log-linear model implies the microbial communities are responding most rapidly during immediate onset of seep quiescence, with slower response over time. A rapid metabolic response of AOM-related microorganisms is supported by previous laboratory incubations (Wegener and Boetius 2009). Log-linear responses to environmental change are well-supported in the other biological systems as well (Benincà et al. 2008; Korhonen et al. 2010), although the availability of high-throughput next generation sequencing has only recently allowed microbial ecologists to begin fitting models to high resolution time series data (Faust et al. 2015). More experimental time points would be necessary in order to fully test and validate this assumption for microbial community responses at Hydrate Ridge. These models were built to match the experimental observation of an initial drop in biomarker richness upon quiescence and predict a gradual transition to the characteristic biomarker richness of the native-low-activity carbonates, although the models were not forced to recreate the input data points (Fig. 6c). We applied the modeling to our parallel 16S rRNA gene (Fig. 6b), IPL (Fig. 6c), and archaeal core lipid (Fig. 6d) datasets.

In our second modeling approach we examined our data to identify specific IPLs (and 16S rRNA gene OTUs) characteristic of active and low-activity seepage conditions and which could be useful biomarkers for future geobiological studies of seepage activity and AOM. In order to identify key IPL biomarkers of interest (using the quantitative IPL dataset), we applied three criteria to the entire suite of native-active, native-low-activity, and transplant-to-low-activity carbonates (Q1=first quartile; Q3=third quartile):
(i) This criterion ensures there is a significant difference in concentration of the IPL between active and low-activity seep conditions.

In order to qualify as an active-type IPL, Q1 of the IPL among the native-active carbonates must be greater than Q3 of the IPL among the native-low-activity carbonates. In order to qualify as a low-activity-type IPL, Q3 of the IPL among the native-active carbonates must be less than Q1 of the IPL among the native-low-activity carbonates.

(ii) This criterion ensures that upon seep quiescence the concentration of the IPL is changing in a manner consistent with the observed difference between active and low-activity conditions.

The median of the IPL among the transplanted (active to low-activity) carbonates must be between the medians of the IPL among the native-active and native-low-activity carbonates.

(iii) This criterion ensures that spurious IPL biomarkers are not identified with extremely low concentrations among the dataset.

In order to qualify as an active-type IPL, the median of the IPL among native-active carbonates must be greater than 4.43 ng/g in concentration. In order to qualify as a low-activity-type IPL, the median of the IPL among native-low-activity carbonates must be greater than 4.43 ng/g in concentration. For this criterion, the value of 4.43 ng/g was chosen because it is 1% of the median total IPL concentration for all native and transplantation carbonates in this study.

In order to identify key 16S rRNA genes of interest, we employed the same criteria with one modification on the third criterion in order to account for the relative abundance nature of the 16S rRNA gene dataset: rather than a cutoff value of 4.43 ng/g (irrelevant to the 16S rRNA gene data), we applied a cutoff of 1% relative abundance. After identifying specific biomarkers (Fig. 7), we applied a log-linear approach in order to generate biomarker-specific models (Fig. 8; Table 3).
3.3 RESULTS

The cumulative per-sample concentrations of 201 archaeal and bacterial IPLs ranged three orders of magnitude between 25 ng/g and 12,189 ng/g (Fig. 1a; Table 1; Table S2). Among active seep stations both aragonitic and calcitic/dolomitic-type carbonates were recovered (median=954 ng/g; max=12,189 ng/g; min=57 ng/g), but among the low-activity seep stations sampled here only aragonitic carbonates were recovered (median=436 ng/g, max=522 ng/g, min=377 ng/g). The three native-active-station carbonates which were aragonitic in composition exhibited the highest total IPL abundance (>4,180 ng/g; Fig. 1a). This high total IPL abundance was mirrored in the single rock transplanted from an active to low-activity station (11,757 ng/g), which happened to also be aragonitic. The remaining 19 of 23 samples all yielded IPL concentrations of less than 1,462 ng/g (mean=351 ng/g, σ=356 ng/g). Besides the three native carbonates with very high IPL abundances, the remaining 10 native carbonates were not differentiated in total IPL concentration by activity or mineralogy (mean_{active,calcitic/dolomite}=445 ng/g; mean_{low-activity,aragonitic}=432 ng/g), although native-calcitic/dolomitic carbonates from active seep stations exhibited 10-fold wider variability (σ=588 ng/g) than native-aragonitic carbonates from low-activity seep stations (σ=59 ng/g). Transplanted carbonates yielded similar total IPL abundances to the native carbonates (Fig. 1a), while all four autoclaved colonization carbonates yielded very low amounts of IPLs (mean=76 ng/g, σ=37 ng/g). Pre-deployment negative controls of the colonization carbonates after autoclaving yielded no bacterial IPLs but detectable concentrations of uncharacterized archaeal IPLs (data not shown).

The four carbonates which hosted the highest total IPL concentrations (3 native and 1 transplant) also exhibited the four most depleted bulk organic carbon isotopic compositions (Table 1; Fig. 1c). The total dataset of 23 carbonates demonstrated a linear correlation between bulk δ^{13}C_{org} and total IPL concentration (R^2=0.60; p << 0.01) but no linear correlation between bulk organic δ^{13}C_{org} and total IPL concentration when the four carbonates with very high IPL
concentrations were excluded ($R^2=0.05; \, p=0.36$). Aragonitic carbonates, regardless of seep activity or experimental treatment, exhibited significantly more depleted bulk organic $\delta^{13}C$ (mean=$-49.0\pm11.3\%o$) than calcitic/dolomitic carbonates (mean=$-26.3\pm3.3\%o$).

Native carbonates with high total IPL concentrations exhibited high proportions of archaeal IPLs and low $\delta^{13}C_{org}$ values (Fig. 1d; Fig. S3; Table S2). A list of archaeal IPLs and their likely sources in cold seep systems is provided in the Supplementary Material (Table S3). These included phosphatidyl-inositol, phosphatidyl-glycerol, and phosphatidyl-serine hydroxyarchaeols (PI-, PG-, and PS-OH-AR), common among ANME-2 archaea, as well as monoglycosidic, diglycosidic, and phosphatidyl-glycerol glycerol-diphytanyl-glycerol-tetraethers (1G-, 2G-, and PG-GDGT) typically assigned to ANME-1 archaea (Fig. 1d; Table S3). Bacterial fractions of total IPLs were composed of a variety of non-isopr enoidal diacyl-glycerols (DAG), acyl-ether-glycerols (AEG), and diether-glycerols (DEG) with phospholipid head groups (Fig. 1d). The chemotaxonomy of these bacterial IPLs is not fully understood, although previous studies of seep core lipids have associated non-isoprenoidal glycerol ethers with sulfate-reducing Deltaproteobacteria (e.g. Hinrichs et al. 2000; Orphan et al. 2001; Elvert et al. 2003).

Archaeal IPLs were a more abundant fraction of the total IPLs on native-aragonitic carbonates as compared with native-calcitic/dolomitic carbonates (Fig. 2a), which was also reflected in the higher archaeal IPL proportion associated with carbonates from low-activity vs active stations (Fig. 2b). The median proportion of ANME-2-derived IPLs, identified as the sum of AR (including OH-AR) IPLs, among all IPLs, was also higher on aragonitic carbonates but with less of a clear differentiation by seep activity (Fig. 2). Among archaeal IPLs only, the median proportion of ANME-2-derived IPLs was only slightly higher in the native-aragonitic carbonates as compared to native-calcitic/dolomitic carbonates (Fig. 2a). Relative proportions of IPLs affiliated with ANME-2 among total archaeal IPLs were slightly higher in carbonates from active stations than low-activity stations (Fig. 2b). The median proportion of IPLs attributed to ANME-1 (all GDGTs divided by all archaeal IPLs) among all bacterial and archaeal IPLs was higher
among low-activity seep carbonates than active seep carbonates, but equivocal by mineralogy (Fig. 2). ANME-1 fractions among solely archaean IPLs demonstrated similar, though less strong, distribution with regard to seep activity. Native-aragonitic rocks exhibited a higher and more variable fraction of PG-GDGTs among intact polar tetraethers than calcitic/dolomitic rocks, consistent with more contemporary/active ANME-1 biomass (Yoshinaga et al. 2015; Kellermann et al. 2016; Fig. 2a). Absolute abundances of the 2G-GDGT IPL on its own were higher in native-low-activity than native-active carbonates (Fig. 1; Fig. 7).

Over the whole ASL dataset, archaean core lipids were more abundant than archaean IPLs (Avg\_core/IPL=5; Max\_core/IPL=16; Min\_core/IPL=1; Fig. 1e; Table S2). The core lipids were dominantly composed of GDGTs, while the IPLs were rich in AR and OH-AR (Fig. 1e; Table S2). ANME-2/Archaea\_Total ratios were consistently lower by a factor of 3.2±1.6 in the core lipids as compared to the IPLs recovered in the ASL dataset (R²=0.80; Table S6). The ANME-2/Archaea\_Total ratio was not consistent between IPLs in the ASL and IPL datasets, which may be derived from methodological differences in the data acquisition or represent differences in fossil vs extant archaean.

Whether analyzing the IPL or ASL datasets, aragonites were observed to host the highest richness of lipid biomarkers (Fig. S1). However, in all three of the IPL, ASL, and 16S rRNA gene datasets the plurality of lipids were cosmopolitan to all mineralogy types (Fig. S1; raw data used to generate each Venn diagram in Fig. S1 is given in Table S5). Decomposing the IPL and ASL datasets from the native-active carbonates by mineralogy again revealed the archaean IPLs to be more associated with aragonitic than calcitic/dolomitic carbonates (Fig. 3), with bacterial IPLs (IPL dataset) and core archaean lipids (ASL dataset) more associated with calcitic/dolomitic than aragonitic carbonates. Some abundant non-isoprenoidal ester- and ether- bound bacterial IPLs (e.g., PC-DAG-C33:1, PC-DAG-C31:0, PG-DEG-C36:2), tentatively assigned to sulfate reducing bacteria, appeared to be more strongly associated with dolomitic than calcitic mineralogy (Fig. 3a).
Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordinations of IPL profiles from the native and transplantation carbonates revealed some differences as compared to corresponding 16S rRNA gene diversity surveys (Fig. 4). Unlike 16S rRNA gene trends, the native samples are not statistically differentiated by seep activity among the IPL dataset. This difference is driven by the native-active samples clustering into two distinct groups (separated by mineralogy) while the native-low-activity carbonates cluster into one distinct group (all of which exhibit aragonitic mineralogy). Mineralogy was also observed to differentiate the 16S rRNA gene profiles, although in that dataset seep activity was more strongly associated with inter-sample DNA-based differences. IPL profiles from replicate transplanted carbonates at duplicate seafloor stations did not generally demonstrate a shift in microbial community over the 13 month experiment. IPL diversity profiles from neither native nor transplant carbonates were differentiated by δ¹³Corg or seafloor sampling station (Fig. S2).

When examining IPL richness, we find a large proportion of lipids to be cosmopolitan to all samples – present in the transplants and both activity classes of native carbonates (n=47 in Fig. 5a; n=91 in Fig. 5b). However, clear loss of active-type biomarkers and gain of low-activity-type biomarkers is apparent from transplant experiments upon 13 months of seep quiescence. Twenty-eight percent (station HR-3/-4 in Fig. 5a) and 30% (station HR-7/-8 in Fig. 5b) of the IPLs present in native-active carbonates were lost after 13 months of seep dormancy in transplanted carbonates. Meanwhile, the appearance of IPLs characteristic of background carbonates (e.g., from low-activity sites) is slower – after 13 months, only 11% (station HR-3/-4 in Fig. 5a) and 4% (station HR-7/-8 in Fig. 5b) of the IPLs present in native-low-activity carbonates have appeared in the transplant carbonates.

Modeling reveals highly similar time-dependent richness evolution for both the 16S rRNA gene and IPL biomarkers, at both experimental stations (Fig. 6). However, 16S rRNA gene biomarkers incur a more dramatic decrease in richness, down to ~40% of maximum richness, whereas IPL biomarkers do not decrease beyond ~70% of maximum richness (Fig. 6b-c). This
may be due to partly to genuinely higher magnitude of loss and gain within the 16S rRNA gene biomarker pool and partly to the level of taxonomic depth afforded by gene sequencing vs IPL analysis. Notably, the archaeal core lipids do not exhibit this behavior, instead only accumulating biomarker richness over time, consistent with higher recalcitrance to degradation. After \( \sim 100 \) years of modeled time, very little remaining biomarker richness change is predicted.

Identification of specific IPL and 16S rRNA gene biomarkers characteristic of active or low activity conditions revealed 6 diagnostic IPLs and 11 diagnostic 16S rRNA gene OTUs in the dataset (out of 201 IPLs and 1,057 16S rRNA gene OTUs total) that may represent robust biomarkers characteristic of seep activity (Fig. 7; Fig. 8; Table 3). Of the IPL biomarkers, which included 5 bacterial (all diacylglycerol [DAG] IPLs) and 1 archaeal IPL (2G-GDGT), the 5 bacterial IPLs were diagnostic of active seepage conditions and the 1 archaeal IPL was diagnostic of low-activity conditions. Of the 16S rRNA gene biomarkers, which also included bacterial and archaeal OTUs (e.g., Desulfobulbaceae, and ANME-1b), 5 were characteristic of active seepage conditions and 6 were characteristic of low-activity conditions. All ten of the combined IPL and 16S rRNA gene biomarkers diagnostic of active seep conditions responded relatively rapidly to seep quiescence, with modeling revealing them to be \( >90\% \) transitioned (i.e., decreased in abundance to low-activity seep levels) within 10 years (Fig. 8a,e). Biomarkers diagnostic of low-activity seepage responded more slowly, with only 2 of the 7 biomarkers (the ANME-1b and Brocadiaceae 16S rRNA gene OTUs) being \( >90\% \) transitioned (i.e., increased in abundance to low-activity levels) within 10 years of modeled time (Fig. 8f).

3.4 DISCUSSION

3.4.1 COMPARISON OF 16S rRNA GENE, IPL, AND CORE LIPID BIOMARKERS

The taphonomic process by which microbial biomarkers are recoded in seep carbonates is not well understood, and the extent of preservation may vary for 16S rRNA genes vs intact
polar lipids vs core lipids. Accurate interpretation of ancient seep carbonates for the purpose of reconstructing paleo-microbiota and carbon cycles is dependent on whether and to what extent seep carbonates record microbial bio-signatures reflective of the assemblages during active seepage. This study presents several lines of evidence suggesting that IPL biomarker profiles in native seep carbonates integrate a period of time only slightly longer than 16S rRNA genes, and that neither represent an integration time as long as core lipids.

Three primary observations from the 16S rRNA gene data described in Case et al. (2015) indicated that gene biomarkers principally recorded the extant microbial community and that carbonate-associated microbial communities underwent succession upon seep quiescence in our 13-month in situ transplantation experiments: (i) a difference in 16S rRNA gene community structure (beta diversity) was observed in microbial assemblages inhabiting native active vs low-activity carbonates, (ii) 16S rRNA gene richness (alpha diversity) decreased upon seep quiescence, and (iii) specific activity-sensitive OTUs (e.g., Helicobacteraceae) clearly responded to imposed changes in seep activity (Fig. 1,2,5 in Case et al. 2015). In order to examine whether IPLs, like DNA-based diversity surveys, also reflect the extant microbial community's shifts on short (13-month) timescales, we analyzed IPLs from the same carbonate sample set as described in Case et al. (2015) to look for similar patterns of biomarker behavior. In addition, the quantitative nature of the IPL dataset allowed us to probe shifts in absolute abundance and estimate total cell concentrations – interpretations not possible in PCR-based 16S rRNA gene surveys which rely on relative abundance.

Unlike in the 16S rRNA gene data, ordination of the IPL data did not reveal seepage activity to statistically differentiate the native-active and native-low-activity assemblages (p=0.07 for relative abundance IPL data; p=0.13 for absolute abundance IPL data; Fig. 4b-c). This either suggests that IPLs record a more homogenized (time-integrated) biomarker inventory than 16S rRNA genes or that IPL biomarkers are recorded in carbonates exclusively during periods of active seepage and subsequently change very little upon seep quiescence. However, we note that
the ordination does not reveal a highly homogenized mixture of native samples, but rather three distinct clusters: one of native-low-activity carbonates (all aragonitic) and two of native-active carbonates, which are separated by mineralogy (Fig. 4b-c). Interestingly, the two mineralogy-separated clusters of native-active carbonates are differentiated by, among others, the absolute abundances of PC-DAG-C34:2 (calcite/dolomite) and PS-OH-AR (aragonite; a putative ANME-2 biomarker). Overall, while mineralogy is strongly associated with differences in microbial assemblages (as was also the case for 16S rRNA genes), the effect of seep activity also seems to play a role. The clustering of native-low-activity carbonates separate from both native-active clusters implies storage of distinct IPL biomarker inventories as a function of seep activity, which would be the case if IPL inventories eventually shift between active and low activity seepage periods. Moreover, the aragonitic carbonates are well-differentiated into active and low-activity groups. This is supported by analysis of specific IPL ratios, which indicate the proportion of archaea to total microorganisms as well as the proportion of ANME-1 among total IPLs is different in active vs low-activity environments (ANME-1, specifically, higher in low-activity settings; Fig. 2b).

Complex cycling of biomarkers (simultaneous loss of active-type and gain of low-activity-type biomarkers), rather than passive biomarker accumulation over time, would be supported by a decrease in richness upon imposed seep quiescence (our transplant-to-low-activity experiments) as the microbial assemblage responds to changing conditions. Indeed this was observed in the 16S rRNA gene data, and it is also observed in the IPL data (Fig. 5; Raw data used to generate Fig. 5 is given in Table S5). While both biomarkers indicate a decrease in richness upon seep quiescence, we note that the majority of IPL richness is cosmopolitan to all samples (Fig. 5), while the majority of 16S rRNA gene richness was specific to either active or low-activity seepage conditions (Fig. 3b-c in Case et al. 2015). This fundamental difference complements the NMDS ordinations, implying that IPL biomarkers overall have distributions similar to 16S rRNA genes but with more tendency to exhibit cosmopolitan, shared, and/or time-integrated aspects.
If microbial assemblages respond to seep quiescence, and the response is reflected in biomarker patterns on short timescales, then specific biomarkers ought to be identifiable which exhibit a rise (or fall) in abundance during the transition. This was clear in 16S rRNA gene data, where OTUs associated with the *Helicobacteraceae* and *Methylococcales* (putative sulfur and methane oxidizers, respectively), as well as ANME-1b (anaerobic methanotrophs) clearly shifted in relative abundance during the transplantation experiments (Fig. 4 in Case et al. 2015). Not only are IPL biomarkers also identifiable which demonstrate short timescale response to changes in seep activity, but some IPL biomarkers have similar putative chemotaxonomy as the 16S rRNA OTUs (Fig. 7). For example, IPLs and OTUs associated with ANME-1 both increased in relative abundance. This similar biomarker recovery suggests IPLs are recording contemporary changes in the microbial community, at least for some microorganisms. Furthermore, the quantitative nature of the IPL dataset enables examination of similar (or different) lipid biomarker shifts in absolute vs relative abundance. Among the ANME-1 IPLs, for example, an increase upon transition to low-activity conditions was observed in both absolute and relative abundance, but the magnitude of shift was lesser in absolute than relative units. Among bacterial IPLs, we observed that those which decrease in absolute abundance upon seep quiescence (e.g., PC-DAG-C34:2) also decrease in relative abundance (Fig. 7; Fig. 8).

It therefore appears that IPL biomarkers are distributed in a broadly similar manner as 16S rRNA genes and exhibit roughly similar shifts in pattern upon imposed changes in seep activity. As such, IPLs may reflect extant microbial communities as previously suggested (White et al. 1979; 1997; Zink et al. 2003; Sturt et al. 2004). However, other lines of evidence imply a degree of recalcitrance within the IPL biomarker pool that would require IPLs to reflect a somewhat longer time-integration than the 16S rRNA genes.

Firstly, IPLs appear recalcitrant to degradation as evidenced by the recovery of high IPL concentration in the aragonitic carbonate transplanted from an active to low-activity seep station (Fig. 1a). Secondly, in NMDS ordination the transplant-to-active carbonates plot near the native
carbonates from the low-activity regimes in which they originated (Fig. 4b). This was not the case in 16S rRNA gene data, where transplants simulating seep activation revealed a rapid response of the microbial assemblages to renewed methane flux (Fig. 1b in Case et al. 2015). Thirdly, as already pointed out above, the majority of IPL richness is cosmopolitan to all carbonates (Fig. 5), implying longer-term storage of biomarker inventories than 16S rRNA gene OTUs where the majority of richness was specific to either active or low-activity conditions (Fig. 3b-c in Case et al. 2015). Finally, the proportion of GDGTs with phosphatidyl-glycerol head groups (PG-GDGT), which are suggested to be a proxy for active ANME-1 cells (Kellermann et al. 2016), are a minority of all GDGT IPLs (Fig. 2). This points to a large proportion of GDGT IPLs being either historic or perhaps produced in stationary phase rather than by actively growing cells (Kellermann et al. 2016).

It appears that IPLs represent a biomarker inventory with somewhat greater longevity than 16S rRNA genes, but how do IPLs compare to core lipids, which are hypothesized to be the best biomarker recording ancient seep microorganisms and processes (e.g., Birgel et al. 2008b)? The independent archaeal lipid dataset (ASL) is well-suited to this inquiry – archaeal intact polar and core lipids can be directly contrasted. The ASL dataset reveals seep carbonates to host a higher amount of archaeal core lipids than IPLs by a factor of up to 16 (Fig. 1e), supporting a fossil record of historic microorganisms (the core lipids) stored in seep carbonates. However, the specific profiles of archaeal lipids differ whether viewed as IPLs or core lipids, specifically the ANME-2/ArchaeaTotal ratio which tends to be lower in core lipids than IPLs (Table S6). This ratio is of interest in geobiological studies due to the interpretation that ANME-1 and ANME-2 are physiologically adapted to low and high flux methane supplies, respectively (Niemann and Elvert 2008; Birgel et al. 2011; Natalicchio et al. 2015). The marked difference in ANME-2/ArchaeaTotal ratios between archaeal intact polar and core lipid data is evidence that the core lipids likely preserve a biomarker inventory with even longer integration time than IPLs. The core
lipid record is likely impacted by the specific longevity of GDGTs as hypothesized by Kellermann et al. (2016).

3.4.2 MODELED TIME-DEPENDENT BIOMARKER PROFILE CHANGES

3.4.2.1 SHIFTS IN COMMUNITY RICHNESS UPON SEEP QUIESCEENCE

Our parallel biomarker datasets indicate increasing longevity of biomarkers from 16S rRNA genes to IPLs to core lipids. By extrapolating our transplant experiment results beyond 13 months, we can further inform the timescales of biomarker profile changes upon seep quiescence – both the richness of the entire microbial assemblage as well as the concentrations of specific “active-type” or “low-activity-type” biomarkers.

From the richness models, it is possible to define three phases of microbial community change upon seep quiescence: (i) a phase of rapid richness loss (approximately the first and second years), (ii) a phase of relatively rapid richness gain (approximately through the first decade), and (iii) a relatively slow transition to the new stable state of the microbial assemblage (approximately year 10 onward). 16S rRNA gene biomarkers demonstrate a larger relative decrease in richness – Phase (i) – than IPL biomarkers (Fig. 6b,c). Both biomarkers are reduced in richness to approximately the level of the core “cosmopolitan” richness (dashed horizontal lines in Fig. 6) before rebounding to higher richness levels. This core richness could be interpreted as either evidence for a pool of stored fossil biomarkers, or as evidence of a core microbial community whose constituent members have no sensitivity to seep flux, and therefore whose presence does not change upon seep quiescence.

A fundamental difference between the IPL and 16S rRNA gene datasets is that the majority of richness in IPLs is cosmopolitan to all samples, but for 16S rRNA genes the majority of richness is specific to either active or low-activity conditions. Therefore, the process of biomarker profile change is inherently different: IPLs are undergoing a subtle shift in the
presence/absence of a minority of the overall IPL profile, while 16S rRNA gene biomarkers are turning over the majority of the presence/absence community profile between two significantly different microbial assemblage types (active and low-activity). The longevity of IPLs in subseafloor settings is not well constrained, with some estimates that IPLs represent living biomass and some that IPLs, especially archaeal IPLs, may degrade extremely slowly (Logemann et al. 2011; Xie et al. 2013). Our data over 13-month experiments are consistent with IPLs exhibiting longevity more similar to DNA than core lipids, and therefore that on these approximately year-long timescales IPLs tend to reflect extant microbial assemblages. This incongruity with recent evidence of long-lived IPLs is perhaps rooted in different methodological approaches: our experiments were performed in situ, with analysis of biomarkers from genuine seep microorganisms, while recent studies either employed synthetic analogs of a single archaeal IPL type (Xie et al. 2013) or amended laboratory incubations with cells not representative of methane seep microbial diversity (Logemann et al. 2011). Although even DNA has been questioned as reflective of extant microorganisms (Dell’Anno et al. 1998; Levy-Booth et al. 2007; Torti et al. 2015), evidence of microbial assemblage shifts in our 16S rRNA dataset strongly suggests a reflection of contemporary microbial community dynamics.

3.4.2.2 CHANGES OF BIOMARKERS CHARACTERISTIC TO ACTIVE OR LOW-ACTIVITY SEEP REGIMES

It appears from 16S rRNA gene data (Case et al. 2015) and modeling (this study) that microbial assemblages do change upon seep quiescence, and that several decades are necessary for community structure to fully respond to changing conditions. Concurrent with these changes, carbonates at low-activity seep sites nonetheless still host viable anaerobic methanotrophs (Marlow et al. 2016a). IPL profiles appear to preserve a slightly more historic whole-assemblage record than 16S rRNA genes, with a smaller proportion of the IPL profile than the 16S rRNA
gene profile shifting upon seep quiescence (Fig. 6). However, concentrations of a subset of individual IPL (and 16S rRNA gene) biomarkers do appear to be sensitive to seep activity (Fig. 7). These included bacterial and archaeal IPLs (e.g., PC-DAG-C34:2 and 2G-GDGT) as well as bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA gene OTUs (e.g., Desulfobacteraceae and ANME-1b). Cross-correlation of the lipid and 16S rRNA gene datasets supports that some of these characteristic biomarkers may in fact represent the same microbial clades. The PE-DAG-C30:1 IPL, though not strongly correlated with any of the diagnostic 16S rRNA gene OTUs, is strongly associated with another Helicobacteraceae OTU in the 16S rRNA gene dataset (Table S4), a sulfur-oxidizing epsilonproteobacterial family known to be sensitive to seep activity (Case et al. 2015). All detected lipid-DNA correlations are provided in full in Table S4, although we note that apparent correlations may arise not because an IPL is specifically produced by a microbial species, but because distributions of some microbial species are correlated with each another (e.g., Trembath-Reichert et al. 2016) and therefore their constituent IPLs may be correlated as well. In addition, it is difficult to identify specific chemotaxonomic connections between IPLs and specific microbial taxa without pure cultures of diverse environmental microorganisms with which to probe species-specific IPL production.

Modeling for the 11 16S rRNA gene biomarkers predicted that 7 of 11, including all 5 active-type biomarkers, would be >90% transitioned to values observed in the low-activity sites within 10 years (Fig. 8). Thus, the response of key activity-sensitive IPL and 16S rRNA gene biomarkers to seep quiescence is, as expected, shorter than the whole-community response (Fig. 6, Fig. 8). It is possible this approach could, in future studies, be applied to differentiate endogenous vs exogenous inputs to microbial biomarker inventories in other marine environments, for example where pelagic and sedimentary signals are mixed (Blumenberg et al. 2015; Pearson et al. 2016).

Of the five characteristic active-type bacterial IPLs (Fig. 7), PC-DAG-C43:2 was recovered in especially high relative abundance on the colonization carbonates (mean=8%,
min=2%, max=17%, Table S2), notable because bacterial IPLs were not recoverable from pre-incubation sterilized negative controls of the colonization experiments. However, patterns of colonization by microorganisms producing PC-DAG-C34:2 did not seem to be activity-dependent, as both the maximum and minimum relative abundance values were recovered from the two carbonates placed for colonization at low-activity seep stations (the same was true for absolute abundance values; Table S2).

Notably, in both IPL and 16S rRNA gene analyses, putative biomarkers for ANME-1 archaea (2G-GDGT among the IPLs, ANME-1 OTUs among the 16S rRNA genes) are predicted to increase in abundance during the shift to a low-activity seepage environment (Fig. 7). This is in concordance with previous studies in which ANME-1 biomarkers were assumed to represent a low-flux seepage regime (Blumenberg et al. 2004; Peckmann et al. 2009) and in which ANME-1 OTUs were observed to both natively inhabit and actively colonize low-activity seep carbonates at a higher relative abundance than at active seeps (Marlow et al. 2014b; Case et al. 2015). We can determine from our quantitative IPL data that the increase in 2G-GDGT relative abundance is at least partly a function of decreasing total IPL content rather than in-growth of new organisms in low-activity conditions, similar to 16S rRNA gene data from Marlow et al. (2014a). Median absolute abundance of the 2G-GDGT IPL is 14 times higher in the native-low-activity (median=33.0 ng/g; Q1=27.7 ng/g; Q3=55.5 ng/g) than in the native-active (median=2.4 ng/g; Q1=0.5 ng/g; Q3=21.9 ng/g) carbonates. However, median relative abundances of 2G-GDGT are 20 times higher in native-low-activity (median=7.6%; Q1=7.3%, Q3=10.6%) than native-active (median=0.4%; Q1=0.4%; Q3=0.5%) carbonates. Therefore of the increase in relative abundance of the 2G-GDGT IPL upon seep quiescence, approximately 70% of the signal is supported by a genuine increase in absolute abundance and approximately 30% of the signal is due to the degradation of other IPLs in the dataset. This is also reflected in estimates of cell concentrations (see below). ANME-1b OTUs were observed to actively colonize sterilized seep carbonates on short timescales in 16S rRNA gene data (Case et al. 2015), but
similar interpretation is difficult with the IPL dataset due to the recovery of archaeal IPLs in the pre-colonization negative controls. The observations in the IPL dataset are supported by the independent archaea-specific ASL dataset, in which 2G-GDGT IPLs are also observed to increase in relative abundance in the native-low-activity carbonates (Fig. 1), but absolute abundances are not available for the ASL dataset. Furthermore, an independent stable isotope labeling study of sediment-hosted seep microbial communities concluded that 2G-GDGT IPLs were likely produced by ANME-1 cells in stationary phase rather than actively growing (Kellermann et al. 2016). Over time the core lipids appear biased toward ANME-1 GDGT lipids over ANME-2 AR and OH-AR lipids, probably as a result of slow degradation rates of GDGTs. Thus caution must be used when interpreting ancient seep biomarker profiles as fully representative of historic seep conditions and processes, an application which has already begun to be explored (Birgel et al. 2006a; Niemann and Elvert 2008; Peckmann et al. 2009; Birgel et al. 2011; Natalicchio et al. 2015).

3.4.3 ESTIMATES OF MICROBIAL CELL CONCENTRATION ASSOCIATED WITH SEEP CARBONATES

Previous evidence, though limited in scope, suggests that carbonates from active seepage regimes exhibit higher porosity, permeability, rates of methane oxidation, total microbial cell concentration, and ANME-2 relative abundance than carbonates from low activity settings (Marlow et al. 2014a; b). In order to convert from ng/g to cell/cm³, we applied multiple theoretical and empirical conversion factors for the density of seep carbonates and the cellular mass of IPLs (Supplemental Text; Simon and Azam 1989; Zink et al. 2008; Lipp et al. 2008; Meador et al. 2014; Marlow et al. 2014a) (Fig. 9). These estimates corroborate the finding by Marlow et al. (2014a) that active carbonates can host microbial abundances on the order of $10^9$-$10^{10}$ cell/cm³. Our data also suggest that some seep carbonates may host cell concentrations
several orders of magnitude lower than estimated by DAPI cell counts in Marlow et al. (2014a) (Fig. 1b; Supp. Text S3). Differences could be explained by natural heterogeneity, under-efficiency of lipid extraction (which cannot be ruled out), or overestimation of cell concentration in Marlow et al. (2014a), for example by extrapolating the number of cells from raw counts of microbial aggregates. With our quantified IPL dataset we were able to estimate median ANME-1 absolute cell concentrations, calculated as the sum of GDGTs (Table S3), of $1.1 \times 10^7$ cell/cm$^3$ ($Q_{1}=1.0 \times 10^6$; $Q_{3}=1.1 \times 10^6$) in native-active carbonates and $9.1 \times 10^7$ cell/cm$^3$ ($Q_{1}=8.3 \times 10^7$; $Q_{3}=1.7 \times 10^8$) in native-low-activity carbonates (Fig. 9a). Likewise ANME-2 IPLs (calculated as the sum of all AR and OH-AR) gave median absolute cell concentrations of $3.9 \times 10^7$ cell/cm$^3$ ($Q_{1}=1.2 \times 10^7$; $Q_{3}=4.2 \times 10^7$) in native-active carbonates and $1.9 \times 10^8$ cell/cm$^3$ ($Q_{1}=1.8 \times 10^8$; $Q_{3}=1.9 \times 10^8$) in native-low-activity carbonates (Fig. 9a). Although it is surprising that the ANME-2 IPLs reveal a higher cell concentration of ANME-2 in low-activity than active seep stations, we note that the variability of ANME-2 IPLs is very wide among native-active carbonates. In fact, the description of the data is improved by binning not only according to seep activity but additionally by mineralogy. This reveals three groupings: active-calcitic/dolomitic, active-aragonitic, and low-activity-aragonitic (unfortunately, low-activity-calcitic/dolomitic carbonates were not present in the sample set). When plotting the data within these groupings, it is clear that the carbonates from active stations are separated into two groups: aragonitic, with very high cell concentrations, and calcitic/dolomitic with lower cell concentrations (Fig. 9b). This was apparent, of course, in the total cell concentrations (Fig. 1a) and in the NMDS ordinations of the data (Fig. 4b-c). Within solely aragonitic rocks (thus removing the affect of mineralogy), ANME-2 cell counts are shown to decrease from active to low-activity stations, as expected (Fig. 9b). Within only aragonitic rocks the ANME-1 cell counts are observed to be highly similar between active and low-activity conditions, and when including the calcitic/dolomitic carbonates it further appears that over the whole data set, the ANME-1 increase in abundance from active to low-activity conditions.
In order to make a comparison to active-type Hydrate Ridge seep sediments, we averaged aggregate counts (aggregates/cm³) from the top 3 centimeters below seafloor of *Beggiatoa* fields at Hydrate Ridge reported in Boetius et al. 2000 and Treude et al. 2003, and converted to total cells/cm³ using conversion factors reported for active-type sediments in Marlow et al. (2014a). We then calculated the proportion of total cells in near-surface Hydrate Ridge active-type sediments attributable to ANME-1 and ANME-2 using proportions reported in Knittel et al. 2005, assuming reported aggregates were 50:50 ANME-2:bacteria and single cells were 100% ANME-1. Propagating uncertainty, we find ANME-1 and ANME-2 to be present at 5.9x10⁷-to-1.5x10⁸ and 2.6x10⁹-to-6.6x10⁹ cell/cm³, respectively (Fig. 9). These numbers are remarkably comparable to our calculations of ANME-1 and ANME-2 cell concentrations estimated from IPLs recovered in Hydrate Ridge active seep carbonates, suggesting carbonates host similar magnitudes of biomass as seep sediments.

### 3.4.4 ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN BIOMARKERS AND MINERALOGY

Beyond the induction of authigenic carbonate formation by alkalinity generation during sulfate-coupled AOM (Berner 1980), the mechanistic links between mineralogy, microbial assemblage, and precipitation processes remain unclear (Teichert et al. 2005; Reitner et al. 2005; Leefmann et al. 2008; Birgel et al. 2011; Hagemann et al. 2012). Carbonates are hypothesized to form within the sediment column, with aragonites likely to form nearest the sediment/water interface where high sulfate concentrations inhibit precipitation of Mg-bearing minerals such as dolomite and high-Mg calcite (Burton 1993; Greinert et al. 2001; Aloisi et al. 2002). That our dataset shows some IPLs to be preferentially associated with dolomite is intriguing (Fig. 3a), as sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) are known to be involved in the precipitation of dolomite (Vasconcelos et al. 1995; Van Lith et al. 2003; Warthmann et al. 2005). Sulfate-reducing deltaproteobacteria *Desulfosarcina variabilis* and *Desulfophilus amnigenus* produce non-isoprenoidal
ether- and ester-bound lipids (AEG, DEG, DAG) with a variety of polar head groups (PC, PE, PG; Rütters et al. 2001). Core and intact polar versions of these lipids have also been recovered in environmental samples heavily enriched in the Desulfosarcina, Desulfococcus, and Desulfobulbus genera which are known syntrophic partners of anaerobic methanotrophs (Hinrichs et al. 2000; Orphan et al. 2001; Pancost et al. 2001; Elvert et al. 2003; Rossel et al. 2008; Niemann and Elvert 2008; Schubotz et al. 2011). Association of similar lipids in this study with dolomitic carbonates renews questions regarding the timing and location of dolomite precipitation in seep sediments. Alkalinity generation by AOM consortia could help promote dolomite precipitation, but dolomites are often observed to have relatively enriched δ¹³C values relative to methanotrophy (e.g. Kulm and Suess 1990; Greinert et al. 2001). A separate SRB community could be involved in the precipitation of dolomite, but presumably would need to be near the sediment/water interface where sulfate concentrations remain high (Schubotz et al. 2011). Previous models, in contrast, have suggested dolomites form deep in the sediment column, below the sulfate-methane transition zone (e.g. Greinert et al. 2001). Thus, the interrelationship between SRB, AOM, sulfate, and dolomite remains enigmatic.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS: OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR RECONSTRUCTION OF PAST METHANE SEEPS

Interpretation of biological and chemical signatures recorded in carbonates from ancient methane seeps has great potential to inform our understanding of historic microbial community structure and carbon cycling on Earth. However, the taphonomy of microbial biomarkers has not been experimentally tested. Lipid biomarker evidence presented here from Hydrate Ridge, OR, suggests that IPL biomarkers demonstrate behavior more similar to 16S rRNA genes than complementary core lipids. Relative abundances of some individual IPLs (e.g., PC-DAG-C34:2, 2G-GDGT) are especially sensitive to changing seep flux and therefore informative as to whether
an “active-type” or “low-activity-type” microbial assemblage is recorded in seep carbonates. In the future, transplant experiments with more time points and better resolved geochemical data can further shed light on shifts in microbial community structure during response to environmental change.

IPL distributions were correlated partly with carbonate mineralogy. Aragonitic carbonates hosted IPLs most representative of active seep conditions, including depleted $\delta^{13}$C$_{org}$ values and high ANME-2 abundances (i.e., ARs and OH-ARs). In contrast some bacterial IPLs, including those with ester- and ether-linkages, were preferentially recovered on dolomitic carbonates (e.g., PC-DAG-C33:1, PC-DAG-C31:0, PG-DEG-C36:2). Although chemotaxonomy of these lipids is challenging, the preponderance of evidence suggests they are likely associated with sulfate-reducing bacteria.

Our quantitative IPL dataset confirms the carbonate-hosted cell concentrations determined previously by DAPI staining (Marlow et al. 2014b), but suggests greater variability among carbonates than previously observed. The concentrations of ANME-1 and ANME-2 are similar to estimates from active Hydrate Ridge seep sediments, further corroborating that seep carbonates likely play critical roles in carbon cycling both today and, potentially, in Earth’s past. Accurately interpreting biomarker records of paleo-seepage, however, remains challenging due to variable rates of methane flux, microbial response, and biomarker degradation.
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Table 1. All samples in this study are listed with their accompanying metadata. Samples are organized by the three different experimental treatments in the study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental Treatment</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Sample Number</th>
<th>Specific Hydrate Ridge Geography</th>
<th>Seafloor Station</th>
<th>Latitude (Decimal 'N')</th>
<th>Longitude (Decimal 'W')</th>
<th>Depth (mbsl)</th>
<th>Carbonate Mineralogy</th>
<th>Percent Aragonite (±15%)</th>
<th>Percent Calcite (±15%)</th>
<th>Percent Dolomite (±15%)</th>
<th>Total IPL Recovery (ng/g)</th>
<th>Cell Concentration (cells/cm²)</th>
<th>δ¹³C Cell [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Native</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3530</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6954</td>
<td>125.098080</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>Aragonitic</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10301</td>
<td>1.31E+09</td>
<td>-65.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3530</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3512</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6954</td>
<td>125.098080</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>Aragonitic</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12189</td>
<td>1.59E+09</td>
<td>-61.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3511</td>
<td>Low Act.</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6954</td>
<td>125.098080</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>Calcite/Dolomite</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1.88E+07</td>
<td>-25.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5038</td>
<td>Low Act.</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6700</td>
<td>125.098064</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>Aragonitic</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>5.68E+07</td>
<td>-53.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5038</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5039</td>
<td>Low Act.</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6700</td>
<td>125.098064</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>Calcite/Dolomite</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1462</td>
<td>1.90E+08</td>
<td>-26.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5039</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subscriber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subscriber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subscriber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transplantation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5193</td>
<td>Low Act.</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6700</td>
<td>125.098080</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>Aragonitic</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>6.08E+07</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5039</td>
<td>Low Act.</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6700</td>
<td>125.098080</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>Calcite/Dolomite</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1462</td>
<td>1.90E+08</td>
<td>-26.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5039</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colonization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5193</td>
<td>Low Act.</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.6700</td>
<td>125.098080</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>Aragonitic</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>6.08E+07</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Supplemental Text for details regarding mineralogical assignments; carbonates less >50% aragonite were binned "aragonitic" and those with <50% aragonite were binned "calcite/dolomitic".

*See Supplemental Text for details regarding conversion of IFL concentration to volumetric cell abundance.
Table 2. Values of terms $a$, $b$, and $c$ in the model of biomarker richness as a function of time (Equation 1). Values for IPL biomarkers are from Fig. 5 in this study. Values for 16S rRNA gene biomarkers are from Fig. 4 in Case et al., 2015. Terms $a$, $b$, and $c$ are the cosmopolitan richness never lost nor gained (a constant), the remaining amount of active-type richness, a vector decreasing with time, and the gained low-activity type richness, a vector increasing with time, respectively.

### 16S rRNA Biomarkers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (Years)</th>
<th>Term $a$</th>
<th>Term $b$</th>
<th>Term $c$</th>
<th>Term $a$</th>
<th>Term $b$</th>
<th>Term $c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t=0$</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=1.08$</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=\inf.$</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a(t) = 47$, $b(t) = \exp(-1.8565t+5.5947)$, $c(t) = 387 - \exp(-0.0693t+5.9584)$

### IPL Dataset (IPLs of Archaea and Bacteria)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (Years)</th>
<th>Term $a$</th>
<th>Term $b$</th>
<th>Term $c$</th>
<th>Term $a$</th>
<th>Term $b$</th>
<th>Term $c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t=0$</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=1.08$</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=\inf.$</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a(t) = 41$, $b(t) = \exp(-0.9217t+3.6376)$, $c(t) = 48 - \exp(-0.2158t+3.8712)$

### ASL Dataset (Intact polar and core lipids of Archaea only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (Years)</th>
<th>Term $a$</th>
<th>Term $b$</th>
<th>Term $c$</th>
<th>Term $a$</th>
<th>Term $b$</th>
<th>Term $c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t=0$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=1.08$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t=\inf.$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a(t) = 16$, $b(t) = 0$, $c(t) = 15 - \exp(-0.0638t+2.7080)$

$a(t) = 25$, $b(t) = 0$, $c(t) = 8 - \exp(-0.4338t+2.0794)$
Table 3. Values of terms \( a, b, \) and \( c \) in the model of diagnostic biomarker shift as a function of time. IPL values are absolute abundance (ng/g). 16S rRNA gene values are relative abundance. For the 16S rRNA gene biomarkers, multiple OTUs of some taxa (e.g., *Helicobacteraceae*) were identified. Biomarkers characteristic of low-activity conditions are given in blue; biomarkers characteristic of active conditions are given in red. Bold and italicized text indicate archaeal and bacterial biomarkers, respectively. Values at \( t=0 \) are medians from the native-active carbonates. Values at \( t=1.08 \) are median values from the transplant-to-low-activity carbonates. Values at \( t=\text{infinity} \) are the median values from the native-low-activity carbonates. Low-activity-type biomarkers increase in abundance with time; active-type biomarkers decrease in abundance with time. Three criteria were used to identify characteristic biomarkers for this analysis (see main text):

(i) In order to qualify as an active-type IPL, \( Q_1 \) of the IPL among the native-active carbonates must be greater than \( Q_3 \) of the IPL among the native-low-activity carbonates. In order to qualify as a low-activity-type IPL, \( Q_3 \) of the IPL among the native-active carbonates must be less than \( Q_1 \) of the IPL among the native-low-activity carbonates.

(ii) The median of the IPL among the transplanted (active to low-activity) carbonates must be between the medians of the IPL among the native-active and native-low-activity carbonates.

(iii) In order to qualify as an active-type IPL, the median of the IPL among native-active carbonates must be greater than 4.43 ng/g in concentration. In order to qualify as a low-activity-type IPL, the median of the IPL among native-low-activity carbonates must be greater than 4.43 ng/g in concentration. For this criterion, the value of 4.43 ng/g was chosen because it is 1% of the median total IPL concentration for all native and transplantation carbonates in this study.

In order to identify key 16S rRNA genes of interest, we employed the same criteria with one modification on the third criterion in order to account for the relative abundance nature of the 16S rRNA gene dataset: rather than a cutoff value of 4.43 ng/g (irrelevant to the 16S rRNA gene data), we applied a cutoff of 1% relative abundance. After identifying specific biomarkers (Fig. 7), we applied a log-linear approach in order to generate biomarker-specific models (Fig. 8; Table 3).
Fig. 1: Lipid and geochemical data from authigenic carbonates at Hydrate Ridge. (a) Summed quantitative bacterial and archaeal IPL concentration is reported in ng IPL per g dry carbonate powder. Purple and brown colors represent aragonitic and calcitic/dolomitic mineralogy groups, respectively. The dark and light color shading indicate active and low-activity seep stations, respectively. For transplant carbonates, these shadings represent the seep station from which the rocks were transplanted (their origin). These colors and shadings also apply in panels (b) and (c). In panel (b), IPL concentrations are converted to cells/cm\(^2\) using multiple conversion metrics (see Supplemental Text for calculation details and assumptions). As a comparison, horizontal dashed gray lines indicate the cell concentration range determined for methane seep carbonates by direct DAPI cell counts in Marlow et al., 2014a. (c) \(\delta^{13}C\text{org}\) and \(\delta^{13}C\text{aragonite/dolomite}\) for each sample, with instrumental uncertainty represented by vertical black lines. (d) Relative abundance profile for each carbonate sample, with IPLs putatively associated with ANME-1 (summed GDGTs) and ANME-2 (summed OH-ARs) identified by superscript symbols (+ and *, respectively; also applied in (e)). Green and orange bars represent archaeal and bacterial IPLs, respectively. (e) Relative abundance profiles of the Archaeal Semiquantitative Lipids (ASL) dataset, with both archaeal IPL (striped) and core lipids (filled) identified.
Fig. 2: Specific IPL ratios of native carbonates. (a) Samples are binned according to bulk mineralogy, (b) Samples are binned according to seep activity. Median values are given by the horizontal black line, with the colored boxes encompassing the first through third quartiles of the data. Upper and lower whiskers denote the highest and lowest data points within 1.5 times the interquartile (Q₇₅ minus Q₂₅) range. Any data points outside this range are identified by gray circles. Mean values are identified by black circles, but the non-normal distribution of IPL abundances among seep carbonates implies that medians are a better statistical measure than means for this dataset. All ratios are calculated from quantitative bacterial and archaeal IPL data. The sum of AR and OH-AR (all archaeols and all hydroxyarchaeols) was used to infer the contribution of ANME-2 among in carbonate samples (Table S3). The ratio of all GDGT IPLs was calculated to infer the contribution of ANME-1 among carbonate samples. The ratio of PG-GDGTₐₐₙ (PG-GDGT, G-GDGT-PG, and 2G-GDGT-PG) over total GDGTs was calculated as a proxy for active ANME-1 biomass as has previously been suggested (Kellermann et al., 2016; Yoshinaga et al., 2015).
Fig. 3: Ternary diagrams of lipid biomarker data associated with carbonate mineralogy. (a) Bacterial and archaeal IPL data and (b) archaeal IPL and core lipid data according to mineralogical distributions. Only native-active samples were included in order to isolate the affect of mineralogy and avoid any influences of experimental treatment or seep activity. To calculate the percent association of each lipid with each mineralogy, for each carbonate the relative abundance of the lipid was divided into weighted proportions according to the mineralogy of the sample. These proportions were then summed for each mineralogy across all samples. Selected lipids are identified in (a) and (b) as dominant lipids in the respective datasets and identified below the plots. Bacterial non-isoprenoidal ether- and ester-bound lipids with a mass range of between 30 and 36 carbons (identified in (a) with double cross) would be consistent with SRB, according to numerous and extensive methane seep environmental characterizations (e.g., Rossel et al., 2008). As in Fig. 1d-e, archaeal lipids likely associated with ANME-1 and ANME-2 are denoted with a single cross and asterisk, respectively.
Fig. 4: Non-metric multidimensional scaling ordinations. (a) seep carbonate-associated 16S rRNA gene biomarkers from Hydrate Ridge, for the same set of samples from which lipids were extracted in this study (stress = 0.16; data published in Case et al., 2015); (b) Relative abundance IPL profiles from this study (stress = 0.15); (c) Absolute abundance IPL profiles from this study (stress = 0.07). The native-active carbonate in the upper portion of (b) and (c) is sample #5120 (marked with an asterisk in (a) also), which has previously been determined to host a microbial community anomalously high in ANME-1 compared to other native-active carbonates (Marlow et al., 2014a; Case et al., 2015). ANOSIM test results are given in green where statistically significant and in gray where statistically insignificant.
Fig. 5: Venn diagrams of lipid richness for parallel transplant experiments. (a) Transplant experiments at the paired sites HR-3 (active) and HR-4 (low-activity), (b) transplant experiments at the paired sites HR-7 (active) and HR-8 (low-activity). For each field of the Venn diagram, two duplicate samples were included (sample numbers are given in the figure). In order for a lipid to count as “present” for this presence/absence analysis, it must have been recovered from both replicates. This conservative requirement took advantage of having carbonates representing duplicate in situ treatment conditions on the seafloor. Although transplant-to-active experiments were conducted, they were not included in this analysis due to low replicate number. In each field of the Venn diagrams, text size is proportional to value to help guide the readers’ eye.

Twenty-eight percent (n=(11+13)/(11+13+14+47) in panel (a)) and 30% (n=(16+29)/(16+29+13+91) in panel (b)) of the IPLs present in native-active carbonates were lost after 13 months of seep dormancy in transplanted carbonates. After 13 months, only 11% (n=10/(10+25+13+47) in panel (a)) and 4% (n=5/(5+11+29+91) in panel (b)) of the IPLs present in native-low-activity carbonates have appeared in the transplant carbonates.
Fig. 6: Model of richness over time for 16S rRNA gene, IPL, and core lipid biomarkers. (a) Demonstration of Terms $a$, $b$, and $c$ in Equation 1, (b) 16S rRNA gene richness, (c) IPL (bacteria+archaea) richness, and (d) core archaeal lipid richness. In (b-d), the model is given by the curved solid line and the data points used to generate the model are given by diamonds. The dashed lines represent the core cosmopolitan biomarker richness. Results from parallel in situ experiments at HR-3/4 (gray) and HR-7/8 (black) are given. The model is not a priori required to intercept each data point. A higher number of data points could increase predictive accuracy of the model and/or reveal highly complex temporal dynamics not currently observed. The model was run at dynamically variable steps in order to resolve changes in richness at short and long timescales. A maximum model length of 100 years was chosen because by that time, little remaining change in biomarker richness occurred. See Supplemental Text for modeling results from other sample permutations.
In order to identify key 16S rRNA genes of interest, we employed the same criteria with one modification on the third criterion in order to account for the relative abundance nature of the 16S rRNA gene dataset: rather than a cutoff value of 4.43 ng/g (irrelevant to the 16S rRNA gene data), we applied a cutoff of 1% relative abundance. After identifying specific biomarkers (Fig. 7), we applied a log-linear approach in order to generate biomarker-specific models (Fig. 8; Table 3).
Fig. 8: Model of specific biomarker turnover for IPL and 16S rRNA gene biomarkers. Panels (a) and (b) give absolute abundances of IPLs identified as characteristic of active or low-activity seepage, respectively. Panels (c) and (d) give the same IPLs in relative abundance. Panels (e) and (f) show 16S rRNA gene OTUs identified as diagnostic of low-activity conditions. See main text and caption to Fig. 7 for description of criteria used to identify active-type and low-activity-type biomarkers. Biomarkers identified in italics are bacterial, biomarkers in bold are archaeal. Red lines indicate active-type biomarkers; blue lines indicate low-activity-type biomarkers. In all panels, solid model lines represent the timescale of the transplantation experiments (13 months), and the dashed lines represent extrapolation beyond 13 months. In panel (c), dotted lines indicate behavior of IPLs that demonstrated first a rise and then a drop in relative abundance. This behavior was not compatible with the modeling algorithm in which the median values at t=1.08 derived from the transplant carbonates must be between the median values from the native-active and native-low-activity carbonates, and therefore dotted lines are used to demonstrate behavior rather than the modeled solid and dashed lines elsewhere in the figure. In panels (a) and (c), IPL #4 (PE-DAG-C32:2) goes to zero at infinite time (i.e., the IPL is not observed in the native-low-activity carbonates).
Fig. 9: Calculated cell concentrations of ANME-1 and ANME-2. Cell concentrations from seep carbonates in this study were calculated by applying conversion factors for the density of carbonate and the specific IPL content of bacterial and archaeal cells (see Supplemental Text for details). Panel (a) gives data for seep carbonates parsed by seep activity in red and blue box plots indicating active and low-activity seep conditions, respectively. Panel (b) gives data for seep carbonates parsed by both activity and mineralogy. Gray circles in both panels indicate average and standard deviations of calculated cell concentrations from reported literature values of active seep shallow sediments at Hydrate Ridge, OR (See main text for additional details; Boetius et al. 2000; Treude et al. 2003; Knittel et al. 2005; Marlow et al. 2014a). Box plots parameters are given in the caption to Fig. 2 and sketched schematically in Fig. 7a.
3.9 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL: TEXT

3.9.1 MINERALOGICAL DETERMINATION BY X-RAY DIFFRACTION

In order to quantify the proportions of aragonite, calcite, and dolomite within our samples, we created a standard set of carbonate powder mixes composed of powders from pure carbonate samples. Through XRD analysis of these standards, we could use empirical data to develop a quantitative algorithm for calculating carbonate composition in our environmental samples. This approach follows naturally from previous studies which used the ratio of diagnostic calcite and dolomite peaks to determine calcite/dolomite mixing ratios in carbonate samples (Tennant and Berger 1957; Bergmann 2013). However, we expand this approach to also include aragonite inter-mixing. Recent studies have probed aragonite, calcite, and dolomite presence in seep carbonate samples, but have not reported quantitative mixing fractions of the morphologies (Marlow et al. 2014b; Case et al. 2015).

Fig. 3.9-1. Mixing fractions of 16 standard powders for developing carbonate bulk XRD quantitation.
For each morphology, we chose as diagnostic for the most dominant peak in pure-powder XRD spectra (S1, S12, and S16): aragonite (26.3° 2θ), calcite (29.5° 2θ), and dolomite (31.0° 2θ):

Fig. 3.9-2. Bulk XRD spectra of pure powders of aragonite, calcite, and dolomite.

By quantifying the area of the diagnostic peak for each morphology, we were able to calculate simple mixing fractions to develop a quantitative framework. Firstly, we calculate the mixing fraction of aragonite ($f_{\text{arag}}$) in each standard powder and compare to the known concentration (%$\text{arag}$):

$$f_{\text{arag}} = \frac{\text{Area}_{\text{arag}}}{\text{Area}_{\text{arag}} + \text{Area}_{\text{calc}} + \text{Area}_{\text{dolo}}}$$

Fig. 3.9-3. Calibration curve for quantifying percent aragonite in a carbonate sample of mixed mineralogy with aragonite, calcite, and dolomite.
To a good degree, we have thus established an empirical relationship to determine the percent aragonite in a sample based on the mixing ratio of the aragonite peak at 26.3° 2θ. We can subtract this percent aragonite from 100%, and the remainder can be assigned to calcite and dolomite according to two-endmember mixing as has been described previously (Tennant and Berger 1957; Bergmann 2013):

Fig. 3.9-4. Verification of accuracy of calculating mixing fractions of calcite and dolomite in standard samples of only calcite and dolomite composition.

Finally, we can compare our algorithm to the known fractions of aragonite, calcite, and dolomite in each of the 16 standard mixtures:

Fig. 3.9-5. Verification of our full quantitation pipeline on the suite of 16 standard powders. Red=Aragonite, Gray=Dolomite, Green=Calcite.
There is substantial scatter away from a 1:1 line among the data points. Ultimately, this empirical algorithm is able to quantitatively estimate carbonate morphology mixing fractions to within +/- 15%. Although the uncertainty is relatively high, we are able to apply this algorithm to our environmental samples to get an estimate of carbonate composition.

Plotting our environmental samples on a ternary diagram, we see that the carbonates fall into two categories: aragonitic (red) and calcitic/dolomitic (teal). The aragonitic samples are >60% aragonite, whereas calcitic/dolomitic samples are <60% aragonite. Manual analysis of XRD spectra for every environmental sample confirmed the binning into aragonitic and calcitic/dolomitic bins made logical sense.

Fig. 3.9-6. Ternary diagram of environmental samples according to their mixing proportions of aragonite, calcite, and dolomite.
Zone Descriptions
Zone-1: Richness lost after 13 months of seep quiescence, never to be re-gained.
Zone-2: Richness retained after 13 months of seep quiescence, later to be lost permanently.
Zone-3: Richness temporarily gained after 13 months of seep quiescence, later to be lost permanently.
Zone-4: Richness gained after 13 months of seep quiescence, to be permanently kept.
Zone-5: Richness not gained yet after 13 months of seep quiescence, but later to be permanently acquired.
Zone-6: Richness loss after 13 months of seep quiescence, but later to be regained permanently.
Zone-7: Richness never lost nor gained; cosmopolitan richness.

Modeling Richness Loss
At \( t=0.00 \) yr, all richness that will be lost is represented by Zones 1, 2, and 6 (e.g., \( n=58 \)).
At \( t=1.08 \) yr, Zones 1 and 6 are already lost and only Zone 2 remains (e.g., \( n=13 \)).
Assuming the amount of “active-type” richness remaining is a log-linear function with time, an exponential model of decay results as defined by two data points: \((0.00, \ln(58))\) and \((1.08, \ln(13))\).
Modeling Richness Gain
Richness gain is modeled according to the amount of richness remaining to be gained.
At \( t=0.00 \), the richness that remains to be gained is represented by Zones 4, 5 and 6 (e.g., \( n=45 \)).
At \( t=1.08 \), the richness that remains to be gained is represented by Zones 5 and 6 (e.g., \( n=40 \)).
Assuming the amount of “low-activity-type” richness remaining to be gained is a log-linear function with time, an exponential model of decay results as defined by two data points: \((0.00, \ln(45))\) and \((1.08, \ln(40))\).

Putting the Model Together
At any given time \( t \), the amount of richness can be defined as the sum of three terms:
   a) The constant richness never lost nor gained (Zone 7; “cosmopolitan richness”).
   b) The richness remaining from the “active-type” environment.
   c) The richness gained from the “low-activity-type” environment.

*Term a*, in this example, has a value of 91. *Term b* is a function of \( t \) defined in the first plot above.
*Term c* is not quite the equation defined in the second plot above. The plot defines the amount of richness remaining to be gained, while we want to sum the amount of richness that has already been gained. This is achieved by subtracting the amount of richness remaining to be gained from the ultimate “low-activity-type” richness, in this example, 45.

The equation is thus:
\[
\text{Richness}(t) = \text{Term } a + \exp(-1.3805t + 4.0604) + (45 - \exp(-0.1087t + 3.8067))
\]
Because richness as defined here (presence/absence count) is highly sensitive to the number of samples examined (discovery opportunity), we require the number of samples representing each category to be equal (in Fig. 5 of the main text, two samples are chosen for each of the native-active, transplant-to-low-activity, and native-low-activity categories). In order to test whether sample choice had a significant impact on model output, we performed the model with all possible combinations of samples representing each category (See figure on next page). Overall the model behavior is independent of the specific samples chosen, especially for 16S rRNA gene and IPL biomarkers. For core lipids, in particular at the paired HR-3/4 stations, the specific sample-sample combinations in some instances made a significant impact on the model results. This was due to some sample-sample pairs indicating “active-site-specific” core lipids, while other sample-sample pairs indicated zero “active-site-specific” core lipids (Zone 1 in the Venn diagram described above). Thus, the core lipid modeling results are the most tentative although we note that between HR-3/4 and HR-7/8, only 2 out of 9 permutations yielded the odd model structure. Seven out of nine were congruent with the “richness increase” trend presented in Fig. 6 of the main text.
HR-3/4: Requiring two samples per category yields 6 permutations

HR-7/8: Requiring two samples per category yields 3 permutations

Samples with * were used for presentation in the main text and were chosen to match the samples chosen in Case et al. (2015) mBio, which were chosen randomly.

Legend applies throughout
Black line: Model presented in main text.
Red line: Model produced from other sample combinations
3.9.3 CONVERTING ng/g TO cells/cm³

IPL concentrations in this study were well characterized in ng/mL per g dry carbonate. In order to compare to other studies (e.g., Marlow et al. 2014a), this value is best converted into cells per cubic centimeter of carbonate. In order to perform this conversion, we applied the following assumed values:

Constants:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_{\text{aragonite}} &= 2.93 \text{ g/cc} \\
\rho_{\text{calcite}} &= 2.71 \text{ g/cc} \\
\rho_{\text{dolomite}} &= 2.83 \text{ g/cc} \\
\text{Porosity of seep carbonates} &= 16.3% \\
\text{Cellular IPL weight A} &= 18.3 \text{ fg IPL/cell} \\
\text{Cellular IPL weight B} &= 4.9 \text{ fg IPL/cell} \\
\text{Cellular IPL weight C} &= 0.58 \text{ fg IPL/cell} \\
\text{Cellular IPL weight D} &= 1.4 \text{ fg IPL/cell}
\end{align*}
\]

[average value from Marlow et al. 2014a] [Zink et al. 2008; derived for marine subsurface bacteria] [Simon and Azam 1989; theoretical calculation for marine bacteria] [Meador et al. 2014; empirical from archaeal \textit{Thermococcus kodakaren}s pure culture] [Lipp et al. 2008; theoretical calculation for archaeal cells]

Based upon these values, four calculations were performed in order to generate estimates of cell density (cells/cm³) from IPL concentrations (ng/g). The density of each carbonate was inferred by applying the densities of each CaCO₃ morphology with the weighted mineralogical composition of each rock, and accounting for the average porosity of seep carbonates. Conversion of IPL abundance (ng) to cellular abundance was completed separately for archaeal and bacterial IPLs, using the empirical and theoretical values given above. Thus, four estimates of cell concentration were generated:

Estimate 1: Bacterial IPLs converted with Zink et al., 2008 value; archaeal IPLs converted with Meador et al., 2014 value.

Estimate 2: Bacterial IPLs converted with Zink et al., 2008 value; archaeal IPLs converted with Lipp et al., 2008 value.

Estimate 3: Bacterial IPLs converted with Simon & Azam, 1989 value; archaeal IPLs converted with Meador et al., 2014 value.

Estimate 4: Bacterial IPLs converted with Simon & Azam, 1989 value; archaeal IPLs converted with Lipp et al., 2008 value.

These calculations result in highly similar estimates of seep carbonate cell density as a function of recoverable IPL concentrations. Therefore, the results are reported as average and standard deviation of the four calculations in Fig. 1b.
3.10 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL: TABLES

Table S1. Concentrations of polar lipids were corrected using response factors based on commercial or purified standards (as listed below) to account for differences in ionization during HPLC-ESI-MS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Polar Lipids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>G-GDGT 0</td>
<td>Zhu et al. (2013)</td>
<td>G-GDGT(0-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2G-GDGT 0</td>
<td>Zhu et al. (2013)</td>
<td>2G-GDGT(0-5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>G-GDGT-PG</td>
<td>Matreya LLC, PA, USA</td>
<td>PG-GDGT(0-4)-G/2G/PG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>G-AR</td>
<td>Zhu et al. (2013)</td>
<td>G-AR/OH-AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2G-AR</td>
<td>Zhu et al. (2013)</td>
<td>2GAR/OH-AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PE-AR</td>
<td>Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA</td>
<td>PG/PI/PE/PS-AR*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C_{20:5}C_{16:0}-PC</td>
<td>Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA</td>
<td>PC/PI (DAG/AEG/DEG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Glucosylerceramide</td>
<td>Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA</td>
<td>PE/PG/PI - Sphingolipids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C_{16:0}/C_{16:0}-DGTS</td>
<td>Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA</td>
<td>BL/OL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>C_{16:0}/C_{14:0}-PE</td>
<td>Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA</td>
<td>PE (DAG/AEG/DEG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C_{16:0}/C_{18:0}-PDME</td>
<td>Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA</td>
<td>PME (DAG/AEG), PDME (DAG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2C_{18}/2C_{18:1}-CL</td>
<td>Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA</td>
<td>CL/monosyrl CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C_{16:0}/C_{16:0}-PG</td>
<td>Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA</td>
<td>PG (AEG/DEG)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. monoglycosyl glycerol dibiphytanyl glycerol tetraether; 2. diglycosyl glycerol dibiphytanyl glycerol tetraether; 3. monoglycosyl phosphatidylglycerol glycerol dibiphytanyl glycerol tetraether; 4. Monoglycosyl archaeol; 5. diglycosyl archaeol; 6. phosphatidylethanolamine archaeol; 7. 1,2-dihemarachidoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (PC); DAG=diaeylglycerol, AEG=acyl ether glycerol, DEG=ether glycerol; 8. D-glucosyl-1,1'-N-steroyl-D-erythro-sphingosine, PI=phosphatidylinositol; 9. 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-O-4'-(N,N,N-trimethyl)-homoserine, BL=beta or lipids, OL=ornithine lipids; 10. 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylethanolamine (PE); 11. 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N,N-dimethyl (PDME); PME=phosphatidylmethylethanolamine; 12. 1',3'-bis[1,2-diacyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho]-sn-glycerol or cardiolipin (CL); 13. 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1'-rac-glycerol). *archaeols included AR, OH-AR, 2OH-AR and Ext-OH-AR (for abbreviations of archaeal lipids please see Table SXX).
Table S2. Compilation of raw lipid data for this study (both the IPL (bacteria & archaea) and ASL (archaeal-specific IPL & core lipid) datasets).

*Supplementary Table 2 can be found in .xlsx format in the Caltech online repository along with this thesis.*
Table S3. Possible sources of archaeal polar lipids in carbonates according to Rossel et al. (2011), Yoshinaga et al. (2015), and Kellermann et al. (2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polar Lipids*</th>
<th>Potential Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G-GDGT(0-5)</td>
<td>ANME-1, Thaumarchaeota GDGT(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G-GDGT(0-5)</td>
<td>ANME-1, Thaumarchaeota GDGT(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG-GDGT(0-4)-G/2G/PG</td>
<td>ANME-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/2G-AR/OH-AR</td>
<td>ANME-1 (AR), ANME-2 (AR+OH-AR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE-AR/OH-AR</td>
<td>ANME-1? (see Wegener et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG/PI/PE/PS-AR/OH-AR</td>
<td>ANME-1 (AR), ANME-2 (AR+OH-AR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG/PS-2OH-AR</td>
<td>ANME-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI-Ext-OH-AR</td>
<td>ANME-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*G=monoglycosyl; 2G=diglycosyl; PG=phosphatidylglycerol; PI=phosphatidylinositol; PS=phosphatidylserine; PE=phosphatidylethanolamine; GDGT=glycerol-dibiphytanyl-glycerol-tetraether (note that the numbers in parenthesis correspond to numbers of rings, being 5 the crenarchaeol); AR=archaeol; OH-AR=hydroxylated AR; 2OH-AR=dihydroxylated AR; Ext-OH-AR=extended (C₁₅-C₂₆) OH-AR.
Table S4. Table listing Pearson R values for correlations between 16S rRNA gene OTUs and each of the lipids from the IPL and ASL datasets. Values are only given if the Pearson R value is >0.8 and the p-value is <0.05. Correlations were determined from all native-active and native-low-activity carbonates.

*Supplementary Table 4 can be found in .xlsx format in the Caltech online repository along with this thesis.*
Table S5. Biomarker data used to generate Venn diagrams in this study (Fig. 5; Fig. S1).

Supplementary Table 5 can be found in .xlsx format in the Caltech online repository along with this thesis.
3.11 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL: FIGURES

Fig. S1: Venn diagrams of the (a) IPL, (b) ASL, and (c) 16S rRNA gene datasets, binned by mineralogy. In order to avoid sample bias for any particular mineralogy, two carbonates were chosen to represent each of aragonite, calcite, and dolomite from the set of native-active carbonates. Only native carbonates from active seep sites were considered in order to remove seep activity as a factor affecting taxa distribution. The two carbonates with highest proportions of each morphology were chosen, based on XRD data. In order for a biomarker to count as “present” for this presence/absences analysis, it must have been observed in both replicates. In each field of the Venn diagrams, text size is proportional to value to help guide the readers’ eye. The two IPLs in (a) identified as diagnostic of dolomite are bacterial: C65:3 cardiolipin-DAG and C31:0 PE-DAG.
Fig S2: NMDS ordination of IPL relative abundance data. (a,c) Samples grouped by δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{org} value, (b,d) samples grouped by seafloor station. (a,b) Absolute abundance profiles of the IPL dataset. (c,d) Relative abundance profiles of the IPL data set. Neither δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{org} nor seafloor station significantly differentiate the lipid profiles.
Fig. S3: Cross-plot of $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ vs concentration of various archaeal IPLs. Samples with the highest concentrations of OH-AR also exhibit the most depleted $\delta^{13}C_{\text{org}}$ values.
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Next-generation sequencing (“iTag”, “NGS”) has revolutionized microbial surveys in the last decade, enabling orders of magnitude advances in sample throughput and per-sequence cost. As expected, many aspects of the upstream (i.e., sample preparation) and downstream (i.e., data processing) employment of iTag have required development in order to fully and accurately utilize new technologies. In this chapter I discuss the Orphan lab’s development of a workflow for upstream and downstream iTag methods (Fig. 1). As a result of our methods testing, we are able to make estimates of iTag precision (i.e., reproducibility, estimated at 0.77-1.85% relative abundance) and accuracy (variable depending on taxa and polymerase enzyme; range: 20x underrepresentation to 7x overrepresentation). The field of next-generation sequencing remains in rapid development (and may be moving into so-called “next-next-generation sequencing” or “3rd generation sequencing”), such that workflows and analysis techniques are in constant need of development, improvement, and updating. What follows is in many ways a “state of the lab” snapshot that will change quickly as time passes. For example, as of this writing the Orphan lab is considering switching to a newer, more flexible approach of sample preparation that would allow simultaneous sequencing of multiple gene targets; this approach was not feasible even a year or two ago but will likely herald a new period of sequencing moving forward. At the end of this chapter, a primer is included to familiarize the reader with some of the quantitative ecological techniques most frequently employed in this thesis: Nonmetric Multi-Dimensional Scaling (NMDS), Analysis of Similarity (ANOSIM), and Similarity Percentage (SIMPER).
4.1 INTRODUCTION AND PREPARING SAMPLES FOR SEQUENCING

The process of DNA extraction by definition isolates genomic material (“gDNA”) from microbial cells (although not without biases depending on extraction method – see Morono et al. 2014). While the emergent fields of genomics and meta-genomics, enabled by next-generation sequencing technologies, interpret entire genomic content, in many cases a particular experiment only calls for analysis of specific genes. The most common assay is analysis of the 16S rRNA gene, a core ribosomal gene (Woese and Fox 1977). The 16S rRNA gene is conserved across all microbial life, is vertically inherited, and mutates at a slow but steady rate across evolutionary time. These characteristics make the 16S rRNA gene a high-quality marker of inter-organism relatedness, and therefore a metric of phylogenetic identity and whole-community diversity. In order to isolate the 16S rRNA gene from genomic content, a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is employed (Kleppe et al. 1971; Mullis and Faloona 1987; Saiki et al. 1988). PCR is a flexible approach in which any region of genomic interest can be amplified in a series of repeating reactions (“cycles”). In principle, each cycle of a PCR doubles the concentration of the gene of interest; PCR is regularly performed for 20-35 cycles, thereby amplifying the gene of interest by many orders of magnitude over the initial gDNA template.

The entire 16S rRNA gene is ~1,500 base pairs (bp) in length and includes nine hypervariable regions interspersed within conserved regions. Sequencing of the hypervariable regions enables robust inter-species resolution, and ideally an experiment will include sequencing of all nine regions. Sequencing technology has evolved over the last four decades since the “molecular revolution” began with the advent of “Sanger sequencing” (Sanger and Coulson 1975; Sanger et al. 1977a; b). Sanger sequencing offers robust, high-quality, and most notably, nearly full-length sequencing of genes of interest, including hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene. However, on a per-sequence basis Sanger sequencing is expensive and due to cost and time constraints is often limited to ~100 sequences per sample. Nonetheless, Sanger
sequencing remained the gold standard of DNA sequencing technology for three decades, until the advent of “next-generation sequencing”, a new wave of DNA sequencing technologies which offered orders of magnitude more sequences per analysis as well as the ability to “multiplex” – to sequence hundreds of samples simultaneously. The development of next-generation sequencing is marked by numerous corporate acquisitions and rapid invention and obsolescence of technologies on a year-to-year timescale. Roughly, next-generation sequencers began to be commercially viable with the advent of 454/Roche Sequencing (Margulies et al. 2005), which offered thousands of sequences per sample, albeit at truncated length (a maximum length of several hundred bp – not enough for the entire 16S rRNA gene). Several years later, Illumina, Inc. released a commercially available sequencing platform that increased the number of sequences per sample by an order of magnitude and increased base calling accuracy, but again at the cost of shorter sequences – often limited to one hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA gene (Bentley et al. 2008). Illumina sequencing has remained the dominant method for massively parallel single-gene sequencing, enabling microbial ecology studies that span many environments and time points. The technology has additionally improved to allow longer sequences without sacrificing quality. However, a new “next-next-generation” of DNA sequencing is in development, incorporating technologies recently released by Ion Torrent Systems Inc. and Pacific Biosciences (Schadt et al. 2010).

In order to prepare gDNA for sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene (the Orphan lab uses an Illumina MiSeq platform operated at Laragen, Inc.), two PCR steps are employed (see sections below for more details on the development of sample preparation protocols). First, duplicate PCRs are performed to amplify the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene for each sample. These products, after being checked for quality by gel electrophoresis, are pooled and transferred to a second PCR reaction in which unique barcodes are appended to amplicons, as well as

---

1 These paragraphs describing a brief overview of DNA sequencing are not comprehensive, do not describe all corporate and academic contributions to the development of the field, and are not an endorsement of any one particular DNA sequencing technology.
oligonucleotide adapters which bind the amplicon to the Illumina MiSeq flow cell upon sequencing. At this point, the barcoded amplicons from each sample are uniquely tagged and therefore may be combined into a single mixture. Prior to combination, each sample’s amplicon pool is quantified by fluorescence assay. Samples are then combined by adding an equi-molar amount of each sample to one batch tube, so that no single sample swamps the signal from all others. This single aliquot, containing uniquely tagged 16S rRNA gene amplicons from hundreds of different samples, is passed through a PCR cleanup kit (Qiagen, Inc) and shipped to Laragen, Inc. for sequencing.

4.2 PROCESSING RAW DATA

The following section will describe the Orphan lab’s workflow for processing raw Illumina MiSeq data, followed by a section detailing tests which were run in order to determine the best PCR practices for preparing environmental iTag samples. Briefly, this section will include discussion of three sample types: negative controls, plasmid mock communities, and genomic mock communities. Negative controls are PCR reactions which were run with zero gDNA template added (1 µL of PCR-grade water was used as a volume substitute) and amplified for enough cycles to produce a product which could then be sequenced and processed like any other sample. The plasmid mock communities (n=4) were generated by mixing known ratios of plasmids from uncultured methane seep organisms (Table 1). The genomic mock communities (n=4) were generated by mixing known ratios of gDNA extract from cultured organisms grown in the laboratory (Table 2). Both types of mock communities are employed to test iTag precision; the plasmid mock communities are additionally used to test iTag accuracy.
4.2.1 JOINING & QUALITY CHECKING, CHIMERA DETECTION, & SINGLETON REMOVAL

When sequences are first generated on an Illumina platform, they are produced as “paired-end reads”. Paired-end reads consist of two separate sequences ("R1" and "R2") which represent sequencing from opposite ends of a single amplicon, respectively. If the amplicon is short enough, the forward and reverse sequencing overlap one another. This allows the two reads to be “joined” into a single contig, in which they are overlapped and base calls are checked against one another. There are many algorithms for joining, and in practice our lab has settled on a commonly used software package, fastq-join (Aronesty 2011). Our implementation of this software requires a minimum overlap of 50 bp between the forward and reverse reads, with no more than an 8% difference in base calls within the overlapping region (therefore, no more than 4 mismatched base calls in a 50 bp overlap region). If a paired R1 and R2 read fail to meet these two criteria, they are removed from the dataset. In instances where 4 or fewer mismatches are identified, the contig is assigned at that position the base call which corresponds to the higher quality value from the R1 or R2 read. In our datasets, there is wide range in the proportion of sequences removed during joining (17%±9%; Fig. 2).

Joining the R1 and R2 reads inherently provides initial quality filtering of the raw sequence data, by virtue of checking the forward read against the reverse read. However, further quality filtering is needed in order to assess non-overlapping regions of the contig. Therefore, a quality-filtering step is performed in which contigs must meet two criteria: first, a contig is not

2 For an excellent description of Illumina MiSeq sequencing, see the following video introduction produced by Illumina, Inc.: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=womKfikWlkM
3 Quality values, termed “Q-scores” or “Phred scores”, are a value indicating the confidence that an assigned base call is correct. Q-scores and probability are related by the following equation:

\[ P = 10^{-Q/10} \]

For example, a Q-score of 30 corresponds to 10^{-3}, or a 1-in-1,000 probably the base call is incorrect (99.9% certainty). In practice, the most frequently used cutoff values for “acceptable” Q-scores are 20, 25, or 30.
allowed to have any “N” base calls in which a base is unidentified. Given even just one “N” base call, a contig is removed from the dataset. Second, every base call of a contig must have at least a Q-score of 30, meaning that after quality filtering every base of every contig is known to greater than or equal to 99.9% certainty. In practice only a small proportion of sequences are removed at this step (2%±1%, Fig. 2), but these quality filtering steps, applied with the QIIME software (Caporaso et al. 2010), improve our confidence in downstream interpretation of the sequencing profiles of our samples.

Quality filtering is an effective method of improving the dataset’s veracity, but further steps are necessary before proceeding to data interpretation. After quality filtering, we apply a chimera checking step. Chimeras are oligonucleotide fragments which arise during a PCR reaction, in which two 16S rRNA gene fragments are erroneously combined into a single amplicon. These amplicons may be relatively abundant in the dataset and during sequencing may be assigned high quality scores; they are not, however, meaningful in the context of a given study and therefore ought to be removed. We achieve this by employing the UCHIME algorithm within the USEARCH software package (Edgar et al. 2011), which checks whether one half of a contig aligns strongly to a database sequence (SeqA) while the other half of a contig aligns more strongly to a different database sequence (SeqB). If so, the contig is identified as chimeric and removed from the dataset. If not (e.g., both halves of the contig align best to SeqA), then the contig is deemed non-chimeric and retained in the dataset. For samples amplified with the 5-PRIME polymerase enzyme, this step usually removes a moderate proportion of sequences (5%±3%; Fig. 2); for samples amplified with the NEB Q5 polymerase, the removal rate is higher (~10-20%, data not shown). The specific parameters of chimera checking in UCHIME are highly modifiable; we apply the default stringencies for chimera detection, but future users could tune the parameters as desired. In particular, chimera detection on short Illumina sequences (in our case, <300 bp in length and covering only one hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA gene) presents novel challenges not faced when detecting chimeras on full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences. With
only one hypervariable region to analyze, is may not be feasible to identify two spliced 16S rRNA genes in a single contig (Nelson et al. 2014; Ruiz-Calderon et al. 2016), and some recent studies have not included chimera detection (Metcalf et al. 2016; Ruiz-Calderon et al. 2016). As iTag processing methodologies continue to develop, this question ought to be further addressed. Nonetheless, it remains common (arguably standard) in the community to apply chimera detection to short iTag sequences (Kozich et al. 2013; Nelson et al. 2014; Dominguez-Bello et al. 2016), as it has been for the published studies in this thesis (Mason et al. 2015; Case et al. 2015). Furthermore, as iTag technology improves and longer 16S rRNA sequences become feasible, covering multiple hypervariable regions, chimera detection will once more become unquestionably relevant and applicable, and therefore will remain a step in iTag processing workflows in the future.

It is possible at this point that hundreds or thousands of individual sequences are highly similar (or even 100% identical) to one another, and therefore these sequences may be grouped into clusters in order to save computational time. This is done by creating operational taxonomic units (OTUs): bins of highly similar sequences (Edgar, 2010). Most often, these OTUs are created by requiring 97% or 99% similarity of all sequences within the group. Because a fundamental interest of microbial ecologists is to identify the many species present in their dataset, a taxonomy is matched to each OTU (Wang et al., 2007), wherein as representative of each OTU the most frequently occurring oligonucleotide sequence is chosen. These steps are performed in the QIIME software package.

Even after these steps, “spurious” OTUs will remain which pass all quantitative quality thresholds but nonetheless are unlikely to represent genuine microbial community information. At this point a singleton-removal cutoff is applied, in which OTUs that occur one time in one sample in the entire dataset (i.e., a lone sequence dissimilar to any other sequence among the entire dataset). This step does not eliminate many sequences from the dataset (~1%; Fig. 2), but is nonetheless important for filtering out spurious sequencing data.
4.2.2 NEGATIVE CONTROLS

As with any method, it is critical to address contamination through analysis of negative controls. In iTAG sequencing, a negative control is particularly important because the depth of sequencing allows unprecedented views into the “rare biosphere”, those OTUs which are present at roughly less than 1-in-100 abundance in the microbial community, and thus would have been missed in the majority of clone library studies employing Sanger sequencing. However, iTAG sequencing is fundamentally dependent on a PCR reaction at the very first step of sample preparation. By definition PCR reactions amplify low amounts of DNA into higher concentrations; while this is generally a benefit that has enabled the “molecular revolution” over the last ~40 years, it also presents challenges for iTAG sequencing. Not even the most pure PCR-grade water is truly clean of genomic content, nor are the other components of a PCR reaction, i.e., dNTP mixes, polymerase enzymes, and oligonucleotide primers. This is not generally a problem, as the contaminant genomic content present in PCR reagents is usually swamped by the (relatively) high concentration of one’s sample gDNA introduced as template. To the extent that contaminant genomic material is amplified, it is often in low enough relative abundance as to not be captured in clone libraries with low sequencing depth. However, if template gDNA concentration is low, approaching parity with contaminant DNA, then the resulting amplified product can be a mixture of genuine, sample-derived gene amplicons and a significant fraction of contaminant gene amplicons. Even in PCR reactions where the overall template gDNA concentration is orders of magnitude higher than contaminant genomic content, the 16S rRNA gene copies of a particular organism (e.g., a species present at 1-in-10,000 abundance in the bulk microbial community) may still approach parity with contaminant genomic content. In that case, it becomes critical to define which sequences are trusted as genuine and which are suspected to be
contaminants, as well as the threshold below which a user no longer trusts any iTag sequences to reflect genuine signal from low-abundance community members.

In order to address negative control contamination in iTag data, we have employed two approaches: one “pre-PCR” laboratory practice and one bioinformatics technique. The “pre-PCR” approach, while obvious, is unfortunately not always practiced in microbiology laboratories. Simply put, during iTag PCR preparation in our laboratory, we take extra care to maintain a working environment clean of possible exogenous sources of genomic contamination. When setting up PCR reactions with high-concentration template and for the purpose of generating clone libraries (where only community members greater than ~1% of the population will likely be observed), it is not uncommon for users to set up the PCR reaction on the bench-top after a wipe-down with ethanol and/or bleach and perhaps an open flame to sterilize surrounding air. However, these approaches are insufficient for iTag PCR setup. Instead, we perform all PCR setup in a Purifier Class II Biosafety Cabinet (Labconco) whose airflow is HEPA filtered to greater than >99.99% particulate purity. The cabinet itself is wiped before and after each use with RNAse AWAY (Molecular Bio-Products, Inc.), a surfactant specifically designed to clean PCR equipment. A dedicated set of pipets and pipet tips is left in the cabinet at all times, and these equipment are also wiped with RNAse AWAY before and after use. Furthermore, the pipets, pipet tips, plastic PCR strips, and the interior of the cabinet itself are all subjected to ultraviolet light sterilization before and after every use in order to break down contaminant gDNA. While none of these techniques are able to address genomic contamination in PCR reagents themselves (e.g., dNTPs, polymerase enzymes), they do at least minimize the chances of exogenous genomic contamination during PCR setup. As a part of this “pre-PCR” practice, with every iTag sequencing run we include at least one negative control PCR reaction. This is a reaction in which PCR-grade water is used as the “template”, and amplification is run for enough cycles that an amplicon band is observed on electrophoresis gel (environmental samples are generally amplified for 30 cycles in the first PCR, while the negative control usually requires 35-37 cycles in order to
generate an observable product). From there on, the sample is treated like any regular environmental sample in the preparation and sequencing pipeline.

Including a negative control in the sequencing enables our bioinformatics approach to addressing contamination. This approach is simply to identify which OTUs are present in the sequences from the negative control and remove them from the samples, not unlike a blank subtraction (Fig. 3). Since our lab began iTag sequencing November 2013, we have performed six runs (2013-11, 2014-05, 2014-11, 2015-03, 2015-09, 2015-12) and have used two polymerase enzymes (5-PRIME Hot Master Mix and NEB Q5, see discussion below). Over those runs and with both enzymes, we have observed contaminant OTUs associated with a range of taxonomies. Negative controls amplified with the 5-PRIME enzyme have more consistent composition than the negative controls amplified with NEB Q5. 5-PRIME negative controls are rich in a Gammaproteobacterial OTU (#57 in Fig. 3) as well as OTUs associated with Betaproteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes. Negative controls amplified with the NEB Q5 enzyme, while also occasionally containing OTUs associated with those taxa, also have exhibited OTUs associated with Acidobacteria, Actinobacteria, Planctomycetes, and Alphaproteobacteria. This wide range of OTUs associated with negative controls demonstrates the importance of including a negative control in every iTag run. This enables our bioinformatics approach to addressing contamination, which is not fundamentally different than a “blank correction” applied across a variety of disciplines: for each run, we identify the OTUs present in the corresponding negative control and subtract those OTUs from all environmental samples in that run’s dataset. This is bioinformatically simple to do, and can be achieved by two methods. The first method, which is more conservative, is to identify the taxonomies associated with negative control OTUs for a given iTag run (e.g., in November 2014 the 5-PRIME negative control contained Clostridia-associated OTUs; Fig. 3). Then, all OTUs associated with that taxonomy can be removed from the environmental dataset. While this method conservatively removes data which might be contaminant-related, it has the potential to remove OTUs from the environmental dataset which
are genuine (e.g., Clostridia OTUs which are genuinely amplified from the environmental template, not from contamination). A more refined method, then, is to identify only the specific OTUs associated with the negative control for a given run and remove solely those OTUs from the environmental dataset. In a sample set of our environmental data, this second method removed 4%±2% of the dataset’s sequences (Fig. 2). In earlier publications (Mason et al. 2015; Case et al. 2015), the conservative “taxa-removal” method was applied, but in future studies I recommend the more precise “OTU-removal” method as it still accurately addresses contamination while retaining as much genuine environmental data as possible. From a practical standpoint, the two methods do not make a significant difference in studies from the methane seep environment. This is because the methane seep microbial ecosystem is dominantly populated by taxa (e.g., ANME archaea, Deltaproteobacteria, Epsilonproteobacteria) which are rarely observed in the negative controls. Therefore removing, for example, an entire clade observed in the negative controls has a limited impact on the methane seep environmental samples. However, in other environments negative control contaminant taxa may be closely related to organisms of experimental interest. For example, human microbiome samples are often rich in Bacteroidetes- and Firmicutes-related organisms (Faith et al. 2013; Rosenbaum et al. 2015). Therefore it is not reasonable to remove all OTUs associated with these taxa, even if some Bacteroidetes- and Firmicutes-associated OTUs are observed in the negative control. In such a case, an “OTU-removal” method would be best suited to address the experimental goals.

At this stage, it is also logical to remove OTUs from the dataset which are undesirable for other reasons besides their presence in the negative controls. For example, OTUs which are “unassigned” a taxonomy (often these are sequences which have high enough quality to pass joining and quality criteria but have zero matches in the reference database – and therefore cannot by definition be identified as chimeric) are not useful and are often removed. Also, depending on a study’s objectives, certain clades may simply not be desired for the scientific question at hand. For example, if only Bacteria are of interest for the study, all OTUs associated
with Archaea could be intentionally removed at this step. It is also not uncommon for a few OTUs to be identified as Eukaryotic; these are generally removed at this point.

### 4.2.3 TRESHOLD FILTERING

In addition to removing OTUs linked to contamination, it is also necessary to consider spurious OTUs which may have been generated either during the preparation PCR reactions or during sequencing itself (Fig. 4). This was already partially addressed by the removal of singletons (OTUs which occur once, in one sample, in the entire dataset; Fig. 2). However, further applying a threshold cutoff, below which OTUs are summarily removed, can minimize the impact of spurious OTUs and increase confidence in the remaining very-low-abundance sequences (Bokulich et al. 2013). To address this, we take advantage of our plasmid mock communities which have known composition. We know that 12 plasmids were introduced; therefore, in a perfect dataset we would expect to only see 12 OTUs recovered in the sequencing data. However, even after removing singleton OTUs and subtracting contaminant taxa as determined by the relevant negative control, we still observe hundreds of OTUs present in the plasmid mock communities (Fig. 4). This observation is not improved by using either the 5-PRIME or NEB Q5 polymerase. Ultimately, this suggests that interpretation of very low abundance OTUs in iTag data may be fraught, since many OTUs appear to be spurious. Thus, it is desirable to choose a threshold relative abundance below which OTUs are removed from the dataset. Clearly a higher threshold will remove more OTUs, but at the cost of eliminating data which might represent genuine, low abundance 16S rRNA gene copies. In our mock communities, a threshold cutoff of 0.001 (0.1% relative abundance) appears to be appropriate; such a cutoff would come very close to limiting our sequencing data to the 12 OTUs expected to be observed (Fig. 4). However, in practice environmental samples uniformly host greater 16S rRNA gene diversity than mock communities; therefore, removing data less abundant than 0.1% may eliminate OTUs which
genuinely represent microbial diversity. Furthermore, in practice the threshold cutoff is often applied to the entire dataset; that is, if the threshold value is 0.001, then of all the sequences across all samples, the sequences in OTU \( x \) must be present at least above 0.1% of the entire dataset. It is easy to conceive of a scenario in which OTU \( x \) is genuinely highly abundant in Sample \( x \), but not in other samples in the dataset. Therefore, OTU \( x \) might fail the entire dataset threshold and be removed from the sample set. In such a scenario, genuine and significant information will have been lost from the sequencing run, and the resulting sequencing composition of Sample \( x \) will not be reflective of its actual 16S rRNA gene profile. An obvious solution to this issue would be to apply cutoff thresholds on a per-sample basis, rather than a per-dataset basis. Because the cutoff threshold is often applied on a whole-dataset basis, a lower cutoff threshold minimizes the likelihood of accidentally removing important, but not well distributed, OTUs. In order to strike a balance between addressing spurious OTUs and retaining genuine biologic information, we have settled on 0.0001 (0.01% relative abundance; horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 4) as an appropriate threshold cutoff in our iTag data (16%±8% of sequences are removed with this cutoff; Fig. 2). This somewhat liberal cutoff value is itself more conservative than a previously recommended value of 0.0005 (0.005% relative abundance; Bokulich et al. 2013). Of course, this value may be varied by each user during bioinformatic processing, and depending on experimental details a value between 0.0001 and 0.001 may be appropriate.

4.3 iTag SEQUENCING PRECISION

By applying the above set of processing steps to our mock community data over multiple sequencing runs, we have been able over time to generate sequencing data of the same samples repeatedly. This enables comparison across runs to estimate precision of iTag sequencing as applied in the Orphan lab. These results do not represent the precision of any individual step (e.g.
PCR, or MiSeq sequencing), but are rather a cumulative result of the entire workflow from template amplification to sequencing to data processing.

Precision is overall quite good, with little variation between taxa, mock communities, or amplification enzyme across runs (Fig. 5). For plasmid mock communities amplified with the 5-PRIME or NEB Q5 enzyme, precision is 0.77% or 0.84%, respectively. For gDNA mock communities amplified with the 5-PRIME or NEB Q5 enzyme, precision is 1.85% or 0.88%, respectively. Since environmental samples are amplified from natural mixes of gDNA, rather than mixed plasmids, the gDNA mock communities are likely more relevant for determining precision of iTag sequencing data. Depending on the enzyme used to amplify environmental samples, then, a precision of between 1% and 2% is conservative and reasonable.

Within the gDNA mock communities, precision is worst for OTUs of Streptococcus spp. when amplified with the 5-PRIME enzyme. This is due to an oddity, that in the September 2015 iTag run, zero sequences were recovered in any of the four gDNA mock communities for Streptococcus spp. amplified with the 5-PRIME enzyme. Strangely, sequences of Streptococcus spp. were recovered at high and consistent relative abundance in all gDNA mock communities from all other iTag runs, and even in the September 2015 run of gDNA mock communities amplified with the NEB Q5 enzyme. The lack of Streptococcus spp. sequences remains perplexing, but appears to have been an isolated incident.

4.4 iTag SEQUENCING ACCURACY

In addition to the precision of iTag sequencing, it is important to consider the accuracy of sequencing results. All methods have inherent bias, including PCR which can yield variable results depending on the primers employed, the polymerase enzyme used, the annealing temperature, the gDNA template concentration, and other factors. It is obviously critical to employ, as much as possible, the exact some conditions within a given study. However, the effects
of PCR bias become especially concerning when attempting to compare results across multiple microbial ecology studies. Some community efforts have attempted to address this. For example, the Earth Microbiome Project (EMP) advocates for one set of universal 16S rRNA gene primers to be employed in all surveys of environmental microbiology (Gilbert et al. 2011). However, these results are hampered by several factors. First, the EMP primers are known to have certain taxonomic biases (Parada et al. 2015; Trembath-Reichert et al. 2016). Second, as next-generation sequencing technology rapidly develops, it becomes necessary (and beneficial) to develop new primers targeting larger segments of the 16S rRNA gene, thereby compromising efforts to apply consistent primers across datasets and across time (the EMP has partially addressed this by recommending changes to their primer sets over time). Third, the EMP primers are theoretically universal in their coverage but in some studies only specific microbial community members are of experimental interest (e.g., Archaea but not Bacteria). In that case, the user must decide whether to employ domain-specific primers (at the cost of comparability to other studies) or employ universal EMP primers (at the cost of throwing away a large proportion of the expensive dataset).

Ultimately the Orphan lab, given the diverse range of environments studied (e.g. marine methane seeps and deep terrestrial boreholes) has moved forward with applying the EMP primers with the hope of generating comparable data across studies both within the lab and outside of the lab.

With our plasmid mock communities, whose composition is very well characterized, we are able to evaluate the accuracy of iTag sequencing on taxa which are particularly relevant in marine methane seep ecosystems (Fig. 6). We find some taxa are faithfully recovered in sequencing data regardless of polymerase enzyme employed (e.g., Desulfococcus; Fig. 6a-b), although the NEB Q5 enzyme better represents more taxa than 5-PRIME (e.g., ANME-1b, Desulfobulbus, Sulfurovum; Fig. 6a-b). Of particular note are the biases for and against certain taxa. Sequencing results from both enzymes indicate underrepresentation of some SEEP-SRB1 bacteria as well as ANME-2a, -2b, and -2c (Fig. 6a-b). The 5-PRIME samples are especially biased against ANME-2c, an important taxon on marine methane seep settings, yielding ANME-
2c sequences at ~25% of the expected relative abundance (or, a 4x bias). The NEB Q5 enzyme does moderately better at representing ANME-2c, although still underrepresents ANME-2c by half (a 2x bias). The biases against ANME-2 archaea have been explored in a recent publication, and do not appear to be related to primer mismatch (Trembath-Reichert et al. 2016). Correspondingly, plasmid mock communities amplified with the 5-PRIME and NEB Q5 enzymes also overrepresent some taxa (this is not surprising, given that relative abundance is a zero-sum metric – if some taxa are underrepresented, some must by definition be overrepresented). Within our plasmid mock communities, the ANME-1 archaea are consistently overrepresented by a factor of ~2 (Fig. 6a-b).

One robust method for countering bias, common in macrofaunal ecological literature (e.g., Levin et al. 2015) but only recently applied to microbial datasets, is to apply down-weighting transformations to the relative abundance data. A commonly applied function is to take the square root of the relative abundance data. Because the square root function is non-linear with increasing values, taxa at low relative abundance will be relatively unimpacted by the square root function while taxa at high relative abundance will be more greatly impacted. This acts to “smear” the relative abundance data, reducing bias effects. Indeed, when applying the square root transformation to our plasmid mock communities, the representation is overall improved as compared to non-transformed data (Fig. 6c-d). In fact, a transformation can be applied as strongly as desired. A 4th root transformation of our plasmid mock community data results in even better representation of the data (Fig. 6e-f).

The most severe transformation would be to simply count the presence/absence of OTUs in the dataset, forgoing relative abundance completely. In such a transformation, all the data in our plasmid mock communities would be “perfectly” represented. However, such a severe transformation sacrifices genuine differences in relative abundance between microbial community members, potentially curtailing ecological interpretations which might otherwise contribute to a study. Ultimately the square root transformation is a good compromise between addressing bias
while retaining relative abundance information. Of course, it is not necessary to limit a dataset to one single analysis. If broad inter-sample trends are consistent across multiple transformations, it strengthens the conclusions to be able to note that the data is consistent across data treatments (Pasulka et al. 2015). Moreover, if the inter-sample trends do differ upon variable transformation of the data, it does not imply that any particular transformation is “right” or “wrong”, per se. Although care must be taken with regard to biases, if the user is confident that the dataset is inherently unbiased, then transformations can be a powerful tool to examine the contribution of high-relative-abundance or low-relative-abundance community members to inter-sample trends. Untransformed data will naturally be dominated by the high-relative-abundance community members, and thus conclusions drawn from untransformed data will represent those members. If the scientific question at hand is with regard to the rare or low-relative-abundance members of a biological community, then a moderate or severe transformation will draw out the effect of those species upon data interpretation.

4.5 TESTING PREPARATION METHODS ON ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES

The above sections of this chapter have focused on developing a data processing pipeline for iTag data, with an emphasis on what could be learned from negative controls and mock communities in terms of data quality, precision, and accuracy. Having used those samples to inform a robust, high-quality processing workflow, it is possible to now examine data from environmental samples (i.e., complex microbial communities) as a function of various methods tests applied during the initial phase of iTag preparation: PCR. Below, I summarize results from five tests:

1) Performing PCR in one step vs two steps.
2) Pooling singlet, duplicate, or triplicate PCR products.
3) Template concentration across three orders of magnitude.
4) 5-PRIME vs NEB Q5 enzyme amplification.
5) Annealing temperature for the NEB Q5 enzyme.
4.5.1 1-STEP vs 2-STEP PCR

The Orphan lab employs three deviations from the standard EMP preparation protocol. Firstly, the original EMP protocol calls for only one PCR reaction to be employed per sample. During this reaction, which is recommended for 35 PCR cycles, primers are employed which contain, in addition to the primer itself (19 bp-long for the 515f primer, 20 bp-long for the 806r primer), a 24- to 29 bp-long Illumina adapter, a 10 bp-long primer pad, a 2 bp-long primer linker, and, for the 806r primer, a 12 bp-long barcode sequence:

515f_EMP: AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTATGGTAAATT GT GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA
806r_EMP: CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATXXXXXXXXXXXX AGTCAGTCAG CC GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT
|------------adapter-----------| |barcode--| |pad--linker| |------primer------|

Thus, the 515f primer is 60 bp in length and the 806r primer is 68 bp in length. Due to evidence that employing long primers over many cycles may lead to enhanced PCR bias (Berry et al. 2011), we decided to test a modification to the EMP protocol: rather than one amplification for 35 cycles with long primers, to instead perform first a 30 cycle amplification with only the raw primers (“PCR#1”):

515f: GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA
806r: GGAATACHVGGGTWTCTAAT

Followed by a second PCR for 5 cycles in which the full EMP primers are used in order to attach the pads, linkers, barcodes, and adapters (“PCR#2”). This test was performed on sediment #2687, from Eel River Basin, a marine methane seep offshore California. Besides this one protocol modification, the sample was treated identically in all other respects of the sample preparation and data processing workflow.
Results from this test indicated some differences in the recovered 16S rRNA gene profile (Fig. 7). Although the majority of OTUs were recovered in both the 1-step and 2-step treatments (the small number of OTUs not shared between the two treatments were very minor (<0.2% relative abundance) constituents of the gene profiles), the 2-Step PCR had decreased relative abundance of major OTUs and increased relative abundance of minor OTUs (Fig. 7b,d). Thus, a cross plot of OTU relative abundance between the two treatments resulted in a slope of just 0.69. It is hypothesized that 1-step PCR using long barcoded primers causes PCR bias because the overhanging barcode and/or adapter interact with template gDNA in a manner which varies based on template oligonucleotide sequences (Berry et al. 2011). Our data suggests that performing a 1-step PCR procedure decreases evenness across resulting sequence data as compared to a 2-step procedure. Our lab has moved forward with the 2-step approach, minimizing the chances for biased amplification of 16S rRNA genes from our environmental samples.

4.5.2 POOLING SINGLET, DUPLICATE, OR TRIPLICATE PCR PRODUCTS

The Orphan lab’s second modification from the EMP protocol involves the pooling of replicated PCR products. The original EMP protocol calls for performing triplicate PCR reactions, which are all pooled before sequencing. Ostensibly, this is to buffer out the possible effect of PCR bias occurring in any single reaction series. However, performing triplicate PCR reactions is time consuming and costly, and so we tested the effect on sequencing data of performing just a single a PCR reaction, pooling duplicates, or pooling triplicate products. This test was performed on four marine methane seep samples representing a variety of environmental substrates: #2687 (sediment; the same sample on which we tested 1-step vs 2-step PCR), #5036 (a wood block colonized on the seafloor), #5193 (a carbonate), and #5472 (bottom water).
Results from all four samples were similar, indicating very little effect of performing and pooling one, two, or three PCR reactions (Fig. 8-11). In all cases the majority of OTUs, including all OTUs in all samples greater than 0.3% relative abundance, were recovered in all three treatments (Fig. 8-11, sub-plots a). Not only were the OTUs consistently recovered, they were represented in the sequencing data at very similar relative abundances regardless of pooling treatment. Cross plots of relative abundances therefore exhibited slopes very close to 1.0 with \( R^2 \) values also near 1.0 (Fig. 8-11, sub-plots c). Furthermore, there was no measurable effect on evenness; the major and minor OTUs were represented nearly equally across all pooling treatments (Fig. 8-11, sub-plot d). Not surprisingly, then, a non-metric multidimensional scaling analysis of the 12 sequencing profiles (4 samples x 3 pooling treatments each) revealed the samples to be well differentiated by substrate and not well differentiated by pooling treatment (Fig. 12). While these results suggest single PCR reactions would be sufficient to represent the data, our lab has taken the conservative approach of pooling duplicate PCR preparations for each sample; this saves time and cost from the originally recommended triplicate PCR reactions, while still minimizing the chances of spurious bias introduced in any single PCR reaction.

4.5.3 TEMPLATE CONCENTRATION ACROSS THREE ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE

As described above, PCR reactions can be compromised if gDNA template is low enough to be on par with the concentration of contaminant genetic material present in the PCR reactants or enzymes. In addition, it is possible for template concentration itself to affect the amplicon profile of a PCR reaction, likely due to an effect on the efficiency of each PCR cycle (Chandler et al. 1997). In order to test this affect, we applied our iTag pipeline to one sample (#5122, a carbonate) in which the gDNA template was undiluted (“1x”), diluted 10-fold (“10x”), and diluted 100-fold (“100x”). Besides these variations in template concentration, all other aspects of PCR preparation, sequencing, and data analysis were identical for the three samples.
It appeared from our data that template dilution had a measureable effect on the resulting sequence profiles (Fig. 13). Once again the majority of OTUs were shared across all treatments (Fig. 13a), but the relative abundances of the constituent OTUs was different depending on the dilution factor. The most dilute (100x) sample displayed the most even profile, with major OTUs exhibiting lower relative abundance and minor OTUs exhibiting higher relative abundance as compared to the 10x and 1x treatments (Fig. 13b,d). Despite these differences, a cross plot of relative abundance of all OTUs suggests only a moderately magnitude of effect on the sequence profile, with slope of 1.2 and $R^2=0.92$. Thus, while the effect of gDNA template concentration is measurable, it does not seem to impact the recovered sequence profile too adversely. While it is certainly preferable to perform PCR reactions with an equimolar amount of gDNA template in each reaction, it also appears that in cases where this is impracticable the resulting sequencing data may still be cross-compared between samples. An example of such a scenario includes when template concentrations are so low as to be immeasurable by even high-sensitivity fluorescence assays (Trembath-Reichert et al. 2016).

4.5.4 5-PRIME vs NEB Q5 enzyme amplification

The specific polymerase enzyme employed during a PCR reaction can have a dramatic effect on the resulting amplicon profile (Brandariz-Fontes et al. 2015). High-fidelity polymerase enzymes are less prone to accidentally synthesize an incorrect base during a PCR cycle, an error which can be propagated to high concentration over the course of many cycles in a PCR reaction. Errors introduced during PCR cycles affect the sequencing results and, depending on the extent of the error, may influence taxonomy assignments downstream.

The third and final deviation the Orphan lab has explored from the EMP protocol has been the choice of polymerase enzyme. The original protocol suggests using 5-PRIME HotMasterMix (catalog #2200410), but we have also explored use of the high-fidelity New
England Biolabs Q5 enzyme (catalog #M0491L). This enzyme is similar to the Finnzymes Phusion High Fidelity DNA Polymerase (S. Connon, personal communication from New England Biolabs), which has been independently shown to produce highly accurate PCR products in next-generation sequencing data (Brandariz-Fontes et al. 2015). In our tests, we employed the 5-PRIME HotMasterMix and NEB Q5 enzymes on five separate environmental samples in order to compare sequencing results (note, we also applied both enzymes to our plasmid mock communities and found the NEB Q5 enzyme to produce more accurate results – see above sections). These samples included four carbonates (#3622, #3624, #5104d, #5122) and one sediment (#5133).

As was the case with our plasmid mock communities, we observed a measurable difference in the resulting sequence profiles when amplified with 5-PRIME or NEB Q5 enzymes (Fig. 5,6,14). Although a large proportion of OTUs were reproducibly recovered in both treatments, the slopes and $R^2$ values of cross plots varied substantially from values of 1.0 (slope range: 0.78-1.31; $R^2$ range: 0.52-0.85). This suggests the choice of polymerase enzyme is important when preparing samples for next-generation sequencing; given that our plasmid mock communities were more accurately represented by the NEB Q5 enzyme, we made the decision to employ that enzyme moving forward from November 2014 (Orphan lab runs in November 2013 and May 2014 exclusively used the 5-PRIME enzyme and some continuing projects continue to employ the enzyme for continuity across datasets).

4.5.5 ANNEALING TEMPERATURE FOR THE NEB Q5 ENZYME

One of our observations from sequencing of plasmid mock communities was the bias against ANME-2 archaea which appeared to be improved by switching to the NEB Q5 polymerase enzyme. In order to further test if we could improve representation of ANME-2 archaea in the dataset, we applied the NEB Q5 enzyme at two different annealing temperatures
to an environmental sample (#5133, sediment) which was known to be rich in ANME-2 from previous studies (Trembath-Reichert et al. 2013). In a PCR reaction, annealing is the step at which the primer adheres to the template, after which extension (i.e., amplification) will occur. Only those genomic fragments will be amplified which successfully adhere with a primer. In general, specificity is a good quality at this step, as a user does not want PCR primers to incorrectly adhere to genomic fragments for which they were not intended. Specificity is improved by raising the temperature of the annealing reaction, requiring a better match between the primer and the template in order for successful adhesion (otherwise the primer will denature off the template). However, in the case that a user wishes to decrease specificity (e.g., to increase amplification of ANME-2, if primer adhesion were an issue), the annealing temperature can be lowered. This lowers the energetic requirements for adhesion, helping the primers adhere to genomic template that may not be a perfect nucleotide match. We tested the NEB Q5 enzyme on sample #5133 at annealing temperatures of 50°C and 54°C, in addition to 5-PRIME enzyme amplification at 50°C. We note that the NEB Q5 enzyme is optimized to operate at 57-64°C, but we employed lower temperatures in order to decrease specificity.

As hypothesized, the NEB Q5 enzyme at 50°C did provide better representation of ANME-2 archaea than the NEB Q5 enzyme at 54°C (and much better than the 5-PRIME enzyme; Fig. 15). However, overall the differences in NEB Q5 annealing at 50°C or 54°C were relatively small (Fig. 15a,d), and we chose to employ the NEB Q5 enzyme at an annealing temperature of 54°C as it strikes a balance between the optimized temperature for the enzyme (57-64°C) and a cooler temperature in order to increase adhesion with a wide range of genomic templates.

4.5.6 SUMMARY OF PCR TEST RESULTS

We observed that variations in the sample preparation procedure induced a range of differences in the resulting sequence profiles for environmental samples. Some variations
produced relatively large differences (e.g., 5-PRIME vs NEB Q5 polymerase enzyme) while others made little difference (e.g., pooling one, two, or three replicate PCR reactions). In order to visualize these differences at a broad level, we included all preparation tests in a non-metric multidimensional scaling ordination with a variety of other environmental samples from marine methane seep worldwide (Fig. 16). These results showed that although intra-sample differences were observed as a function of preparation method, the differences were uniformly small as compared to inter-sample difference in 16S rRNA gene profiles. Therefore, we are confident that the ecological interpretations made from iTag datasets are not compromised by small differences in sample preparation protocols. Of course, we recommend run-to-run consistency and following the best possible protocol at all times (e.g., more replicates is better than fewer, and high-fidelity polymerase enzymes are better than lower-fidelity ones), but we find these effects to be secondary to genuine microbial community differences as a function of environmental factors such as habitat substrate.

4.6 PRIMER ON QUANTITATIVE ECOLOGICAL TOOLS EMPLOYED IN DOWNSTREAM DATA INTERPRETATION

The field of ecology employs a number of mathematical and statistical tools in order to probe the relationships between biological communities and the environment. Here I will briefly describe the principle techniques used in this thesis, acknowledging that the full array of methods available to ecologists would (and does) encompass entire textbooks (e.g., Clarke and Warwick 2001; Legendre and Legendre 2012). When parsing ecological datasets, the investigator’s goals are often divided into two aims: 1) to visualize inter-sample relationships by translating biological similarity into spatial distance, producing a graphic, or ordination, which enables hypothesis development, and 2) to apply statistical metrics to assess both whether apparent inter-sample or inter-group differences are robust and, if so, which biological community members contribute to
inter-sample or inter-group differences. In this thesis, the primary ordination method employed is Nonmetric Multi-Dimensional Scaling (NMDS). Inter-group differences are probed with the Analysis of Similarity (ANOSIM) statistical test, and biological community members contributing to inter-group differences are identified by the Similarity Percentage (SIMPER) routine.

NMDS is a more appropriate ordination technique for biological datasets, and in particular large next-generation sequencing datasets, than other familiar techniques such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) or Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA). PCA, perhaps the most widely familiar ordination technique, plots sample data from \( m \) species onto \( m \) axes (aka, components), and then projects the resulting multidimensional field onto a lower dimensional graph. As a simple analogy, imagine holding up a ball-and-stick crystal lattice structure, then shining a flashlight on it and viewing the resulting projection against the wall. In this example, a 3-dimensional structure is collapsed to a 2-dimensional structure. In next-generation sequencing datasets, however, it is common to have hundreds or thousands of taxa represented. Genuine inter-sample relationships therefore exist in a multidimensional space with hundreds or thousands of axes, and collapsing the ordination down to two or three dimensions has the potential to drastically distort inter-sample relationships. Furthermore, PCA is highly sensitive to “joint absences” – zero values in a species abundance matrix. Imagine, for example, collecting species data from a forest, a desert, and a beach. Several dolphins are counted at the beach site, but zero dolphins are counted in the forest or in the desert. Intuitively, an ecologist would not claim that because the forest and the desert lack dolphins, they are more similar to one another. (Similarity is better defined as \textit{joint presence} than \textit{joint absence}. For example the forest and the desert are more similar because they both contain rabbits, not because they both lack dolphins.) PCoA is better at addressing joint absences than PCA, but suffers from the same issue in collapsing multidimensional ordination into lower dimensions by projection.

The algorithm supporting NDMS is fundamentally different than PCA or PCoA. First introduced in the 1960s in the field of Psychology (Shepard 1962; Kruskal 1964a; b), NMDS
avoids the constraint of attempting to project Euclidian distance onto lower dimensions (the crystal lattice and flashlight example above). Instead, NMDS is an iterative algorithm in which the number of dimensions is set \textit{a priori} (usually 2 or 3) and the locations of samples in the ordination space are repeatedly adjusted in order to maximize the accuracy of the depicted inter-sample relationships (functionally, this involves minimizing a stress function that measures how accurately inter-sample relationships are represented). Importantly, because NMDS attempts to preserve the rank ordering of sample similarities, rather than Euclidian distance, the graphical depiction of inter-sample differences will never be perfect, but in practice the aggregate representation of the samples’ data is often more accurate than in a PCA or PCoA plot. Furthermore, NMDS is not constrained by the problem of joint absences as was PCA. This is because the NDMS algorithm does not work on a raw sample-by-species table of abundance (or relative abundance), but rather on a triangular matrix of inter-sample similarity (this is the same workaround that PCoA uses to avoid the joint absence problem, although PCoA still attempts to project high-dimensional Euclidian distance onto lower dimensional space).

A common inter-sample similarity metric applied, and the one employed in this thesis, is Bray-Curtis similarity ($S_{jk}$), which is immune to joint absences and which results in intuitive values of 0 (if two samples share no species) and 100 (if two samples share all the same species at the same abundances or relative abundances; Bray and Curtis 1957; Oksanen et al. 2013). Bray-Curtis dissimilarity is also frequently employed in ecological approaches, and is simply equivalent to 100-$S_{jk}$, denoted as $\delta_{jk}$:

\[
S_{jk} = 100 \cdot \frac{1 - (\sum_{i=1}^{p} |y_{ij} - y_{ik}|)}{(\sum_{i=1}^{p} (y_{ij} + y_{ik}))} \quad \text{Eq. 1}
\]

\[
\delta_{jk} = 100 \cdot \frac{(\sum_{i=1}^{p} |y_{ij} - y_{ik}|)}{(\sum_{i=1}^{p} (y_{ij} + y_{ik}))} \quad \text{Eq. 2}
\]

where $p$ is the number of the species observed in the dataset and $y$ is the relative abundance of species $i$ in sample $k$ or $j$. For a sample set with $n$ samples, the number of sample-
sample combinations (i.e., the number of calculated $S_{jk}$ values) will be equal to $n(n-1)/2$. As an example, take the synthetic relative abundance data described in Table 3. The Bray-Curtis similarities for the five samples are calculated and presented in Table 4. As expected from the raw relative abundance data, Samples 1 and 2 are highly similar. The other samples demonstrate a range of similarity values from 44 to 75. A 2-dimensional NMDS ordination would begin by placing five points on a plane (representing the five samples), and checking how close on the plane each sample is to each other sample. Sample 1 and 2 ought to be closer to each other than to any other samples, for example, and Sample 4 ought to be closest to samples 5, 2, 1, and 3 in that order. In other words, in a perfect ordination the distance between any two samples in low-dimensional space would increase monotonically with dissimilarity (defined as $100-S_{jk}$, or $\delta_{jk}$). A plot of distance between two points in ordination space vs distance predicted from a monotonic regression line is a *Shepard Diagram* (Fig. 17B,D). The *stress* of an NMDS plot is defined as the extent to which ordination distance does not increase monotonically with $100-S_{jk}$:

$$\text{Stress} = \frac{\sum (d_{jk} - \bar{d}_{jk})^2}{\sum (d_{jk})^2}$$

\[\text{Eq. 3}\]

where $d$ is the actual distance between samples $j$ and $k$ on the ordination plot, and $\bar{d}$ is the predicted distance between samples $j$ and $k$ from the monotonic regression line (Kruskal 1964b; Clarke and Warwick 2001; Oksanen et al. 2013; Fig. 17). In the second iteration of the NMDS algorithm, the five data points will be relocated in order to minimize the stress value. Once the stress value is minimized to a pre-set threshold, or once the stress value no longer decreases, the ordination algorithm terminates and the resulting ordination is saved. NMDS, by virtue of handling Bray-Curtis similarity matrices rather than raw data (and therefore being immune to joint absences), and by applying a stress minimization function to achieve low-dimensional ordination rather than attempting to project high dimensional space onto lower dimensions, is considered a robust ordination technique for representing inter-sample relationships in biological


(including microbiological) datasets (Clarke and Warwick 2001; Ramette 2007). However, NMDS is not more than a visualization technique in order to generate hypotheses.

It is conceivable that once a study’s samples are ordinated, some apparent trends will emerge. For example, in Fig. 17C it is apparent that the 16S rRNA gene profiles of carbonate and non-carbonate habitat substrates may differ. In order to test this hypothesis, the ANOSIM test is applied. This tests whether the inter-sample similarities are higher among samples of a defined group vs among samples of different groups. In this example, the test will be whether the 16S rRNA gene profiles between two samples of the same habitat substrate (sediment, nodule, bottom water, or carbonate) display, on average, higher Bray-Curtis similarity than the 16S rRNA gene profiles between two samples of differing habitat substrate (e.g., a sediment vs a carbonate). In order to discern this, the triangular Bray-Curtis similarity matrix is converted into a triangular rank similarity matrix; that is, every similarity is ranked with #1 being the two samples which have the highest Bray-Curtis similarity and #n(n-1)/2 being the two samples which have the lowest Bray-Curtis similarity. An example of this conversion is provided in Table 5. Then, the calculation of the ANOSIM test is straightforward. A metric, R, is calculated as described in Clarke and Warwick 2001 and Oksanen et al. 2013:

\[
R = \frac{r_{\text{between}} - r_{\text{within}}}{n(n-1)/4} \tag{Eq. 4}
\]

Where \(r_{\text{within}}\) is the average rank similarity of all like-type sample-sample combinations (e.g., sediment-sediment or carbonate-carbonate) and \(r_{\text{between}}\) is the average rank similarity of all sample-sample combinations which are of differing type (e.g., sediment-carbonate). As before, \(n\) is the number of samples in the study. If within-group similarity is higher than between-group similarity, an \(R\) value greater than 0 is calculated (\(R=1\) would indicate every possible sample-sample pair within groups is more similar to every possible sample-sample pair between groups). By recalculating \(R\) many hundreds of times using randomly rearranged sample assignments to be
within or between groups, a significance value, \( p \), can be calculated. This tests whether observed inter-group differences are likely to be encountered by chance. In the example from Fig. 17C, \( R \) and \( p \) values of 0.49 and \(<0.001\), respectively, confirm that the 16S rRNA gene profiles are significantly distinguished by habitat substrate; this was explored further in Chapter Two of this thesis.

Once it has been determined that two (or more) sample groups differ in their biological communities, it is logical to probe which species contribute to inter-group differences. This problem can be computationally approached using the SIMPER routine (Clarke and Warwick 2001; Oksanen et al. 2013). The SIMPER algorithm is conceptually simple, but also susceptible to yielding misleading results in cases when standard deviations of species distributions are high. For this reason, SIMPER results must be interpreted with a critical eye. The safest use of SIMPER is to use the routine for identifying possible species contributing to inter-group differences, and then to always return to the raw data to confirm the trends. Depending on the hypotheses being tested, in some cases it is possible to discern the most important species in a dataset simply by examining the raw species-sample abundance table, and foregoing the SIMPER routine altogether.

SIMPER works by deconstructing Bray-Curtis dissimilarity (recall dissimilarity is defined as \( \delta_{jk} \), equal to \( 100 - S_{jk} \)) into contributions from each individual species. Recall from Eq. 2 that for each pair of samples \( j \) and \( k \), each species \( i \) represents one term in the numerator summation. Therefore, in order to calculate each species’ individual contribution to the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity between a sample-sample pair, the dissimilarity equation is applied without the numerator summation (Clarke and Warwick 2001; Oksanen et al. 2013):

\[
\delta_{jk}(i) = 100 \cdot \left( \frac{|y_{ij} - y_{ik}|}{\sum_{p=1}^{P} (y_{ip} + y_{kp})} \right)
\]

Eq. 5
This calculation is applied to every species $i$ for every pair of $j$ and $k$, where $j$ and $k$ are samples between the two groups being tested (e.g., sediments vs carbonates). For each species, the resulting values across all sample pairs of $\delta_{jk}(i)$ are averaged, resulting in an average contribution of species $i$ to inter-group differences in the dataset. The susceptibility of SIMPER to misleading results comes from the fact that over all possible combinations of $j$ and $k$, there is sometimes very wide standard deviation among the calculated values of $\delta_{jk}(i)$. For this reason, in addition to an average contribution of each species $i$ to inter-group dissimilarity, the standard deviation of the contribution is also always reported. This standard deviation is critically important for assessing the significance, or consistency, of species $i$ contributing to inter-group differences. It is for this reason that I also strongly recommend using SIMPER only as a tool to identify possible species contributing to inter-group differences, and then always following up by double checking the raw species abundance (or relative abundance) data to confirm the inter-group differences are robust. Similar caution is recommended in Clarke and Warwick 2001.

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF HIGHLIGHTED QUANTITATIVE ECOLOGICAL TOOLS

An NMDS plot is a low dimension graph (in this thesis, always 2 dimensions) in which each point represents the entire microbial community profile (all species observed, including their relative abundances). Distances between points indicate sample-sample similarity, with closer points being having more similar biomarker profiles to one another. Since by nature an NMDS plot only attempts to preserve relative inter-sample differences (i.e., rank ordered differences), the units of the x and y axes (as well as orientation, rotation, and scaling) are arbitrary and therefore not generally reported. Lower stress values indicate better representation of the cumulate data, and stress values of $<0.20$ are generally considered sufficient for interpretation ($<0.1$ is ideal but often not achieved in large environmental datasets; Clarke and Warwick 2001).
The ANOSIM test evaluates whether groups of samples are statistically distinct from other groups of samples. Furthermore, the R value produced from the ANOSIM test is a measure of how strongly the defined groups differentiate the samples being interrogated. In practice R values >0.60 are rarely computed in diverse environmental 16S rRNA gene datasets presented in this thesis, but statistically significant R values in the range of 0.30 to 0.60 are not uncommon.

The SIMPER test identified species that contribute to differences in biological communities between sample groups. The SIMPER algorithm parses the Bray-Curtis similarity calculation to assess the contribution of each species, but is susceptible to wide standard deviations due to the large number of possible sample combinations. SIMPER should be carefully evaluated and always double checked against the raw abundance (or relative abundance) data.

Many more details of these tests, including variable implementations, can be found in numerous literature resources (Clarke and Warwick 2001; Legendre and Legendre 2012). This section is intended to briefly familiarize the reader with some of the types of ecological techniques which were frequently employed in this thesis, especially in Chapters One through Three. With the exception of Chapter One, all ecological calculations in this thesis were performed with the ‘vegan’ (v2.0.10) package of the R environment (Oksanen et al. 2013; R Core Team 2014), with frequent conceptual clarity gleaned from the methods manual produced in conjunction with the Primer-E software package (Clarke and Warwick 2001). Analyses in Chapter One were performed with the Primer-E software package (Clarke and Warwick 2001).
**Table 1.** Relative abundances of taxa included in the plasmid mock communities. Mock communities were generated by mixing quantified amounts of 16S rRNA plasmids clone libraries in lab. These mock communities were used to assess both precision and accuracy of iTag sequencing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylogeny</th>
<th>Comm. 1</th>
<th>Comm. 2</th>
<th>Comm. 3</th>
<th>Comm. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Methanomicrobia/ANME-1/ANME-1a</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Methanomicrobia/ANME-1/ANME-1b</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Methanomicrobia/Methanosarcinales/ANME-2a-2b/ANME-2b</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Methanomicrobia/Methanosarcinales/ANME-2c</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Methanomicrobia/Methanosarcinales/ANME-2a-2b/ANME-2a</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Proteobacteria/Deltaproteobacteria/Desulfobacterales/Desulfobulbaceae/Desulfobulbus</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Proteobacteria/Epsilonproteobacteria/Campylobacterales/Helicobacteraceae/Sulfurovum</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Proteobacteria/Deltaproteobacteria/Desulfobacterales/Desulfobacteraceae/Desulfococcus</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Proteobacteria/Deltaproteobacteria/Desulfobacterales/Desulfobacteraceae/SEEP-SRB1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Thaumarchaeota/Miscellaneous Crenarchaeotic Group</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Thermoplasmata/Thermoplasmatales/Marine Benthic Group D and DHVEG-1</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Proteobacteria/Deltaproteobacteria/Desulfobacterales/Desulfobacteraceae/SEEP-SRB1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Relative abundances of taxa included in the genomic mock communities. Mock communities were generated by mixing known amounts of genomic extract (gDNA) from cultures grown in lab. Compositions are corrected to include copy number of the 16S rRNA gene for each organism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylogeny</th>
<th>Comm. 1</th>
<th>Comm. 2</th>
<th>Comm. 3</th>
<th>Comm. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Firmicutes/Clostridia/Clostridiales/Eubacteriaceae/Acetobacterium/Woodii</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Bacteroidetes/Bacteroidia/Bacteroidales/Bacteroidaceae/Bacteroides/Coprosuis</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Firmicutes/Bacilli/Lactobacillales/Streptococcaceae/Streptococcus spp.</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Proteobacteria/Deltaproteobacteria/Desulfobacterales/Desulfobacteraceae/Desulfococcus/Multivorans</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Proteobacteria/Deltaproteobacteria/Desulfobacterales/Desulfobacteraceae/Desulfobulbus/Propionicus</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Methanomicrobia/Methanosarcinales/Methanosarcinaeae/Methanosarcina/Acetivorans</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Methanomicrobia/Methanosarcinales/Methanosarcinaeae/Methanolobus/Zinderi</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaea/Euryarchaeota/Thermoplasmata/Thermoplasmatales/Thermoplasmaeae/Thermoplasma/Thermophilum</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria/Proteobacteria/Gammaproteobacteria/Methylbacteriaceae/Methylbacteriaceae/Methylprofundus/Sedimenti</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Synthetic relative abundance data of five species recovered from five samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
<th>Sample 4</th>
<th>Sample 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Species A</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species B</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species C</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species D</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species E</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Bray-Curtis similarity values ($S_{jk}$) as calculated from Eq. 1 for samples 1 through 5 in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
<th>Sample 4</th>
<th>Sample 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Ranked similarities as determined from Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
<th>Sample 4</th>
<th>Sample 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>#1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>#8</td>
<td>#9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 4</td>
<td>#7</td>
<td>#6</td>
<td>#10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 5</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>#4</td>
<td>#5</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 1.** Flow chart of procedures from amplification of bulk genomic template to interpretation of Illumina sequencing data. The workflow is divided into four categories. Preparation, Processing, and Interpretation and performed at Caltech; Sequencing is performed at Laragen, Inc. At every step of the workflow, options are variations are available and sometimes appropriate; each step requires advanced knowledge by the user in order to make informed decisions about how to prepare, process, and interpret the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation</th>
<th>PCR#1: Bulk amplification of genomic template</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCR#2: Attaching barcodes and Illumina adapters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amplicon quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Library pooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCR cleanup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final quantification and shipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioanalyzer quality checks</td>
<td>phiX spiked in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sequenced on MiSeq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality scores assigned to base calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samples demultiplexed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>Paired ends joined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contigs filtered by quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contigs filtered for chimeras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTUs picked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representative sequences identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taxonomy assigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTU table generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singletons removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neg. ctrl., unassigned, &amp; Euk., OTUS removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTUs below 0.01% rel. abun. removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samples rarefied to even depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td>Conversion to relative abundance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visualization through ordination of samples set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypothesis testing with ANOSIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identifying cosmopolitan and diagnostic OTUs (with SIMPER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpreting distribution of 16S rRNA biomarkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modeling future biomarker changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Detailed examination of the loss of sequences at each step of data processing. Panel (a) gives the raw number of sequences at each step, i.e. the value given for “Joined” is the number of remaining sequences after joining. Panel (b) gives the fraction of initial sequences which are lost at each processing step. In both panels, average values for each step are denoted with a black circle (plus/minus one standard deviation). Most sequences are lost at the joining step or at the threshold filtering step. Trimming, singleton removal, and filtering of negative control, unassigned, or eukaryotic sequences have a relatively minor effect on the dataset.
Figure 3. Relative abundance of taxa in negative controls. (a) Negative controls amplified with the 5-PRIME Hot Master Mix Taq (Item# 2200410). (b) Negative controls amplified with the Q5 Hot Start High-Fidelity 2X Master Mix (Item# M0494s). Negative controls are included in each sequencing batch (here sequencing batches are identified in the legends). In samples amplified with the 5-PRIME enzyme, an OTU identified generally as Gammaproteobacteria is highly abundant in all negative controls. Other OTUs are also present at up to ~20% relative abundance, representing a range of taxonomies. These OTUs and their associated taxonomies vary within the negative control from each sequencing batch, emphasizing the importance of including negative controls in iTag sequencing batches. Variability is even greater in the Q5-amplified negative controls, with no particular OTU or taxa being consistently observed across all negative controls.
Figure 4. Relative abundance of OTUs detected in the plasmid mock communities, ordered by rank abundance of OTUs. Legend (a) applies also to (b). In both panels, the vertical dashed line indicates the expected number of OTUs, 12, which was the number of plasmids mixed into the mock communities. In both panels, the horizontal dashed line denotes a relative abundance of 0.0001 (0.01%), the threshold cutoff value applied to environmental samples. Although a threshold cutoff of 0.001 (0.1%) would have been more conservative, in practice this removed an undesirable fraction of the total dataset: environmental samples host richer OTU diversity than mock communities by several orders of magnitude, making us hesitant to remove too many OTUs which might be genuine signals from environmental samples. Furthermore, our environmental analyses exclusively focus on OTUs which are relatively highly abundant in the datasets (generally >0.1%), so our conclusions regarding microbial distribution and ecology are rarely dependent on the veracity of OTUs present at only ~0.01% (i.e., our conclusions are not impacted by the retention of OTUs present at 0.1%-0.01% relative abundance). Finally, when the threshold cutoff is applied to environmental, it is applied simultaneously to the whole dataset. That is, among all sequences from all samples in the dataset, an OTU must be present at 0.01% or greater relative abundance among all sequences in order to be retained. This could be achieved by a single sample genuinely hosting very many sequences of an OTU, while all other samples lack the OTU. In that case, the OTU ought to be retained since it represents real microbial presence. Setting a threshold cutoff at 0.01% relative abundance therefore minimizes our chances of accidentally removing real and relevant OTUs.
Figure 5. Reproducibility (precision) of iTag sequencing of mock communities. Data of plasmid mock communities is given in (a) and (b). Data of gDNA mock communities is given in (c) and (d). Reproducibility is better for the plasmid mock communities than the gDNA mock communities, possibly due to better-prepared template. For plasmid mock communities, 1-sigma precision is 0.77% (5-PRIME) and 0.84% (NEB Q5). For gDNA mock communities, 1-sigma precision is 1.85% (5-PRIME) and 0.88% (NEB Q5). Thus, it appears that iTag sequencing is precise to ~1-2%, depending on specific of sample preparation such as amplification enzyme. Legend in (a) applies to all panels.
valuable information about the relative abundance of OTUs. Ultimately, the square-root transformation is a good compromise between addressing PCR bias while still retaining more or less abundant in the dataset (the most severe transformation possible is normalization (relative abundance compared to those at relative abundance. A more severe correction, such as a 4th-root function mitigates PCR bias by preferentially down-weighting the OTUs which appear at high better represented when a square-root normalization is applied to the relative abundance data. The reason for this is ANME-1b and ANME-2c are markedly better represented in NEB Q5 data than 5-PRIME data. In general, all OTUs are underrepresented by a factor of ~2-3 ANME-1 and MCG in (b)) or underrepresented by as much as ~8x (c.f. MBGD and MCG in (b)) or underrepresented by as much as ~10x (c.f. one SEEP-SRB1 plasmid in (a) and (b)). Notably, the ANME-1 archaea are slightly overrepresented by a factor of ~2-3x while the ANME-2 archaea are generally underrepresented by a factor of ~2-3x. This is fairly consistent between 5-PRIME and NEB Q5, with the exception that ANME-1b and ANME-2c are markedly better represented in NEB Q5 data than 5-PRIME data. In general, all OTUs are better represented when a square-root normalization is applied to the relative abundance data. The reason for this is that the square-root function mitigates PCR bias by preferentially down-weighting the OTUs which appear at high relative abundance compared to those at relative abundance. A more severe correction, such as a 4th root normalization (e,f), further mitigates PCR bias, but at the cost of lost information regarding which OTUs are genuinely more or less abundant in the dataset (the most severe transformation possible is to examine only presence/absence). Ultimately, the square-root transformation is a good compromise between addressing PCR bias while still retaining valuable information about the relative abundance of OTUs.

Figure 6. Accuracy of iTag sequencing of plasmid mock communities. In the raw relative abundance data (a, b), the accuracy of representation of OTUs varies widely. Some OTUs are well represented, especially after amplification with NEB Q5 (c.f. Desulfobulbus and Sulfurovum in (b)), while others are overrepresented by as much as ~8x (c.f. MBGD and MCG in (b)) or underrepresented by as much as ~10x (c.f. one SEEP-SRB1 plasmid in (a) and (b)). Notably, the ANME-1 archaea are slightly overrepresented by a factor of ~2-3x while the ANME-2 archaea are generally underrepresented by a factor of ~2-3x. This is fairly consistent between 5-PRIME and NEB Q5, with the exception that ANME-1b and ANME-2c are markedly better represented in NEB Q5 data than 5-PRIME data. In general, all OTUs are better represented when a square-root normalization is applied to the relative abundance data. The reason for this is that the square-root function mitigates PCR bias by preferentially down-weighting the OTUs which appear at high relative abundance compared to those at relative abundance. A more severe correction, such as a 4th root normalization (e,f), further mitigates PCR bias, but at the cost of lost information regarding which OTUs are genuinely more or less abundant in the dataset (the most severe transformation possible is to examine only presence/absence). Ultimately, the square-root transformation is a good compromise between addressing PCR bias while still retaining valuable information about the relative abundance of OTUs.
Figure 7. Comparison of amplification approach: a single PCR reaction employing long primers containing Illumina adapters and barcodes (“1-Step PCR”) vs two PCR reactions, in which the first employs short primers and the second attaches the adapters and barcodes (“2-Step PCR”). This test was applied to a single methane seep sediment sample, #2687, in the November 2013 Illumina run. (a) shows the OTU overlap between the two samples. The majority of OTUs are shared, including all the major OTUs (any OTU >0.2% relative abundance in either sample is shared between the two samples). Only a small number of OTUs, with very low relative abundance, are unique to either the 1-Step or 2-Step PCR sample. (b) tabulates the relative abundances of the top 10 most abundant OTUs between the two samples, while (c) is a cross-plot of the relative abundance of the 192 OTUs shared between the two samples. Error bars in (c) are ±1.85% relative abundance (c.f. precision for samples amplified with 5-PRIME Taq). (d) gives the OTU rank abundance curve for both samples. Overall the curves are quite similar. The fact that low-abundance OTUs (rank: ~25-250) are at slightly higher relative abundance in the 2-Step PCR suggests that rare community members are better represented by applying a 2-Step PCR preparation protocol than a 1-Step PCR preparation protocol.
Figure 8. Comparison of amplification approach: pooling single, double, or triple PCR products during preparation of sample #2687 (sediment) for iTag sequencing. (a) shows the OTU overlap between results from the three preparations. The majority of OTUs are shared, including all the major OTUs (any OTU >0.3% relative abundance in either sample is shared between the two samples). Only a small number of OTUs, with very low relative abundance, are not shared between preparations. (b) tabulates the relative abundances of the top 10 most abundant OTUs between the preparations, while (c) is a cross-plot of the relative abundance of the OTUs shared between the three preparations. Error bars in (c) are 1.85% relative abundance (c.f. precision for samples amplified with 5-PRIME Taq). (d) gives the OTU rank abundance curve for all three preparations.
Figure 9. Comparison of amplification approach: pooling single, double, or triple PCR products during preparation of sample #5036 (colonized wood) for iTag sequencing. (a) shows the OTU overlap between results from the three preparations. The majority of OTUs are shared, including all the major OTUs (any OTU >0.1% relative abundance in either sample is shared between the two samples). Only a small number of OTUs, with very low relative abundance, are not shared between preparations. (b) tabulates the relative abundances of the top 10 most abundant OTUs between the preparations, while (c) is a cross-plot of the relative abundances of the OTUs shared between the three preparations. Error bars in (c) are 1.85% relative abundance (c.f. precision for samples amplified with 5-PRIME Taq). (d) gives the OTU rank abundance curve for all three preparations.
Figure 10. Comparison of amplification approach: pooling single, double, or triple PCR products during preparation of sample #5193 (transplanted carbonate) for iTag sequencing. (a) shows the OTU overlap between results from the three preparations. The majority of OTUs are shared, including all the major OTUs (any OTU >0.2% relative abundance in either sample is shared between the two samples). Only a small number of OTUs, with very low relative abundance, are not shared between preparations. (b) tabulates the relative abundances of the top 10 most abundant OTUs between the preparations, while (c) is a cross-plot of the relative abundance of the OTUs shared between the three preparations. Error bars in (c) are 1.85% relative abundance (c.f. precision for samples amplified with 5-PRIME Taq). (d) gives the OTU rank abundance curve for all three preparations.
Figure 11. Comparison of amplification approach: pooling single, double, or triple PCR products during preparation of sample #5472 (bottom water) for iTag sequencing. (a) shows the OTU overlap between results from the three preparations. The majority of OTUs are shared, including all the major OTUs (any OTU >0.1% relative abundance in either sample is shared between the two samples). Only a small number of OTUs, with very low relative abundance, are not shared between preparations. (b) tabulates the relative abundances of the top 10 most abundant OTUs between the preparations, while (c) is a cross-plot of the relative abundance of the OTUs shared between the three preparations. Error bars in (c) are 1.85% relative abundance (c.f. precision for samples amplified with 5-PRIME Taq). (d) gives the OTU rank abundance curve for all three preparations.
Figure 12. Non-metric multidimensional scaling analysis of PCR pooling treatments (single, double, triple) of four marine methane seep samples representing various substrates. The samples are well-differentiated by substrate but not by pooling treatment, indicating pooling treatment is not likely to alter ecological interpretations of datasets.
Figure 13. Comparison of amplification approach: gDNA template diluted 1X, 10X, or 100X prior to PCR amplification of sample #5122 (carbonate) for iTag sequencing. (a) shows the OTU overlap between results from the three preparations. The majority of OTUs are shared, including all the major OTUs (any OTU >0.2% relative abundance in either sample is shared between the two samples). Only a small number of OTUs, with very low relative abundance, are not shared between preparations. (b) tabulates the relative abundances of the top 10 most abundant OTUs between the preparations, while (c) is a cross-plot of the relative abundance of the OTUs shared between the three preparations. Error bars in (c) are 1.85% relative abundance (c.f. precision for samples amplified with 5-PRIME Taq). (d) gives the OTU rank abundance curve for all three preparations.
Figure 14. Comparison of amplification approach: 5-PRIME Hot Master Mix vs NEB Q5. (a,c,e,g,i) show the OTU overlap between the two amplifications. (b,d,f,g,j) show a cross plot of the shared OTUs. Although the majority of OTUs are shared, due to known biases between the enzymes (c.f. Mock Communities), the $R^2$ values in the cross plots relatively low with slopes of the regression line deviating from a value of 1.
Figure 15. Comparison of amplification approach: amplification using 5-PRIME Taq, NEB Q5 annealing at 50°C, or NEB Q5 annealing at 54°C for sample #5133 (sediment) for iTag sequencing. (a) shows the OTU overlap between results from the three preparations. The majority of OTUs are shared, including all the major OTUs (any OTU >0.4% relative abundance in either sample is shared between the two samples). Only a small number of OTUs, with very low relative abundance, are not shared between preparations. (b) tabulates the relative abundances of the top 10 most abundant OTUs between the preparations, while (c) is a cross-plot of the relative abundance of the OTUs shared between the three preparations. Error bars in (c) are 1.85% relative abundance (c.f. precision for samples amplified with 5-PRIME Taq). (d) gives the OTU rank abundance curve for all three preparations.
Figure 16. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling of 134 samples published in Case et al., 2015, along with samples which were subjected to various methodology tests. Overall the methodology tests, despite differences in recovered 16S rRNA gene profiles, do not exhibit a large difference when compared to other samples in a large environmental dataset. Samples published in Case et al., 2015 (using the “default” preparation and processing methodology) are given symbols with bold colors and a black border. Their corresponding samples which were subjected to methodology tests are identified by symbols with pale colors and a black border. Colored ovals are drawn by hand to guide the reader’s eye to these groupings.
Figure 17. NMDS and Shepard plots. Panels (A) and (B) are calculated from synthetic data of five samples given in Tables 3-5. Panels (C) and (D) are calculated from 16S rRNA gene data from 134 methane seep samples (c.f., Chapter Two of this thesis; Case et al., 2015). In NMDS plots (panels (A) and (C)), each point represents the entire microbial assemblage from one sample. Data points closer to one another are more biologically similar. In (C), gray and orange indicate carbonate and non-carbonate habitats, respectively. Also in (C), circles, triangles, squares, and diamonds represent nodules, circles, bottom waters, and carbonates, respectively. In Shepard plots (panels (B) and (D)), the x-axis is calculated using Equation 2 of Chapter 4 and the y-axis is calculated by Euclidian distance on the accompanying NMDS plots. Every blue circle represents the dissimilarity and ordination distance between one pair of samples in the dataset. The red line is a monotonic regression to the blue circles. Stress, reported in the lower right corners of (A) and (C), is calculated as in Equation 3 of Chapter 4 by summing the differences between blue data points and the red regression line.
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REMAINING QUESTIONS AND NEXT STEPS

Biomarker data in this thesis unequivocally shows that seep carbonate-associated microbial communities are sensitive to changes in seepage flux. Longevity of biomarkers appears to increase from 16S rRNA genes to IPLs to core lipids, with IPLs demonstrating turnover times more similar to 16S rRNA genes than core lipids. The work presented in this thesis raises multiple lines of inquiry to further understand the complex relationship between microorganisms, their biomarker taphonomy, carbonate mineralogy, and time- and space-variant methane seepage:

- Do microbial biomarker profiles differ if a carbonate is sampled with spatially-resolved resolution, rather than in bulk? If so, are differences in microbial biomarker profiles associated with mineralogy, age, other factors, or a combination of multiple factors?

- How sensitive are seep microorganisms to fine-scale differences in magnitude of seepage flux, rather than binary “active” and “low-activity” designations? Is this the same for sediment- and carbonate-hosted seep microorganisms?

- What is the radial distance-decay rate between microbial assemblage similarity and methane seepage? Does it differ for sediment- and carbonate-hosted microbial organisms?

- How do carbonate-specific microorganisms spread from seep to seep? Is endemism higher in seep carbonates than in seep sediments?

- Some bacterial IPLs appear to be preferentially associated with dolomite mineralogy – what species are these associated with, and can they inform the precipitation of dolomite in subsurface sediments?

- Do new carbonates precipitate at low-activity sites even after “high” levels of seepage disappear? What role does secondary alteration of mineralogy play in seep carbonates, and on what timescale?

- Is the hypothesis of log-linear changes in microbial biomarkers as a function of time since quiescence supported by experiments with finer time resolution?
PERSPECTIVES

My choice to study science was the result of a chain of inspirational mentors. In 7th grade, at Glacier Creek Middle School, Andrew Harris infused science with merriment and inventiveness. Three years later, in 10th grade Honors Chemistry, Julie Jensen appealed to my sense of organization and structure. In 12th grade, Kathryn Eilert’s Biotechnology class drew intimate connections between science and daily life. Entering college, I knew I wanted to major in Chemistry, and was inspired over four years by various professors, including Bill Buhro and Dewey Holton. I was also introduced to laboratory research through the advising of Dan Giammar at Washington University and Laura Robinson at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Their leadership helped me develop a keen interest in applying my Chemistry background to Earth science, which, with their support, I decided to pursue in graduate school. At Caltech a multitude of advisors, mentors, and colleagues further shaped my understanding of the natural world – Victoria Orphan, Jess Adkins, and Fumio Inagaki, to name a few.

I mention these to highlight the human component of one’s intellectual development. Science can be, and often is, portrayed as an emotionless discipline, immune to sentiment and driven by dispassionate analysis in white lab coats and pristine laboratories. While scientists of course strive for objective analysis in their experiments, the actual day-to-day life of a scientist is very much driven by human interactions. Indeed, the inevitable challenges of scientific pursuit – failed experiments, unsupported hypotheses, conflicting results – are offset by the commiseration and positive encouragement of colleagues. It would probably not be possible, and certainly would not be pleasurable, to pursue science absent scientist friends. And so as I conclude my time in graduate school, I want to emphasize the importance of fostering not just a laboratory with top-notch equipment, but of seeking, growing, and maintaining an academic environment with friendly and supportive students, staff, and faculty throughout. Caltech and Victoria Orphan have provided this environment, for which I am grateful.
Inseparable from the view of science as a human-driven endeavor is the role of creativity in scientific progress. Despite the often promulgated view of scientists as stodgy Type-A persons who don’t have the chops for the arts, I have found the best and brightest scientists to be among the most creative persons I have known. Working at the boundaries of human knowledge, exploring ideas and experiments which no human has ever before encountered, by definition requires an ability to think creatively. I have found, and indeed I did not appreciate this before graduate school, that creativity and a taste for the unknown are indispensable character traits for the successful scientist.

Perhaps the largest difference I can identify between my current understanding of science and that with which I arrived in graduate school is an appreciation for the inter-disciplinary nature of the endeavor. It is now clear to me that the borders between one discipline and another are diffuse – perhaps they do not exist at all. Certainly as a high school student, and even for much or all of my undergraduate education, it was natural to feel that science was divided into discrete units – Chemistry, Physics, and Biology, for example. Graduate school has taught me that not only are the disciplines not unique, but in fact understanding one is essential to understanding the others. In a sense this is an old viewpoint – more that of the well-rounded Renaissance scholar than the 20th century specialist. Coming around to this appreciation for the holistic nature of science has felt like the single largest “turning point” of my graduate career and maturation of my intellectual self. Furthermore, it feels entirely consistent with my now-credentialed title of ecologist. Ecology, by definition, deals with the relationships between organisms and their surroundings. The principles of ecology promote an appreciation for not merely the description of individuals, but the overarching principles that relate individuals to one another. Ecology is, by nature, a study of the in-betweens, the derivatives, the connectedness between units. I would argue, then, that if a PhD fundamentally involves an appreciation for the connectedness of all disciplines, then a PhD is, at its base level, an understanding of all science in an ecological manner. I believe that, whether they see it or not, all scientists are in some manner really ecologists, and that the title Ecologist is the highest honor to be afforded to a student of the natural world.
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A1.0 ABSTRACT

High-pressure environments represent the volumetric majority of habitat space for microorganisms on the planet, including the pelagic deep-sea, deep-sea sediments, and both the terrestrial and marine deep subsurface biospheres. However, the importance of pressure as an environmental variable affecting, and possibly constraining, microbial life remains poorly constrained. This is due in part to the difficulty of accessing, sampling, and transporting samples from high-pressure environments back to the laboratory. In order to address this obstacle, we designed a new high-pressure corer which is deployable on the payload of a piloted or remotely operated deep-sea vehicle, can retrieve sediment samples in situ, can be recovered shipboard and transported back to onshore laboratories, and which can maintain high pressure conditions throughout multi-month incubations including daily amendments with liquid media and gases and daily effluent sampling for geochemical or microbiological analysis.

A 45-day incubation at 10 MPa and 4°C of sediments from the seafloor of the Joetsu Knoll, Japan, indicated periods of both aerobic and anaerobic methanotrophy. These rates were generally in agreement with previously reported rates of methane oxidation in aqueous environments, with the exception that our calculated aerobic rates outpaced anaerobic rates. Whether, how, and to what extent pressure impacts the physiology of microorganisms in the deep-sea remains an open area of research, one hopefully made more accessible to researchers through the emergence of new technologies for high-pressure sampling and incubations.
A1.1 INTRODUCTION

High-pressure (HP) environments, including the deep sea, seafloor, and deep subsurface, represent the most volumetrically abundant habitats on the planet for microorganisms. However, our understanding of the diversity, physiology, and adaptability of HP-tolerant (“piezotolerant”), HP-preferring (“piezophilic”), and HP-requiring (“hyperpiezophilic” or “obligately piezophilic”) microorganisms remains in early stages of research. The first active microbial communities from deep-sea sediments were described in 1957 from >10,000 meters below sea level (mbsl) in the Philippine Trench (Zobell and Morita 1957). The first isolation of an obligate microbial piezophile species from deep-sea sediments did not occur until over 20 years later, of a gammaproteobacterial *Colwellia* species (Yayanos et al. 1981). Since then, driven by the widespread use of molecular techniques, the diversity of piezophilic and hyperpiezophilic microorganisms has been extended to many clades of *Bacteria* (Yanagibayashi et al. 1999; Kato et al. 2008; Nagata et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2015) and *Archaea* (Zeng et al. 2009; Birrien et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2015), and probably varies significantly depending on particular environment.

Preliminary experiments have shown sediment-hosted microbial communities from the deep sea to be sensitive to changes in pressure. Diversity, as measured by 16S rRNA genes, diverges over time if sediments from the deep sea are maintained at atmospheric vs at representative deep-sea pressures (Yanagibayashi et al. 1999). Unsurprisingly, then, metabolic activity also differs whether experiments on deep-sea sediments are conducted at low or high pressures (Picard and Ferdelman 2012). Similar tests of diversity and metabolic activity as a function of pressure from deep biosphere and hydrothermal vent samples would increase our understanding of microbial life in extreme environments.

A significant obstacle in the study of piezophilic microorganisms has been sample recovery. High-pressure (e.g., deep-sea) environments are generally difficult and expensive to access, and even once accessed it is challenging to maintain samples at HP during transport back to a
research vessel and/or the home laboratory. Because of these logistical challenges, development of new sampling technology has been identified as a top priority in the field of HP microbiology (Kim and Kato 2010; Kato 2011; Zhang et al. 2015). Recent development of deep-subsurface coring technology which can maintain *in situ* pressure through recovery represents good progress (Kubo et al. 2014), but can only be deployed on large drill ships such as the D/V *Chikyu* at great expense and time commitment. Development of an affordable HP sampling device that could be deployed on the payload of a piloted or remotely operated vehicle (e.g., DSV *Shinkai 6500* or ROV *Hyperdolphin*) and which could retain *in situ* pressure through sample retrieval and shipment back to onshore laboratories would enable many members of the scientific community to pursue environmental microbiology research at high pressures. A device meeting many of these criteria was developed at the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) in the 1990s, and successfully deployed, but was limited to small volumes of surface sediments and was specifically designed to perform dilution-to-extinction experiments rather than stable isotope or amendment incubations (Kyo et al. 1991; Kato et al. 2008).

In order to address the technical considerations of working in deep-sea HP environments, we (specifically co-authors Inagaki, Morono, and Ijiri) worked with engineers at Syn Corporation Ltd. (co-authors Nagasawa and Matsumoto) to develop and test a new HP corer. The goal for this device was to be (i) deployable on the payload of an ROV, (ii) to have a “push core-like” structure enabling sampling down to >10 cm below seafloor, (iii) to maintain HP through recovery onboard ship and shipment to onshore laboratories, (iv) to have inlet ports for adding liquid media and/or gas phase (including stable isotope) amendments to the incubation chamber, and (v) to have an outlet port to enable time-course tracking of an experiment without sacrificing pressure on the entire vessel. After fabrication, deployment of the device was tested on deep-sea sediments at the Joetsu Knoll, Japan, during R/V *Natsushima* cruise NT13-15 in July 2013 at a depth of 985 meters below sea level (mbsl; 9.9 MPa). Subsequent onshore incubation of the deep-sea sediments within the HP corer chamber, including liquid media and gaseous amendments, was performed for 45
days at the Kochi Core Center branch of JAMSTEC in Kochi, Japan. This thesis chapter reports microbiological and geochemical results indicating a successful deployment and onshore use of the HP corer. Technical details of the HP corer are in preparation for publication at a later date.

The well-characterized geology, geochemistry, and microbiology of the Joetsu Knoll made it a favorable control site for testing deployment of the HP corer. Massive gas hydrates outcrop on the seafloor at the Joetsu Knoll, sourced from thermogenically produced methane (Matsumoto et al. 2005). In addition to this rich source of reduced carbon, the Joetsu Knoll is bathed in oxygen-rich bottom water (>210 µmol/kg; Gamo and Horibe 1983), fueling diverse chemosynthetic microbial consortia. Previous 16S rRNA clone libraries from sediments at the Joetsu Knoll have revealed the presence of anaerobic methane oxidizing archaea (e.g., ANME-1 and ANME-2) in addition to a diversity of other Archaea and Bacteria (Yanagawa et al. 2011).

Despite the high concentration of oxygen in overlying bottom waters, the presence, distribution, and/or activity of aerobic methanotrophs has not been specifically investigated at the Joetsu Knoll.

A1.2 METHODS

A1.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Sample collection was performed during cruise NT13-15 aboard the R/V Natsushima during July 2013. The study site was the Joetsu Knoll, a well-characterized location of methane seepage offshore Joetsu, Japan (Fig. 1; 37°31.1′N, 137°58.0′E, 985 meters below sea level, 9.9 MPa pressure, Yanagawa et al. 2011). Two sediment cores were collected during Dive 1555 of the ROV Hyperdolphin: firstly, sediment was collected into the HP corer (hereafter, “HP Core”) by abrading the internal core cylinder against an exposed vertical wall of sediment interlaced with white methane hydrates and bacterial films (Fig. 1). The HP Core’s internal cylinder was then immediately placed into the external cylinder and secured by tightening. In this manner, sediment
was collected at environmentally relevant pressure and sealed into the HP Core *in situ*, in order to maintain pressure throughout core recovery and onshore experimentation. Unfortunately the Teflon seal on the HP Core was compromised, most likely by sediment grains lodged against the Teflon core liner, resulting in a loss of pressure during transit of the ROV *Hyperdolphin* from seafloor to the R/V *Natsushima*. The core was quickly re-pressurized to 10 MPa onboard ship by injection of filtered artificial seawater; in total, the HP Core experienced a loss of pressure for <3.5 hours. The HP Core was stored at 4°C and 10 MPa onboard, during shipment, and upon arrival at the Kochi Core Center. Besides the HP Core, a second core was collected from adjacent sediment into a traditional M-type corer (hereafter, “M core”). The material collected into the M core contained a mixture of sediment and bottom water, which by the time of recovery onboard ship had separated by density. Immediately onboard ship, subsamples of the “M core water” and “M core sediment” were frozen at -80°C for later DNA extraction and sequencing.

The HP Core was kept for the duration of experimentation (total 45 days) in a walk-in 4°C refrigerator in the laboratory. Twelve days after collection from the seafloor, the HP Core was amended with \(^{13}\text{CH}_4\) (50 mL of 50\% \(^{13}\text{CH}_4\)) and \(^{15}\text{N}_2\) (50 mL of 50\% \(^{15}\text{N}_2\)) and daily tracking of pressure, temperature, dissolved inorganic carbon concentration (DIC), and \(\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{DIC}}\) began for the course of a 45-day experiment in high pressure incubation of seafloor microbial assemblages (Fig. 3-4). Temperature and pressure were continuously monitored (\(\Delta t=1\ \text{sec}\)), with daily samples taken for \(\delta^{13}\text{C}_{\text{DIC}}\). During daily sampling, pressure was reset to 10 MPa by injection of sterile artificial seawater that contained no carbon sources (Supplemental Text). Samples for DNA extraction were taken at 11, 25, and 45 days; the T11 days and T25 time points were by necessity of design captured from the effluent outflow (the only outflow port) at the top of the HP Core. This involved bleeding 6 mL of effluent from the top port, following by filtration onto a polycarbonate membrane and freezing. The T45 time point, however, was taken from the sediment at the bottom of the HP Core, which was only possible because the vessel could exclusively be opened to the atmosphere during takedown of the experiment. Besides the addition
of $^{13}$CH$_4$ and $^{15}$N$_2$ at the beginning of the experiment, the only other injections of exogenous gas were addition of 100% O$_2$ on days 29, 30, 35, 37, 39, and 44. In all cases 10 mL of O$_2$ was injected, except for the first injection on day 29, which was 5 mL of O$_2$.

A1.2.2 DISSOLVED INORGANIC CARBON (DIC) AND $\delta^{13}$C MEASUREMENT

Carbon concentration and isotopic measurements were conducted on 0.2 µm-filtered effluent water samples <24 hours after collection. Measurements were performed on an isotope-monitoring gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (irm-GC/MS) ThermoFinnigan Delta Plus XP isotope-ratio mass spectrometer connected to TRACE GC as previously described (Ijiri et al. 2012).

A1.2.3 DNA EXTRACTION AND SEQUENCING

The M-core-sediment and M-core-water samples were extracted with the MoBio PowerMax soil DNA isolation kit according to manufacturer protocols (~5 g/extraction). The T11, T25, and T45 (duplicate samples of T45 were extracted and sequenced) time points were extracted with the MoBio PowerSoil DNA isolation kit according to manufacturer protocols (~0.5 g/extraction). In addition, duplicate T45 sediments were separately subjected to a simplified hot alkaline extraction (Morono et al. 2014), in which sequential cell lysis is performed in heated 1M sodium hydroxide solution (Supplemental Text).

Samples were prepared for deep sequencing of the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene according to a slightly modified version of the Earth Microbiome Project’s recommended protocol (Mason et al. 2015). New England Biolabs Q5 polymerase enzyme was substituted for 5-PRIME HotMasterMix. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina MiSeq platform at Laragen, Inc., and data processing (joining paired ends, trimming sequences, chimera checking, 97% OTU
picking, and taxonomic assignment) were performed as previously described (Case et al. 2015). Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) analyses were performed in the R environment using the ‘vegan’ package on square-root-transformed tables of relative sequence abundance (Oksanen et al. 2013; R Core Team 2014).

In addition to sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene, an assay of the monooxygenase intergenic spacer region (“MISA”) between pmoC and pmoA was performed following previously described protocols (Tavormina et al. 2010; see Supplemental Text for primer sequences, which have been modified since the initial publication) on two samples: the M-core-sediment and T45 sediment. Transformation of the MISA fragment into E. coli was performed with the 10G Elite Solo kit from Lucigen Corporation. Inserts were amplified with the Lucigen Corporation GC Vector Amplification pSMART kit and separately digested with HaeIII and RsaI restriction enzymes in order to generate restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) patterns. Unique inserts were sequenced at Laragen, Inc. The resulting traces were manually checked for quality, translated to amino acid sequences, aligned against pure culture and previously published pmoA fragments in MUSCLE (Edgar 2004), and trimmed to the pmoA amino acids positions 5-49 of M. capsulata Bath (an approach employed in Tavormina et al. 2010). These pmoA fragments, both experimental and from known organisms, were used to generate a 100-bootstrap, maximum likelihood tree in RAxML (Stamatakis 2014).

A1.3 RESULTS

The HP-Core was successfully deployed on the payload of the ROV Hyperdolphin during Dive 1555, capturing sediment in a challenging deep-sea environment and retaining sediment within the reaction chamber through recovery onboard ship. The loss of pressure during recovery was unfortunate, but with increased deployment experience and technical improvements, the HP-Core has been successfully recovered without pressure loss (F. Inagaki, personal communication).
Further, the HP-Core successfully maintained high pressure through shipping and during the course of 45 days of experimentation. There is no indication that the HP-Core would not have continued to retain pressure for a significantly longer experimental duration.

Over the course of 45 days, $\delta^{13}$C$_{DIC}$ was observed to increase, albeit relatively slowly for the first ~30 days (Fig. 4). A model of exponential increase in $\delta^{13}$C$_{DIC}$, fit from the data between T29 and T32, fits the data from T33-T45 very well ($R^2=0.97$; Fig. 4); this increase appears to be linked to the addition of O$_2$ beginning at T29. Stepwise rates of methane oxidation were calculated by subtracting the moles of $^{13}$C observed between time points ($t_n - t_{n-1}$), on the assumption that new $^{13}$C in the DIC pool represented newly oxidized $^{13}$CH$_4$ (Eq. 1; a factor of 2 was added because the methane amendment was only 50% $^{13}$CH$_4$). The trend in methane oxidation rate, by definition, mirrors the increase in $\delta^{13}$C$_{DIC}$ and shows increasing rates of methane oxidation late in the experiment.

$$\text{[Eq.1]} \quad \text{CH}_4 \text{ oxidation rate (nM/day) = } 2 \cdot 10^6 \cdot \left(\frac{\text{DIC}_{n} \cdot V_{\text{HP-Core}} - \left(\text{DIC}_{n-1}/(1+R_{\text{std}}(\delta^{13}C_n/1000)+1)\right) - \left(\text{DIC}_{n-1}/(1+R_{\text{std}}(\delta^{13}C_{n-1}/1000)+1)\right)}{n - n_i}\right)$$

Within the period of the experiment prior to rapid increase in methane oxidation rate (T0-T29), slow but measurable methane oxidation is observed (c.f. inset of Fig. 4). Within the period T0-T29, more significant increase in $\delta^{13}$C is apparent from T0-10 than T11-29.

iTag sequencing reveals three categories of microbial communities with our HP-Core and M-core dataset: the M-core water and sediment samples, the HP-Core effluent samples from T11 and T25, and the HP-Core sediment samples from T45 (Fig. 5-6). The M-core samples, both sediment and water, are characterized by high relative abundances of OTUs associated with Candidate Division JS1 bacteria (20-30%), Desulfovibacteraceae (6-10%), Methylococcales (2-12%), and various ANME archaea (1-4%; Fig. 5; Table S1). The effluent samples from T11 and T25 lack OTUs associated with AMNE or Methylococcales and instead demonstrate high relative abundances of OTUs associated with Bacteroidetes, delta-, epsilon-, and gamma-proteobacteria;
they are the most abundant in the a Helicobacteraceae-associated OTU (9-17%), which is observed in moderate relative abundance throughout the iTag dataset (Fig. 5). In contrast the sediment samples from T45, similar to the M-core samples, are rich in OTUs associated with Methylcoccales (31-30%) and moderately rich in Candidate Division JS1 OTUs (2-4%). However, the T45 sediment samples also share much of the diversity of delta-, epsilon-, and gamma-proteobacteria observed in the HP-Core effluent samples. Furthermore, the T45 sediment samples appear to be characteristically rich in a Pisirickettsiaceae-associated OTU (16-20%) which is relatively poor in the M-core and HP-core effluent samples (Fig. 5). The extraction method (MoBio vs Hot Alkaline) appears to make a measurable but overall small difference in the overall microbial 16S rRNA signature recovered from T45 sediments. When extracted with the MoBio kit, a Methylcoccales-associated OTU is recovered at about two-thirds the relative abundance as recovered in samples extracted with the Hot Alkaline method. In contrast, a BD1-5-associated OTU is twice as abundant in MoBio-extracted samples as compared to Hot Alkaline-extracted samples (Fig. 4). These differences are apparent in multidimensional ordination, where the T45 samples overall plot closely together, but are distinctly separate according to extraction method (Fig. 5).

The MISA assay, applied to our M-core-water and T45.1-MoBio sediment from the HP-Core, is intentionally broad enough to recover sequences from both pmoA and amoA genes (Tavormina et al. 2010). Our dataset revealed both gene types, with pmoA more abundance than amoA. Furthermore, the pmoA genes recovered indicate both a diversity of pmoA genes present, as well as a difference in the pmoA composition between the M-core-water and T45.1-MoBio HP-Core sediment. Each of the two samples was particularly rich in one pmoA gene (Patterns 1 and 16 in Fig. 7), although overall these pmoA contigs were more similar to one another than to other pmoA gene from cultured or genome-sequenced organisms in the dataset (Fig. 7).
A1.4 DISCUSSION

A1.4.1 EVALUATION OF SUCCESS OF TECHNICAL GOALS

Of the five goals described for the first iteration of the HP corer, three were successfully achieved, one was partially achieved, and one was unachieved. The first goal, to develop a HP corer deployable on the payload of a piloted or remotely operated deep-sea vehicle, was achieved by deployment with the ROV *Hyperdolphin*. Furthermore, the HP corer was accompanied on the dive by a variety of other sampling devices: 6 push cores, a plastic tote for recovery of push cores previously deployed on the seafloor, a temperature probe and deep-sea high-pressure CO$_2$ injection system (Ohtomo et al. 2015), and an “M-type” corer. These other instruments and sampling devices were successfully employed on the same dive as the HP corer, lasting exactly two hours on the seafloor. Therefore, deployment of the HP corer does not impede other research aims during valuable at-sea time, and individual dives do not need to be dedicated to exclusive deployment of the HP corer.

The second goal, to sample >10 cm beneath the seafloor, was partially achieved. Due to the nature of the environment on the seafloor at the Joetsu Knoll, rather than choose to employ the HP corer like a traditional push core (straight down into sediment), we instead abraded the HP corer against a wall of mixed sediment, methane hydrate, and bacterial mats. This sampling action, while not strictly the equivalent to a push-core-like method, nonetheless captured a significant amount of sediment that might have been similar to the amount captured in a push-core-like maneuver. Abrading the HP corer against a wall of sediment allowed us to visualize the corer at all times, preferable for a first deployment of the new technology. There was no indication that pushing the HP corer vertically into a flat sediment bed would not have produced good sampling results as well.

Unfortunately, the third technical goal, to maintain HP conditions through recovery onboard ship, was not achieved. The HP corer arrived at the sea surface having lost pressure, most likely as
a result of sediment grains compromising the Teflon seal where the core interfaces with the core liner. Pressure was quickly restored with filtered seawater, and held stably over the next 24 hours, which encompassed the remainder of the time at sea. It is possible that the sediment grains compromising the vessel’s seal were washed out during repressurization, enabling the maintenance of HP onboard. The HP corer successfully maintained pressure during shipment to the Kochi Core Center, demonstrating its resilience to shipping and handling. In subsequent deployments, the HP corer has been successfully employed and recovered onboard without pressure loss. Therefore, the system is capable of achieving the third goal of maintaining pressure from deep-sea sample collection to onshore incubation, but caution must be taken when choosing a sampling location and type.

Goals four and five, to be able to add liquid and gas amendments to the incubator during an experiment, and to be capable of extracting time-resolved output samples from the incubator, were successful. Sampling from the outflow port was performed daily. Sampling generated minor loss of internal pressure (generally less than 1 MPa, depending on user technique; Fig. 3). Pressure was restored daily by pumping in of fresh, sterile liquid media. Additionally, gas-phase amendments were injected in-line with the liquid media throughout the incubation.

Based on our experience with this first deployment, when deploying this first generation of the HP corer we recommend choosing carefully the sampling site and being extra cautious to avoid unnecessary sediment disturbance – excess sediment clouding bottom waters increase the likelihood of a compromised Teflon seal. Depending on time constraints, it is advisable to choose a seafloor location, hold the vehicle steady for enough time to let particles settle out, and only then to perform sampling. Additionally, it is good practice to perform HP corer sampling as the last function of a deep-sea dive. This minimizes both the amount of jostling on the HP corer and the time duration between sampling and recovery onboard ship.

Some recommendations can be made for future iterations of the technical design for the HP corer. The first generation had one outflow sampling port, located at the top of the vessel. This
port worked well, but daily outflow samples only represented the pelagic microbial community at the top of the incubation. Based on our 16S rRNA sequencing data (Fig. 5-6), we suspect this resulted in observing a different microbial community from that which resided deeper in the incubation column, in particular in the sediments settled at the bottom. Future iterations of the HP corer would be improved by having multiple outflow ports located at various heights along the incubation column. Similarly, the inflow port for adding liquid media and gas amendments only existed at the bottom of the incubation column. Although this worked for our experimental design, it is conceivable that future experiments would benefit from an ability to add amendments from either the top or bottom of the chamber – requiring engineering of additional inflow ports in future designs.

A1.4.2 MICROBIALLY MEDIATED METHANE OXIDATION DURING HP INCUBATION WITH $^{13}$CH$_4$

During the 45-day incubation, DIC and $\delta^{13}$C$_{DIC}$ data (collected and analyzed daily) suggested methane oxidation (Fig. 4). In the first 11 days (T0-T11) of the experiment methane oxidation, as determined by incorporation of $^{13}$C into the DIC pool, appeared to be accelerating. However, it then plateaued and between T11 and T28 little methane oxidation was observed. We suspect the initial methane oxidation occurred by aerobic processes, and ceased when O$_2$ was fully consumed. If so, the theoretical amount of O$_2$ consumed by aerobic methanotrophy can be calculated by stoichiometric conversion using the following equation and $^{13}$C data to track the number of moles of methane consumed between T0 and T11:

$$\text{CH}_4 + 2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad \text{Eq. 2}$$
With 4.25 µmol of CH₄ consumed between T0 and T11 (calculated from data in Fig. 4), complementary oxidation of 8.50 µmol of O₂ is required. This is a relatively small amount compared to known bottom water O₂ concentrations in the Japan Sea (>220 µmol/kg), but it is likely that through the course of shipment of the HP corer to Kochi and static storage for twelve days at 4°C prior to stable isotope amendment, a significant amount of aerobic respiration could have consumed most of the available O₂ in the incubation chamber. Respiratory processes could have continued during T0-T11, all independent of ¹³C label and thus undetected by our geochemical measurements.

Between T11 and T28, the rate of methane oxidation was slower, with 7 µmol of CH₄ oxidized during the seventeen days. If we assume that during this period aerobic methanotrophy was replaced by sulfate-coupled anaerobic methanotrophy (AOM; Eq. 3), then only 7 µmol of sulfate are stoichiometrically required:

\[
\text{CH}_4 + \text{SO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{HS}^- + \text{HCO}_3^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]  

Eq. 3

This is well within the bounds of seawater chemistry, where sulfate is generally present at ~28 mmol/kg. Anaerobic conditions during this period were supported by oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) measurements. When the first ORP measurement was taken, at T29, it was at the very reduced value of -300 mV. Although we do not have ORP data to help define exactly when anaerobic conditions began, it is clear than by T29 anaerobic conditions prevailed.

Further evidence for aerobic methanotrophy was the nearly immediate onset of an exponential rise in δ¹³CDIC upon additions of O₂ beginning at T29. Over the course of six O₂ injections between T29 and T45, 55 mL of 100% were added to the incubation chamber, corresponding to 242 µmol of O₂. Conversion of δ¹³C DIC into consumption of methane molecules, we find aerobic methanotrophy would have consumed 143 µmol of O₂ between T29 and T45, consistent with our known amount of injected O₂. Regular ORP measurements between T29 and T45 reflected the addition of oxygen but also its rapid consumption: after T30, ORP averaged -33 mV (max=67 mV, min=-120 mV).
The hypothesis of sequential aerobic, anaerobic, and aerobic phases in the HP incubation chamber are additionally supported by sequencing data of the 16S rRNA and pmoA genes (Fig. 5-7). M-core samples, taken from sediments nearby the sampling location for the HP corer at the Joetsu Knoll, revealed the presence of anaerobic methanotrophs spanning the ANME-1, -2, and -3 clades as well as likely aerobic methanotrophs of the gammaproteobacterial M. Methylococcales order (Fig. 5). Thus, the requisite microorganisms for aerobic and anaerobic methane oxidation metabolisms were most likely present, at least at the time of sampling, in the sediments in the HP incubation chamber. The presence of aerobic methanotrophs in the M-core, and therefore also likely the HP corer, is further supported by abundant recovery of pmoA genes related to gammaproteobacterial methane oxidizers (Fig. 7). In addition, the microbial diversity data collected from the HP incubation chamber at T45 provides an excellent portrait of the microorganisms inhabiting the HP-incubated sediments at the end of experimentation. These sediments abundantly contained a M. Methylococcales-associated OTU but lacked ANME OTUs (Fig. 5). Sequences from the pmoA gene also revealed an abundance of gammaproteobacterial methanotrophs in the T45 sediment.

On the bulk scale, the sediments from the HP incubation at T45 differed in 16S rRNA gene diversity from the M-core samples (Fig. 6). This difference was likely influenced by several factors. First, because the M-core and HP core were not sampled at the exact same position on the seafloor, we cannot rule out spatial heterogeneity of microbial diversity and geochemistry. Indeed, short-range spatial diversity has been recorded previously at methane seep locations (Orphan et al. 2004). Second, it is likely that during the course of the 45-day incubation microbial successional processes resulted in a change in microbial diversity. Some of the major differences in 16S rRNA gene diversity between the M-core samples and the HP core T45 samples were the loss of ANME-associated OTUs and the retention of only one of two major M. Methylococcales-associated OTUs (Fig. 5).
In addition, the T45 sediments are richer in other gammaproteobacterial (e.g., Colwelliaceae) and epsilonproteobacterial OTUs (e.g., Campylobacteraceae) than the M-core sediments. These OTUs were observed at high relative abundance in the T11 and T25 effluent samples, suggesting they grew up during the course of incubation (Fig. 5). A Colwelliaceae-associated OTUs was observed to colonize sterile carbonate substrates in 13-month in situ methane seep incubations, suggesting the clade is adaptable to changing environmental parameters (Case et al. 2015). Similarly, many members of the Epsilonproteobacteria, including Campylobacteraceae, are sulfur-oxidizers (Campbell et al. 2006). As oxygen was depleted in the HP incubation chamber, sulfate would have been used as an electron acceptor, producing sulfide (both in AOM and anaerobic respiratory processes). This might explain the increased abundance of epsilonproteobacterial-associated OTUs at T11 onward.

The T45 sediments demonstrated slightly different 16S rRNA gene diversity whether extracted using a MoBio kit or with the hot alkaline lysis method (Fig. 6). This is likely due to differential lysis of cell walls (Morono et al. 2014), with the hot alkaline method yielding significantly higher relative abundances of Methylococcales-associated OTUs than the MoBio kit. Overall, however, the similarity among all T45 sediment samples (regardless of extraction method) is higher than between T45 samples and either T11 and T25 effluent samples or the M-core samples (Fig. 6).

A1.4.3 COMPARISON OF METHANE OXIDATION RATES MEASURED IN THE HP INCUBATION TO PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED RATES

The rates of methane oxidation calculated from our high pressure experiment are similar to, but not higher than, previously published rates of aerobic and anaerobic methane oxidation (Fig. 8). Methane oxidation rates are often observed to vary by many orders of magnitude, depending on both methane and electron acceptor concentrations (Rudd and Hamilton 1974;
Harrits and Hanson 1980; Devol 1983; Iversen et al. 1987; Reeburgh et al. 1991; De Angelis and Lilley 1993; Ward and Kilpatrick 1993; Hoehler et al. 1994; Joye et al. 1999; Valentine et al. 2001; Nauhaus et al. 2002; Girguis et al. 2003; Carini et al. 2005). Our rates of methane oxidation between T11 and T29 (presumed to be AOM) are most similar to rates observed in Hoehler et al. (1994), in which sediment samples from shallow (10 mbsl) waters were incubated with $^{13}$CH$_4$. However, our relative rates of aerobic vs anaerobic methanotrophy are in contrast to multiple studies which examined both aerobic and anaerobic methane oxidation rates (Reeburgh et al. 1991; Hoehler et al. 1994; Joye et al. 1999). We note that of these studies, ours is the only one to be performed at high pressure. Our observation of higher aerobic than anaerobic methane oxidation rates may reveal a difference in sensitivity of aerobic vs anaerobic microorganisms to pressure, although we cannot definitely conclude this without more detailed physiological studies of pure cultures and environmental samples at a variety of pressure conditions.

A1.5 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented microbiological and geochemical data representing the first successful in situ deployment of a new high pressure chamber. The chamber fulfills most of the engineering goals, including: (i) deployable on the payload of a piloted or remotely operated deep-sea vehicle, (iv) containing input ports for liquid media and gas phase amendments, and (v) including an outlet port for time-resolved sampling without loss of pressure. Other goals, including (ii) the ability to sample >10 cm below the seafloor and (iii) ability to maintain HP conditions through recovery onboard and shipment to onshore laboratories, were partially successful or have been successful subsequent to our experiments. Future iterations of the HP corer design will incorporate improvements for sampling (e.g., multiple effluent outflow ports), and in situ deployment of the HP corer will hopefully increase over time as multiple laboratory groups gain access to the technology.
We demonstrated the usefulness of the HP corer by recovering sediments from the Joetsu Knoll, a methane-rich outcrop at ~1,000 mbsl in the Japan Sea. Incubation of these sediments at 10 MPa for 45 days in the presence of $^{13}$CH$_4$ demonstrated likely periods of aerobic and anaerobic methane oxidation, supported by multiple geochemical and microbiological measurements. The high rates of aerobic methane oxidation as compared to anaerobic methane oxidation differed from previous studies, further demonstrating the usefulness of the HP corer and importance of including pressure as a variable in future studies.
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A1.7 FIGURES

Figure 1. Contextualization of study site. (a) Map of central Japan, including the Joetsu Knoll study site. (b) Image capture from the ROV Hyperdolphin dive 1555, demonstrating the sampling location along a several meter-sized wall of methane clathrate. Samples were taken from roughly in the area of the black circle, near methane clathrates but with clear access to sediments for capture. (c) Sediment captured using the HP Core. (d) Sediment captured using the M-core.
Figure 2. Schematic of samples and analyses. The M-core provided contextual evidence for the microbial diversity present in sediments at the time of sampling. The HP-Core, due to its technical aspects, was only able to be sampled from the effluent port during the course of experimentation, and from the sediment settled at the bottom during experimental takedown. All samples were subjected to 16S rRNA iTAG sequencing. Two sediment samples, one each from the M-core and HP-Core T45, were subjected to the MISA/pmoA assay which specifically targets methane- and ammonia-oxidizing microorganisms.
Figure 3. Log of HP-Core temperature and pressure over the duration of incubation. Temperature was maintained at ~4.5°C by storing the HP-Core in a walk-in refrigerator throughout the experiment. Pressure was maintained at ~10 MPa (chosen to match the environmental pressure at the sampling depth of 985 mbsl) by injection of sterile artificial seawater via modified HPLC pump (c.f. Methods). Spikes in the pressure log record the daily effluent sampling for δ¹³C_{DIC}, during which time pressure fluctuated as the effluent port was opened. Over the course of >40 days, user technique improved and the fluctuations in pressure decreased in frequency and magnitude.
Figure 4. Time-resolved record of HP-Core incubation. Daily $\delta^{13}$C$_{DIC}$ measurements are given in black circles. Colored circles represent sampling or amendments (see legend). Gray diamonds are the calculated methane oxidation rate between each day and the day prior. Inset shows the same data on a smaller y-axis in order to better resolve trends within the first 40 days of the experiment.
Figure 5. Heat map of major OTUs identified in the 16S rRNA iTag dataset. OTUs were only selected for presentation if they were present at $\geq2\%$ relative abundance in the M-core, HP-Core-effluent (T11 & T25), or HP-Core-sediment (T45) samples. M-core samples are characterized by their richness in Candidate Division JS1 bacteria. T11 and T25 effluent samples host a wide diversity of $\delta$, $\epsilon$, and $\gamma$-proteobacteria, but notably differ from the T45 samples which are rich in a Methylococcales-associated OTU. The full table of 16S rRNA data is provided in the Supplementary Information.
Figure 6. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) plot of 16S rRNA iTag data from this study. The microbial communities in the samples naturally break into three categories: M-core sediments, HP-Core effluent, and HP-Core sediments. Among the HP-Core sediments, DNA extraction method accounts for a measurable but small difference in recovered microbial community composition.
Figure 7. Maximum likelihood tree of pmoA (trimmed to amino acids 5-49 of *M. capsulatus Bath*) sequences generated in the MISA assay. Sequences from this study are defined as “Pattern_x” according to unique HaeIII and Rsal RFLP profiles. Sequences from cultured organisms and sequenced genomes of methane- and ammonia-oxidizers are given with their species name as appropriate. Multiple sequences alignments were generated in MUSCLE and the tree was generated in RAxML with 100 bootstraps. Black circles represent relative abundance of pmoA sequences in the M-core-water and T45.1-MoBio samples. The largest contrast between the two samples is seen in the abundance of different methane-oxidizing organisms.
Figure 8. Comparison of ambient methane oxidation rate measurements between this study and previous studies. Two values are given for this study: calculated methane oxidation rates for the period of putative aerobic conditions (T0–T10 & T29–T45) and putative anaerobic conditions (T11–T28). Methane oxidation rates derived from aerobic methanotrophy are given in gray, whereas rates from anaerobic methane oxidation are given in black.
Composition of artificial seawater used to pressurize HP Core daily.
The artificial seawater (ASW) was made by reference to composition of methanosarchina sp. Strain BT-MS1, without the addition of yeast extract or any carbon source. Trace element solution used was not for methanosarchina but methanothermococcus okinawensis, because it was hypothesized that a trace element solution including CuSO$_4$ may be better to stimulate methanotrophy in our incubation. After all components were dissolved, the ASW was autoclaved.

Specific protocol for hot alkaline DNA extraction.
The protocol is modified after (Morono et al. 2014). Recipes for lysis and neutralization buffer can be found in the original publication.

1. Prewarm water baths to 50˚C and 70˚C.
2. Add 50 µL of lysis solution to ~50 mg sediment in PCR tube.
3. Heat for 20 min at 50˚C.
4. Centrifuge in mini-fuge for 30 sec at 25˚C.
5. Transfer supernatant to new PCR tube pre-loaded with 37.5 µL of neutralization buffer.
6. Wash remaining sample with 50 µL of 50˚C water.
7. Centrifuge in mini-fuge for 30 sec at 25˚C.
8. Transfer supernatant to the PCR tube from step (5).
9. Add 50 µL of lysis solution to remaining sediment in PCR tube.
10. Heat for 20 min at 70˚C.
11. Centrifuge in mini-fuge for 30 sec at 25˚C.
12. Transfer supernatant to new PCR tube pre-loaded with 37.5 µL of neutralization buffer.
13. Wash remaining sample with 50 µL of 70˚C water.
14. Centrifuge in mini-fuge for 30 sec at 25˚C.
15. Transfer supernatant to the PCR tube from step (12).
16. Combine supernatant from (8) and (15) into one tube.

Primers used for MISA assay.
The MISA assay involves two PCR steps, both targeting the pmoC-pmoA intergenic spacer region. Since the original MISA publication in 2010 (Tavormina et al. 2010), the primers have been further modified. The primers employed in this study were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCR#1, Forward primer</td>
<td>AAY GAR TGG GGH CAY RCB TTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR#1, Reverse primer</td>
<td>TCD GMC CAR AAR TCC CAR TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR#2, Forward primer</td>
<td>RCB TTC TGG HTB ATG GAA GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR#2, Reverse primer</td>
<td>CCA RAA RTC CCA RTC NCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S1. Relative abundance of 16S rRNA gene iTag data for all samples in the study.

Supplementary Table 1 can be found in .xlsx format in the Caltech repository along with this thesis.
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